LOCAL AFFAIRS.

.ASK US,

The loaning of money is an
is

a

important part of
you? The fact that

feature that interests

onr

business;
ready

we are

J

it
to

make prompt negotiations at all times should not be overlooked.
Low rates. All business held strictly confidential.

O.

BURRILL,

In

Ellsworth.

GOINO

a

MASON,
t

NAT’L

bank

bldg.,
ELLSWORTH,

2.23, ft.si and 10 28 p

a m,

0E0.

THE AMERICAN is on sale in

ME.

Ellsworth at the

GRANT

H.

and H. W.
5
cents;

CO.,

$

ELLSWORTH and
lonc

stands of

news

Mrs. A. I.Saunders is

INSURANCE

represent such
comp-wiles aa the following:: *V/Bfcna,” “Hartford,” National,” “Royal,” “Western,” "Commercial r don,” “New York Umlerwriter*." “Hamburg*Bremen,” “Norwich,” "Manchester,” “Mereant.lt*." aud “Williamsburg: City.” They are the largest companies and write at the lowest
us a

George Paine, a junior at Harvard, who
spending the summer here with
his parents, Rev. and Mrs. 3. W. Sutton,

The

two-masted

wrecked

on

of

minutes

after

The crew
struck she went to pieces.
escaped with the clothes they stood in
The vessel is

She

owned

was

We

of all kinds.

call.

visiting friends in
J.

at

A.

under-

recover-

E (1. Hopkins has returned home af
a few weeks in Boston.

er

morning.

The many friends and acquaintances of
Michael Brady, of the firm of E. E. Brady
& Co will regret to learn that he is very
low, and that there is very little hope of

not.

Hoy

Mrs.

rry

M

tional

meeting of the Congregacalled for last Monday

parish

Goodwin
in

and

son

aie

Gerry will captain the football
the Ellsworth

high

school.

J. Coughlin, who has been employed

at 8ea» Harbor thl* summer, Is home.

Toe Pare her store

on

the

meeting was
ing, Oct. 5.

corner

of Main

being repaired.
Miss Lora V. Parsons has b<en visiting
her brother, Dr. George E. Parsons, in

and Hancock streets Is

being a quorum, the
adjourned to Monday even-

officers at the high school
have been elected as follows: President,
Harry Laffin; v‘ce-p sident, Philip Jordan; secretary, Mary A. Campbell; treasSenior class

Bridges.
King and wife

urer, Ruel
and

little

Cherryfleld.

was

There not

A. VV.

spending

tquad of

I)o not have your teeth extracted before consulting me. I have had two special courses of ex-

clerk

going repairs.
M'ss Addie Salisbury is slowly
ing from a dangerous illness.

H

TB B TH!

is

the courthouse is

on

visiting relatives

BANK BUILDING, ELLSWORTH.

H.,

ELLSWORTH DENTAL PARLORS.

ing, Oct. 2.

26

Tea

or

to every

two

Flower Pot.

purchaser

pounds

of

one

Coffee,

of

Remember the date,

pound
one

CHINA & JAPAN TEA COMPANY,
MAIN

STREET,

ELLSWORTH.

y'

this
ub

wetk

for

eiupiu^eu

large boarding-house.

a

has

True

H.

William

even-

orchestra.

no win

\> i>ert?

Lafa>etle Davis

house

on

y/

rented

the

Court street and

K.

Foster

wife, who accompanied their daugh-

ters to

Weilesley, are

Foster

came

thence home

home.

Mr. and Mrs.

by boat to Bucksport, and
by carriage.

“Uncle Terry” playc d to a small bouse in
Hancock bail last Thursday evening. The
company presenting the play was not the
same that visited Ellsworth last year, and
did not give such good satisfaction.

times the

Three

“breakers ahead” and

lookout

work

the

R. A. chapter will be held next Tue9day evening, Sept. 29. Work on the Mark
dia

degree.

Monday.
Rev.

piano are ttie qualities that count.
A poorly made piano is dear at any price.
Let us show you a piano that will last a
lifetime, a long lifetime. Our special terms
will make possession easy.
Of

S

a

Staples,

Smith &

Moody,

Maine.

Ellsworth,

i

Telephone, 53-5

Toinformmyfriends

•

that

I have

on

hand

and the
a

public

large stock

8.

L.

Hanscora

the

mission

at

Sunday

evening.

preached

Methodist

There

resub-

church
was

a

last

large

attendance.

at

prices
s.

that

L..

defy competition.

Mary Williams, of Boston, and
Mary H. McFarland, of Augusta,
iu tlie city Sunday calling on re a-

Mrs.
Miss
were

tives and friends.
E.

Doyle,

who

has

the
spent
summer at Northeast
Harbor, is home,
and has resumed the study of law in
Judge Redman’s office.
Fred

building on Main street is
has
Mrs. P. Stevens
being repaired.
moved her stock to her home

of

on

Franklin

^tifarrUsnitnUz.

Terms to

j

t

|
*

t

new

lot received.

W.

sizes and prices.
Fl/KNITUKE Of every description. Everything is new
and up-to-date.

E. J.* DAVIS.

JORDAN,
UNDERTAKER,

weathered the

gale

safe

at

at Swan’s

master

wound. Several stitches were necessary.
Mr. Lord at present, is gaining rapidly,
and will soon be oat again.

lookout

Capt.

three times

Miss Lola Murch has

yeiled

again

home

Mrs. Charlotte Thomas, of Brewer, Is
her sister, Mrs. Mark MMiken.
Mrs. Jerry Crowley, of Bangor, visited

visiting

There were
them—ahead and on

bot h sides—and the

only thing

too late.

was

to let her go on the rocks.
The anchor was let go,

to do

relatives here

the vessel

so

ten m'nuteH the vessel

In

Mr.

at

WRECKED

OFF MT.

Haven, Conn.,

ment, is home.
Mrs. Sue Pray, with her two children,
went to Portland receutly to visit her
ausbarid who has arrived there.

Sept

“Spartan”,

sick

room.

The

King

house

When

the tire

gained

such

ble

save

to

in

tire last

Eden

was

that

anything except what
floor.

was on

DRUGGISTS.

ELLSWORTH.
Corner

opposite Post Office, Ellsworth.

complimentary

Among

the cellar of the burned houst

thirty

which will be

bushels

quite

a

of

new

loss to Mr.

anas

a

deer and

license to hunt

in Maine.
They state that they have received several applications for these licenses, but it
is beyond their power to grant a single
one, as the law expressly provides that
they must tile with the secretary of state,
on or

before December

31

every unsold license and
which have been sold.

O'ono;

of

each

year,

the sthbs of all

“Up River” Fair.
to the largest fair
Amherst by the Northern

ever

held at

if

agricultural
society,
weather doesn’t break up the

were

potatoes
King.

Armstrong and wife, here last week.
George N. Watters and wife, of Hampden, visited Mrs. Watters’ parents, Ellas
Lynch’s band goes to the Bluebill fair
will play at the Amherst fair

to day. It
next week.

visitors here the past week
French and daughter, of

Mrs

New

COMING EVENTS.

Wednesday

and

Thursday, Sept.

23 and

24—Annual fair of Hancock

<

county agricultural society at Mountain park.
Friday, Sept. 25. at Odd Fellows hall,
Ellsworth—Shirt waist party by the Usona

Tickets, 50c.; ladies free.
Monday, Tuesday Wednesday, Sept. 28,

c:ub.

29 and

30—Maine music festival at Ban-

gor.

Tuesday and Wednesday, Sept. 29 and
30, at Amherst—Annual fair of the Northern Hancock agricultural society.

Friday, Oct. 2, at Odd Fellows hall—
Sociable by Daughters of Liberty. Monaghan’s orchestra.
Wednesday, Oct.

7—At North

fair of North Ellsworth

Ellsworth,

farmers’ club.

Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday,

Oct. 27,
Catholic

28 and 29 at Hancock hall—Fair of

society.

S&foertiacnunts.

Ceo. A.

Parcher,

Wholesale and Retail

DRUGGIST
Physicians'

Mail

Supplies and
Specialties

Orders

the

combi-

nation.

Pond and

Great
on

Tuesday,

Amherst
and

will

cross

HANDSOME

Franklin will oppo e the up river nine.
There will be dancing both evenings;
mus e by MntiMghuhN orehes! ra, of E'is
will furnish
worth, and L uch’s la d
music during

stormy,

t

FREE

will

f..ir

continue

It is alinn-t-n bard to
you

are

right

as.

convince

that she is

ROCKER
!

With $5 00 order of Spfee
Soaps. Tea. Coffee and other
light Groceries. Also other
Premiums.

dav.

rue

MAINE.

ELLSWORTH,

Wednesday

on

over

Thursday._

ELLSWORTH FALLS.

A.

Ellen Boynton and son Leon,
Gloucester; Mrp. Estella Allen
and sons
Francis and Harry, of New
York; Miss Barbara Nevils, of Bar Harbor, and Calvin Martin, of Hancock.
B.
Sept. 21.
i.f

It also provides that they shall have, at
that time, deposited with the secretary of
state, f 15, less the fifty cents commission
allowed for selling them, for each license
sold.

If

Home SnrDiyCo., Dept. A

a woman

AUGUSTA,

wrong

riAINE.

MAINE MUSIC FESTIVAL
BANGOR, SEPT. 28, 29 and 30.

Director, W. R. CHAPMAN.

ARTISTS

Henry Guptill, of (Jnlonvilfe, was
night last week on her way to

Maine’s Favorite

over

:

Soprano.

MME. IvII^IvlAIV BLAUVELT

reunion.

Flood went to West Auburn,
Saturday, for a two-weeks’ visit with her
daughter, Mrs. Thomas Tapley.

Henry E. Davis, who is employed in
Rockland, was home over Sunday with

bis parents, G. E. Davis and wife.
Miss Helen A. Thomas, of Eden, who is
teaching at North Ellsworth, spent Saturday and Sunday here with her sister.
Mrs. E. P. Lord.
Bert Smith, wife and child, of Buckswere here Tuesday
noon on their
way to Otis to visit Mrs. Smith’s parents
Aaron Salisbury and wife.
Mrs. Edward Finn, who has
recently
purchased the H. C. Hastings place that
was badly damaged
by tire last winter, is

having it thoroughly repaired.
Sept. 23.

thing

such

no

the

Wm.

were

inoo-e

bats

By hard work on the part of the bucket
brigade the stable and shed were saved.
In

commissioners

game

that there is

Hancock

discovered it had
it was impossi-

was

headway

West

Saturday.

port,

Wiggin & Moore,

Complinientaries.

The fish and
nour-ce

_

LAKEWOOD.

wrecked in the

was

R.

22.

Jeremiah Moore went to Bar Harbor
rbursday to visit bis daughter, Mrs. J.
U. Nevils.

Everything points

Mrs. E. A.

right, with the right
drugs as prescribed, at right
prices. No mix-ups. Our
label is a safeguard in any

No

Florence Tinker, who went to the
a few weeks ago for treat-

Mrp.

DESERT ROCK

The three-masted schooner

of Waltham,
Harrington is

Bangor hospital

fi.OOO.

about

Mrs.

in poor health.

all to

went

Bangor.
Harrington and wife,

Mass., have arrived.

pieces. The captain and crrw saved nothing. Besides his clothes, maps, etc the
captain lost |160 in money.
The vessel w'as biiit in Columbia Falls
in 1873 and was of 114 tons net. The loss
is estimated

spent last week with

tier children in

stern

on

recently.

Mrs. Linda Leach

was

foremost.
This little piece of thoughtfulness probably saved the lives of those on board, as
it brought the vessel pretty well out of
turned round and went

arrived home from

Harbor.

Northeast

ahead”,

“breakers

breakers all around

but this time it

The

Fire at West Eden.

the Archer

L.

found

the

Island.

Mrs.

LORD,

All

were

when

H. Hamilton and wife, of Somerville,
Mass., are visiting Mr. Hamilton’s sister,
Mrs. Henry Lord.

Filled

A

They

home.

here

SOUTH STREET,

the search ended

fishermen

missing

about

ELI,SWORTH.

Refrigerators j

happily

but

the tirst

NEW AND SECOND-HAND CARRIAGES,
selling

during the gale last week, became pretty
anxious about t hem by Sunday.
On that
morning a searching party started out,

destroyed by

The Smith

f
WA
NTPn
▼ ▼
1 C
1^1

am

relatives at his old

Evie Conary, of Brewer, is visiting
relatives here.

yelled

Segebarth brought bis vessel out of them.
Thursday noon, while running by the
wind under reefed foresail and jib, the

of New

The funeral of

James

corner.

P., will

Miss Simpson, of St. Louis, who has
spent the past month with her college
friend, Mrs. G. E. Greeley, left for Boston

which I

visiting

are

MOUTH OF THE RIVER.

water.

C. R

and

Lord, oue of the oldest active
ship-builders in tbecity, met with
a painful accident last week while at work
second rank on the evening of Sept. 30
on
the “Harry W. Haynes” in Curtis’
A full attendance is earnestly desired.
shipyard. Mr. Lord was using a broadMiss Leah Friend left last week for
axe, when it glanced off and struck him in
York, where she is to be teacher of lan- the leg just above the
ankle, making a
of
that
town.
school
in
the
high
guages
bad gash and severing an artery.
Dr;
The first meeting after vacation of Aca- ! Hagertby was called and dressed the
from Grant’s

aoon move

Donaqua lodge,

large

left

Young
v

cook iu

will

of

26.

Sept.

an a

gtiau’s

Mom

L.eatider
OJiDtlnei,

Saturday, Sept.

Fe lows hall Friday

sociable tn O id

First National Bank Bldg., Ellsworth.

I)r. F. O. BROWNE, Mgr.

give

is

Miss

--

will

Auburn,

here.

He kept bis vessel going all night in
hopes of findings safe harbor but could

George Graut, who died
of last week off Mt Desert Rock.
at the home of his sister, Mrs. Webber, on gale
The’‘Spartan” was hound from WindCast ice.
Grant street, last Thursday, was held on
to New
York with stone
sor, N. S
tracting under the two best men in New York.
The
Bowdoin
sophomores, Parcher, Saturday, Rev. J P. Simouton officiating. Twenty raiies oui side he rock the vessel
Mr.
Grant
was
about
of
should
Howe and Knowlion, have leturned to
forty-four years
Teeth that are broken down and decayed
sprang aleak. The pumpa were started
?
age.
Brunswick.
but the engines wnich ran them were
not always be extracted. SAVE THEM. No
“A Trip to India”, under the auspices
Miss Louise Dutton left for Vassar colsoon w recked.
artificial ones can ever do tire work your own
lege last week. Miss Dutton enters her of the junior C E., which opens for the
The vessel began to settle rapidly, but
season next Sunday evening, is the subnatural ones can do. I save ninety-five per cent, of the teeth that are decayed junior year this term.
the captain stayed by her in hopes of the
of an address by Mrs. David Kerr in
B. F. Gray, John Malone, D. L. Fields ject
anilthat ache. FREE— rainless extracting when otlieTS are needed. I use
gale abating. About 10 o’clock Thursday
the Baptist church at 7 o’clock.
Special night the mizzenmast went by the board,
and E. Bonsey are attending the 6,h
iu
work.
all
of
material
but
the
best
my
nothimj
music will he rendered.
Young
people
Maine reuuion at Newport.
quickly followed by the mainmast, tearare spicia ly invited.
karat, each, $5.00.
Full Set Teeth, $7.00 Gold Crowns,
ing a great hole in tier deck.
the
The “Little Hound Top” is on
The
lE
Shakesperian lecture-recilal hy
At this time Capt. Allen saw it would be
new shaft, propel.er
marine raiiwa> for a
Bridge Work according to number of Teeth, each, $5.00.
C.
gar
Abbott, given at the home of Mrs. death to hold to the vessel and took to
bearings and minor repairs.
Richmond Crowns, half Porcelain and half Gold, $8.00.
A. M. Hopkins last Monday evening, was th^ small boats.
At 3 o’clock Friday
Mrs. Frank E. Smith and Mrs. Antoine
excellent. The secoud of the series will be
m irning they
were puked
Logan Crowns, all Porcelain, $4. Gold Fillings, $1.25 up.
up by the
8 n ) n have returned to Gardiner, after
Mrs. George P. G'ouceHter fishing schooner “Acadia” and
g’ven this evening at
Silver Fillings, 75c up. Cleaning, $1.00.
speudiug a few days in town.
Dutton’s; the third at Mrs. G. E Greeley’s taken to Southwest Harbor.
Tne Usona cub w ill give a shirt-waist on Friday evening of this week.
A written guarantee for ten years given with all my work. That is sutficiei t
Tut? “Spartan” was built at Bath in 1880,
hall
Fellows
next
iu
Odd
Friday
party
Ellsworth friends of Herry S. and J. Q. and was of 351 tons net. She v\ as valued
as to quality and workmanship.
Hours 8 to (5.
invited.
c
is
The
evening.
puhl
Adams and Capt. Horace Lord, who knew at f20,000. No insurance. The cargo was
The Daughters of Liberty will hold a
they were ( ff on a deep-sea fi hing trip valued at f3.000; insured.

we

of

Ruei McGown and wife, of Berlin, N.

loos; no insurance.
by Whitcomb, Haynes &
total

a

Josephine Phillips,

Miss

visiting her parents, Josiah Phillips and
wife.

vessel

the

few

a

Ellsworth, was
Schoodic Point last Thursday

Ten

noon.

Rev. Nelson I lad ten, of Portland, spent
days with relatives here.

“Yrcka”

schooner

Capt. Fred Hegebarth,

Church street for the past two months
has returned to her home in Suffield*
Conn.

evening.

Henry A. Campbell
Thompson’s.

telephone.

0. W. TAPLEY,
Give

Ellsworth
before the

recovery.

town.

HAKBOit, ME

BAR

Estey. Single copies,
subscription price,

1.50 per year in advance.

The tower

rales.

Methodist church.

has been

The annual

General Insurance and Real Estate.
distance

tailor

m

C. H. Leland, J. A. Thompson

The

NORTH ELLSWORTH.

NARROW ESCAPES

expects to return to Cambridge Saturday. Co., of Ellsworth Falls.
Mrs. Mary Moore, who has been at Bar
MAIL CLOSES AT POST-OFFICE.
The “Yreka” was running light from
Harry E. Walker leaves to-morrow to
Going East—7.00 a m, 3 45, 5.30 and 10 p m.
Harbor, has returned borne. She is In
resume teaching at Fort Fairfield.
He is Boston to Ellsworth.
was
Everything
Going West—11 AO a m, 2, 5 and 10 p m.
very poor health.
principal of the high school in that town. smooth until Wednesday night when she
SUNDAY.
Miss Lizzie Googins, who has been
Mrs. Walker will join him a few weeks encountered a heavy fog. In this Capt.
Mall trains arrive from the west at 6.13 a m,
the summer here, has returned
12 52 and 6.11 pm. Leave for the west at 2.23, hence.
Segebarth lost his bearings. Later be en- spending
5.31 and 10.28 p m. Mail closes for the west at
countered the heavy gale which swept the to Lynn, Mass.
Miss Bessie Fuller, who has been a
S.
Sept. 22.
2, ft and K p m.
whole New England coast last Thursday
on
residence
guest at the Knowlton

C. W. & F. L.

FIRST

as a

festival, will be held to-morrow evening at
conductor, F. W. Rollins.

m.

p
Going West—11.PB

the

Marks Hertz

the home of the

12.33, 4.20 and 6.11

m,

finished

This week’s rehearsal of the
festival chorus, the last one

effect June 15, 1903.

East—6.13, 7,21

repairs are
occupied by

Resubmission at the

AT ELLSWOKTH POST-OFFICE.

Burrill Bank Building,

will be

Arthur H.

Adrar notice— Eet Samuel R Kldrldge.
Exec notice—E*t ( harlotte M Buck.
Wlggln A Moore—Apothecaries.
China A .Japan Tea Co—Tea. Coffee and
M Gallert— Dry and Fancy Goods.
A W Greely-.J* weler.
Reliable Clothing Co—Clothing.
Bank statement—First national hank.
BLUKIHLL:
Bridge notice.
Gouldsboko
Freeuom notice.
SCHEDULE OF MAIL3

O.

After

building

Ernest L. Bates, of Cherry field, spent
shop.
IN THE GALE OF LAST WEEKSunday with relatives here.
Sargent,tof the W. H. SarELLS WORTH SCHOONER LOST.
Melvin McOown has gone to Btfr Hargent Co., Sargentvllle, was in the city
on bis way west on a
business
bor to work,
yesterday,
8plce.
CONNECTICUT SCHOONER LOST OFF MT.
irip.
Mrs. Elvira Ellis is home from New
DESERT ROCK.
BOTH CREWS HAD
Kev. David Kerr gave up his evening
York.
NARROW ESCAPES.
BOTH VESservice last Sunday that bis people might
Mrs. Alexander MoOown, of East Dover,
SELS TOTAL LOSSES.
hear
Rev. Mr. Hanscom’s lecture on
is visiting relatives here.

NEW ADVERTISEMENT* THIS WEEK.

FOR A MONEY LOAN.

street.

j

Just returned from her
The

recent.Operatlc Triumphs in London.

great contralto, of International Operatic fame,

MALE. LOUISE HOMER.
The famous

Baritone, of the Metropolitan Opera House,

AIK. DAVID BISPHAM.
Missi Cortune Welsh, Contralto.
Mr. Percy Humus, Baritone.
Mr. Felix Fox. Pints*.
MAINE SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA.
CHORUS OF 800 VOICES.
Unrivalled Musical Program, including Gounod s Faustas a Concert-OiH-ra.
UK EASTfollows:
TO
STOCKHOLDERS IN
Choice of seats will take place as
ERN MAINE MUSICAL ASSOCIATION. Saturday, Sept. 19.
TICKETS AT AUCTION, at City Hall, Bangor. 9 a. rn. Tuesday, .H<pt,
COURSE
22, ami continuing at Andrews' Music House to .the night ot Sept. 24, after which no course
Tickets will be sold.
COURSE TICKETS, RESERVED SEAT, FIVE CONCERTS, *3.00. Subscrpition lists
now open at Andrews’ Music House, Bangor,
SALE OF SINGLE TICKETS TO GENERAL PUBLIC, Sept. 25, and thereafter
Madame Shotwell-Piper, Soprauo.
Mr. Edward P. Johnson. Tenor.
Mr. Francis Archambault, Bass.

CHRISTIAN INDICATOR.
Kor
15*-i'oiu*.u

Topic.—A;,
sion*.—M*\

v

iiluiu

SPITED BY

■-•.

by Ui*\
atnlrif v..th
Iv, 2, S.
til

H. Dayle,
JK. ,^.?e mis-

'*AL’»T

MAtXJfc**.

S.

“Helpful and Hopeful,n

Its Motto:

The purposes of this column are succinctly
stated In the title and motto—it la for tlK> mutual lyw tit. ami aims to be helpful and hopeful.
Being for the common good, it is for the com
non use— a public servant, a purveyor of information aud suggestion, a medium for the interchange of Ideas. In this Capacity it eoUclt*
communications, ami its a«ccc*t depends largely on the su; pott given it In this reaped* Communlcations must l*e signed, hut the name of
writer will not he printed except hy i«er mission,
t on munlcatton* will In* subject to approval or
reiectlon by the editor of the column,but none
will Ih» rejected without good reason. Address
all communication* to
THK AMERICAN.
Ellsworth, Me.

nri' of Japan
The prom
:ong the
nations of »’
world. Its rnpM progress
In modern civilisation ami It. surcessful propat. on of Christian'
r.i tlje
empire all to to make this evhject an
unusually Interesting one. Kvery mlsWon.irjr Co..: !♦{<••• should itmnge a
programme of s-wtal attract veness
and tperrhy Interest all In the meeting
in more Inivor .,.it. In
and. srh-i
(he winnins of the empire of Japan to
Jean* Christ
-ed of a run her of
japan Iretch In a crescent
Island* v
northeastern coast of
ahape along t
KtMlMSOX KS OF THE CIVIL WAR.
t.
Korea.
fro
.cbatfca
A»
[Aunt Rhoda, an escaped slave who, with
’«
about 10P.<Wi square
Their fsr
several others, took up her abode in a cavern In
In !
tlcn and climate the
mile*.
the tilue Ridge mountains, was loyal, and renIslands of .late*:! resemble <;rcit Brit- dered
valuable service in the Union cause, as
<' 1*
ain. The cl!
temperate, the sol! manv scouts in blue can testify 1
food
and
fertile the atr U*althful
ole Aunt Khoda In ve kitchen,
it
Blowers amt fruits abound, i.enle of de
ahum
pot an* turn,
and the skies ar” beautiful and clear.
l*e culinary arts you’re rich in
Th> Japanese (iccq.le are kindly Im- Warms de heart and cheers de man.
tate.
lie, quick to t-serre and 1
pres
Raccoon stewing in de pot.
reads to adopt whatever may s.em to Possum baking in de pan,
their
present good, tmaglna- steaming hoe cake brown and hot,
promote
ttre. food .if changes. yet withal loyal
Unking sweet and mealy yamto their gorernment and traditions. In
mountain cavern near Front Royal
Into
two
dlvldisl
The people are
general When country shook to treason’s tread,
the
Classes- the samurai.
Including
Lived Aunt Khoda true and loyal;
I
military anti literary classes, ami the lliesslucs on her turbaned head.
het-mtn.or agriculturists merchants and
t.ruesome home ’math mountain boulders,
artisans. The Japanese ere lntellectu- t hambers
wrought by nature’s hand.
al!y of a high order. Hut fa low moral Wid mot)**) klu-men lived Aunt Khoda,
Truth, purity, temperance, Queen of al* dal dusky hand.
atamlard.
nnseltlah devotion self d t it. are all
Many a sick and fa ml-hex I sojer.
Multy wanting, which d -monstratea Sorely pressed by reiel band,
their lie.si of the go■• 1 of t'hriat.
Found sale haven with Aunt Rhoda
Bblntoisui. Kuddhi-m ami t nfnelan- 1 'Neath de war «wep'. mountain land.
t
oaa
of
Isci are the pro tpal
■

■

■

■

■

she adds her mite to feed de mountain
Which tends to *w« 11 de Union tide,
’Till lb* blue wares, surging thro de mount dn,
Stamps ••Freedom- on her mountain side.

Japan
UtnolK

ns-:«

mw-

un'.r

ramus

Xavier went to Japan l:i IMS*.
By
making tlx* tmtuniion to papal Christianity very easy, merely the substitution of one superstition for another,
lint
many convert* were noon won
the political intrigue* of tlie Jesuits
soon aroused opposition, the Catbo c*
•were exterminated. Chr.stiauity amt
foreigner* forbidden an entrance Into
Japan and the Island empire became
abut off from the world until won over
to a different policy by our own Commodore Terry In Kd.
The Christian church anon took advantage of the opening of the Japanese
ports. Missionaries were at once sent
In. and after years of faithful labor
results were produced. The church of
Japan was born in prayer. In January, 187J. the English speaking res:
dents of all denominations united in
obaervlng the week of prayer. The re;
suits were tremendous. Past suspicion
and prejudice passed away and for the
first time the Japanese were on their
knees In a Christian prayer meeting,
pleading to God for His spirit. From
that time on the work has been successful. In 1877 a number of missionary agencies combined their efforts.
There are now seven denominations in
this union, which is called “the church
of Christ in Japan." They include the
Beformed and Presbyterian denominations of the United States, and this
union is one of the strongest bodies
of Christies in the empire
Recent events have made Christianity more powerful than ever in Japan.
The empire has come closer to the
great Christian nations of England and
the United States.
Many Japanese
students are being educated In tke-e
countries. Unlike China and India, in
Japan the educated and cultured classes have been favorably disposed to the
A great revival has within
gospel.
recent years been in progress in the
Island and thousands have been won
for Christ- Let us earnestly pray f«*r
a
continuance of this revival spirit
until the entire land shall have become Immanuel's land. May the Sun
of Righteousness come indeed to the
•mplre of the Rising Sun and with
besting In Uis wings.
81 HUE

RXADISG*.

Isa. xxxv. 110; xltt. 10-17; Ml. 7; lx.
8, 6: Nah. 1. 15 Matt v. 14. 15: xxviil,
ia 20; Acts i. 1-8; Rom x. 14. 13.

can

twaat

of the neatrat of the many
atate l>rJg*e.
Tire
Christian
Endeavor uior.o-

one

1*
rram
onustM I
nen.-e in

j

Rhoda
A sense of rdtss steals o'er de man.
At yer inhale delicious odor*
steal ug from de pot and pan.
kitchen wtd Aunt

Raccoon stewing In *te pot,
I'ossum linking In de pan,
steaming hoe rake brown and hot,

Rating

sweet and

mealy yam.
t».

/Var

M

1

B

given
proral-

It. State

badge* play sn
lmpc-Tssr part
tn every international rontej
tion. aerving to
introduce
Ebdeavorers from
“far sundered
ctimea." and la
many other ways proving valuable to
their wearers.
Telliaa the Charc-h'a Farmer.
Rev. Dr. G. Parsons Niebola, com
mooting on the Chriatian Endeavor
meeting In his own church, said. “The
radiant eastern sky and the voices of
alng-ing birds do not forett-.l m<*ne truly
the glorious sunrise than that light and
those voices tell the future of thi«
church.”
Qmia Box.
(Any question may be asked that parto
tains
any phase of Chriatian Endeavor
work.
Address Lock Box *74. Bt&chaxaton. N. T.]
100. A. B. C.. Cripple Creek. Colo
The Denver convention was not the
largest International gathering In point
of numbers, but in practical discussions and workability of suggested
plans it stands pre-eminent.
101. A. K. N.. Grand Island. Neb
If the editor yon mention la Interested
In material such as Is found in this
column, have him address American
Press Association. Park place, New
York.
—

r. w.

Friends:

aulho' i,| (be st

ove

wm

id

cffi-er

Fou'tb Me. Infantry. He is in
•:<*y« rnau->t serve® at thr present time,
au.1 it is by his permission (bat the poem
Co.

n

ti

is used.

Many of you «h» have

lection of the civil
lection
rad*,

and
mil

I

mar

hope

find

it

a

will

some

no

of the old

pleata

recol-

enjoy the
.t

se-

com-

".eminia-

C«BC«".
Our

good frieud baa sent us the recipe
*bf piooi ied a d 1 lb.uk her most cor-

dially.
Hr Li. Corns -Two quart* of corn soaked over
night. •.* qu«rt* u( gv«-i wood ashes put In a
Out-, cloth l-*g amt MMtcd over night.
io the
morUug mt| it., kettle in the stove and boll the
M-hes twenty minute*, remove the a*he*. put la
the corn, boil um
the hull* rul» off, it will take
.•ne halt hour.
V* a»b and rub off the hull*,
put
in earthen nl-he*. set lu kettle am) *te«in rive
hour*, arvptnp water lu the corn ami kettles;
•ah when half done. Tuts will make »lx quart*.
M B. B.
1 thank you also for the good wishes
you send to myself and the column, and 1
hope we may meet again before long.

|

Dear /Wend* of the 21. B. Column:
The dinner is on to coos aud I’ve got Just nine
minutes to nil you what a lovely time 1 had
down to the Bluehlll mineral spring to the
grange tie hi day.
Yea, 1 had a drink of the
mineral water, it’s very good
Hoard a lot of
good *en»llde tala about the grange, the good it
has doue and wld do. which U true; and bow
good and helpful U Is to bare an education, and
1 saw lots of peopla and pretty suits, but the
very tied for me was seeing our Aunt Madge
and having a talk with her. and seeing Ann; yes,
sir. I saw them both. Wasn’t that joy enough
for one day.
1 can tel! you true, that we shook
hand* good and hard, aad didn’t we talk1 Now
1 want to see her aad Aaa more than ever. 1
hope they will be la Verona the nineteenth, to
the grange meeting, then 1 can see them again.
It will be sort of meeting half way. 1 do hope
we sha’l have a good day so my folks from Blue
hill will come. Now It’s dish up the dinner.
Afternoon aad all Is well. I’ve been putting
up pick las aad black berry preserves, looking out
for neat winter
We hare raised a big lot of
staff to aak. (hr potatoes, the early ones, are
not rotting hardly any.
Ws shall hare n thousand basnets, good aad had, they are turning
Mg
Lam *al*ei»» lh#i« waa a mikktt i.f Ike
»•*'«*. Im ij am U l»« Ian a MaMacU,
I au la k
Tiara am aHarahm inr a
la i!vt4 * f b * ru t«r> ikr m Mb' >km <»|
Hrasu a p .*•*, *>4 ar fc -t a Mr ilaa, a hi*
I i< rhaarr abl r’«p ».f
al Mr am «|**t a a
llawlr
»ar-. a- araa u Utl lie ravel a
aad 1a* at-iar »aai >rar alia taa *aw«ar Mi
mi

Colorado Mat* Bad**

Colorado

In de

tnat for a time they were
He* had entered through a
d*K>r of wbirh t'nforimi ImI no knowledge, built l*y some JwikjusM'yrDah) of
lotiu rko. who hml caus’d this place of
espial to Ik* mode that Ik* night the
Indeed they
i better prove his fears.
might nil huve been carveii stone,
There wbr no motion In the room but
I the waving of the arms In the evenit g
j breeze that blew throu h the casement
«V slender youth in l*i'* cava nor garb
A dark velvet, the stern in ic'd old
patrician and Mwwn them, like some
tropic flower blown athwart strange
J gray glooms, Caterinn in her hridal
| robes of cloth of gold, the coronal of rui bit's blazing above her brow.
Andrea bowed low before the ancient
foe of the house and, with one l ist lln! goring look at Cnterina. awaited the
i Comaro'S pleasure. He had dared the
| strictest law of the republic. Ue knew
the penalty.
Cornaro hesitated. There were wrath,
love and mighty sorrow In his stormy
eyes ns they went from one young face
A Moroslui. the ch :d of
to the other.
his.deadliest foe! Hut lie saw through
the mist of long, lonely years a little
rosy face pressed against a childish
breast, a little head that lay within
the curve of a round, white arm. so
like, so like, and Gullia. who had died,
spoke across the night of her unlived
motherhood to the heart of her bus
band. The wrath died. He was powerless. He could not brook the might
! of the republic that claimed his child
upon the altar of its ambition, but he
j (*011111 save her needless pain.
Already the surge of feet was coming up the long passage. The fanfare
of trumpets and the voice of Venice,
that was many voices, clamored for
their princess. Below the gilded barge
Nevermore
of the doge awaited her.
his child, but always the daughter of
Venice.
There was an Instant when the golden head lay against the steel corselet,
another when Guido Cornaro saw his
child give her lips to the Morosini, and
then h# flung wide the door to the secret passage and motioned to Andrea.
And so without a word he passed
from her sight and her life, while her
father led her down the rose gnrlanded
stairway to the bitterness of the gilded
mockery that awaited.
There was a battle next day. a mere
skirmish between a Venetian war gal
ley and one of Genoa. At*Its close
they found him lying where the thick
of the tight had passed, a smile on his
lips, a crushed white rose above his
heart.
In Venice the people laughed
and sang, and there was joy day and
night for the week long bridal of Caterina Cornaro, the daughter of Venice,
and King Jaiues de Lusignan.
so
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Night in Ye.iiec. Tilt- day was done,
but the merriment only waxed the
louder with the coming of the stars.
There was glitter of golden banners
along the Grand canal and the silent
hurrying of many gondolas, for Venice
The treaty with Cyprus
was on fete.
had Iteen formally ratified, and that
day the republic had formally adopted
the slim patrician maid, daughter of
Venice, that she might become the
mother of kings to be.
A great destiny for the shy child of
scans' fourteen years. 15ut as Caterina
leaned front Iter casement, the golden
hair failing down the wall in a nimbus
light, her thoughts were not of King
James do l.usignan nor that storied
kingdom of Cyprus oversea, not of
them, for maiden thoughts are white
winged hinls that go where they list,
but of one slender youth whose eyes
sought hers across the darkness, where
he stood in the shadow of the closed
portals of the Morosini palazso across
the canal, so near that he could note
the gleam of the scarlet liglrt on the
golden head, so far that the sword of a
nation's destiny Hashed between them.
A king's bride—wliat chance had he,
Andrea Morosini, cavalier and poet,
and a Morosini, the ancient enemy of
her house?
There had been days when old Cor
naro's daughter hail watched concealed
behind her casement draperies to see
him go forth with the young knights.
There had boon soft starlit nights
when lie had watched that selfsame
casement aud poured forth his soul to
the silken sweet tones of his lute. One
night when her nurse nodded drowsily
the small white hand had dropped a
great languorous wime rase into tne
prow of his gondola. and after that
there had been a moment in the great
cathedral when he had pressed close
and held the little hand for a moment
in his. That was all. aud there could
lie no more for Comoro's child, the
daughter of Venice, but the lad had
dreamed his dreams aud gone merrily
forth to battle with the Genoese. It
had lieen a month, a long month, when
he returned, and all the bells were ringing in honor of Caterina.
The twilight died, but the blaze of
festal beacons Hashed from tower to
tower.
Over there In the Cornaro palazzo there was a perfect carnival of
music aud laughter. Andrea's face grew
whiter in the reflected glare. He could
see as the breeze blew aside the curtains many figures passing to and fro
in that upper room. They were robing
for her sacrifice in that maiden chamber that had been his heart's shrine for

long years.
No longer a Venetian maiden, the
ceremony that would presently take
place before the high altar of St.
Mark's would make her a crowned
Well, he would go to the wars
queen.
again. There was always the Genoese
to battle with.
He might even win the
two

holy sepulcher.
Was there no way? He would have
given his soul for one word with her
face to fate.
Audrea flung the lute
far out. where it sank into the dark waters.
He wouia never need it again.
Overhead all the bells of Venice called
to one another, and the lap. lap of the
tide sobbed beneath as the under note
of human pain that beats a minor tone
to all the Joy of life.
Caterina stood up straight and tall
In the midst of her maidens. The Jeweled robe fell close to the round, young
limbs, heavy with its weight of pearls.
1‘earls and rubies were twined in the
golden curls, and the fair, round arms
were banded with glowing gems of the
orient.
Across tee childish breast,
above the folds of cloth of gold, a
baldric of emeralds rose and fell with
every frightened breath, and the wild
rose color vaas gone from cheek and

quivering lip.
Straight and tall in her young majes-
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^ome Pointers

the Resiib mission

on

Movement.
80CTHWK8T Harhob, Me., S pt. 11,1909.
To the Editor of the American;
It should first of all he clearly understood by all partie- that the pesent move11 eut for resubrni-slot) t« Intended by tho«c
in charge of it not as a mere theoretical
experiment to find uu> how people feel on
the malt 1 r, 1 it as a definite step U warn
the repesl of the prohibitory clause In our
St tv constltut on. Apart from this purpose. its p omoters would not ma»e a
il e minute sp ecch, or apt nd a fart b ng to
further it.

Turf

an

Furl.

in the year 8&S
granted the islands of Orkney to Earl
Evner. brother to Duke Hollo of Normandy. When Earl Eyner came to live
in his new possessions he found them
quite bare of any trees and producing
only a very few stunted bushes.
The Orkneys are bitterly cold and
wind swept, so when the inhabitants
had used up all the wood they could
procure they came to their new earl
for advice. He recommended them to
cut out pieces of turf, dry them and
This they did with
use them for fuel.
such great success that the custom
spread to Scotland and thence to Ireland and to many parts of England.
Earl Eyner was always known afterward as Turf Eyner.
“Peat rights” were defined by march
stones with three whelks laid under
each and were Jealously guarded by
the townships or individuals to whom
they belonged. Throughout Scotland
up to the thirteenth century peat and
bog wood were universally used for
winter fires and broom and whin durHarold

ing

Ilarfagr

summer.

Some etymologists regard the name
of peat as almost synonymous with
fuel, deriving it from the early English
“beteii,” to replenish a fire.
Co«rt Room Repartee.

In a suit relating to brewery property reported In Case and Comment an
eminent and eery dignified counselor
was one day reading to the court some
manuscript affidavits which were not
overlegible and by mistake read the

vote against repeal i„
equally uaw, uhj 01
respect.
,'et us deal fairly even with
rnmaeiuhowever little they deserve
It. u.t
°“r
be
yea
yea, and our nay, nay. |(
He
no
«t ttie end, let us
ray “no” at tti u
ginning, and ».y It ao p'alnly ,nd em
•cal y that the turn
party cannot
It. a-.d in all fairne a
to them
win ,
spared the wa ting of their

tnUtM"

a few exceptions, such ns
clergymen enrolled with
ib m, they are n t students of a great
»■ cial problem, but diinkers for drink's
sake, liquor-dealers forth* pocket's * a ke,
The
a 1 d pol tician* for the sake of office.
following poin c- » arc Inter ded to^uid
those whose vote- will determine the out*

money

fruitier*

u*
fli

Dean a.
FROM

FAR-OFF

Kllaworth

With poa«lbly

the two

of this movcmmi to

co ..e

secure

by

tb* Ir

what they really want:
1. If you are a liquor-dealer or a man
with a “thlr^t’N vote •‘yes’* on resubmis* on, for ^submission is the first and nec
• ssary
step toward the repeal of the prohibitory law, without the repeal of which
you will not be able to sell or to drink so
much and so comfortably as >ou would
like. Your motive is straightforward, and
vote

your line of action is Oar.
2. If you are a political) of tbe party
that now happens to be “out’’, and are

nothing but

you should talk
rtsubmission. The
“ir.” baa committed

politician,

a

and vote In

favor of

party that is now
itself in favor of pri>Wb!ti«<n. Solnoro^r
<0 have an issue to stand on, jou must
favor re pea:, and tbe first step toward
repeal is resubm *»sion.
is

great moral
temp
question
issue. An honest nun. w ho truly desire*
the wt lfare of his c untry, takes hi* stand
first on tbe moral question, and chooses
his party accordingly. Hut a mere politician chooses his party first, and then bis
The

ranee

altitude

question la detertnartng on the suc-

he moral

1

on

mined

according to its
bis party aud his
getting into office.
of

cess

o.

ii

a

prospects of

own

wou'u rjjpwe ■
oi
me
-aw, yet favor resubmis-ion as
matter of fair play to the minority, and

juu

prohibitory
a

on

the

ground tf^t

people

from

to

time

time to

express themse

policies,

it ia well

ves anew as

chance

a

to

give the
to

temperance

remember that your attitude and
people on t he ultimate question

that of the

repeal

of

their

expressed just

be

can

as

well

by

preliminary question

the

vo-e on

of

resubmission.

Let all

oppose the prohibitory lawresuhmfssion, and all who
favor the prohtbitoy law vote “no”, and

vote

we

w

ho

“yes”

on

shall know

by

the vote

on

resubmission

the people wourd vo’e on repeal.
You may as well vote your final conviction
in this first stage ot the campaign, and so
render the second
with all its

stage of toe movement
campaign expenses uuuecea-

sary.
4.
If you are trusting that by a temporary concession to the liquor interests in

voting for resubmissicn, followed by an
over* helming popular vote against
repeal,
the temperance party will find a stronger
basis of popular rapport on which to
enforce the

prohibitory

law, you w ill do
concession will

well to reflect that such a
be made the most of by the saloon

party
partial victory for their side, and
weik-Xtceed
many
temperance people and
those now on the fence will accept that
interpretation of It, and go over into the
camp of the seemingly stronger party.
It is a dangerous manoeuvre in war to
as

a.

withdraw in the face of the enemy, even
to effect a better alignment or secure a

firmer ba*-e.
be

to

For the movement is liable

by

mistaken

t

tie rank and file for

filrl

(The following I* an extract
written |.y IMIs. Marv

Iltona

I,

and

It is the mark of tbe

that

cotne

good.

liberty

to fill tbelr

their stomachs

pockets

as

dealers

ai

d

drinkers, w L le the pub
1. p y tie bi Is in th
increased expense for court*, jails, alms
houses ai.d insane
P r onai
asy'uiu-.
liberty b»g it* reasonable limitations i>.
every civilized community.
6.
You may b? pr. poking to v te ye
on resubmission
with the inteutn u of
voting “no” on the question of repeal for
the fun of pla\ ing with the saloou perty,

lie,

that

andth

n

i«, you

as

*

bo—

iuVa

Hats.

Peking

ill

was

the

on

to

t0

wa,,

in

This bell has

a

very

pretty

said, although I did
There is

not

tone, it |*
it ring.

bear

legend that when It was made
bellsmilbs were tried, but In

a

various

casting

so large a
piece of bronre, one
another, was spoiled, and the emperor caused the iuVklcss smith to be put
to dealb.

after

said,

va<
rmauy it
wny could a perfect
tbht was by human

wbo

man

in

only

one

be made, and
sacrifice. Tbe next
called had a
beautiful

wan

bell

daughter who had heard about tbe t-aerifico. She loved her father so that she determined to die for him, and just at tbe
lAat moment threw herself into the bollfng liquid. Aa she did no her shoe dropped
off and she cried:

•hoe)!

So

now

**Waa ti hsiai” (my
the bell sounds forth with

words like

But it
**my atm?, tny shoe”.
being perf«ei, the smith lived and was

by

honored

the emperor.

We bad a picnic at the famous temple
of heaven, which until after the troubles
was never opened to outsiders.
The emperor himself comes here twice a year and
sits on the great throne and afterward
goes over to the alrar of heaven and oilers
living sacrifices of cattle, etc. He bad
just beeu there before our visit, so everything wss fixed up for him. The temple
itself is

magnificent piece of
pillars and

a

architec-

ture with tmmeuee

beautiful

carving.
famous temple visited had
Tbe
magnificent atone carvings.
yellow tiles on ail tbe royal buildings are
Another

some

very rich and beautiful.
After a very trying time In Peking on
account of heat, 1 came down to see Tain
which is

work

By

done.

felt too tired to start

we

Here I bad

Shanghai.

little

a

dentist

some

this time

home,

so

went

up to Pei Lai Ho, which is a little summer
resort built up principally by missionaries. This plsce on the sea remluded me
of

Maine,

and I

rest

got the best

1

base

when

coming to China. The coolness,
Peking and China were sweltering,

was a

godsend to

bad since

us.

Women will never respect men's ability
till they learn all tbe things that can be
done with
A

pine.

woman

puts

as

high

an

does

her

sure

estimate

on a

on

a

nomination

engagement is
is not good

she

enoagh for him.

man

from co-operation for the com
No one but a savage expects
or asks to exercise his individual
liberty
without any regard to tbe public welfare.
The liberty that tbe liquor men ask is the
mon

Her

obliged
burry on to Peking
very hot weather which used us a||
It
was
a
up.
very poor time to visit the
capital, but we did our beat In the midst
of duet and heat to get some idta
of the
city of the Maocbua.
Among the lemons things visited wu
the l.!ama temple, thetemple of the
earth
and the one where the largest bell in the
world is hang. The second largest was
In
Seoul, so now I have seen I be two largest.
ao we were

ideal unless she ta

everywhere and in all tlmee
that he is ready to surrender something of
individual liberty for the practical benefits

from
L

for

started

Mr. Hamilton

synod.

liquor party’s pica
civilized

of

Rehi Tei (hop and Tbanci Choc
on t anal, June a. litta
My Dear Sitter:
1 scarcely know when I wrote last
to
you. The fl-at of May we, the

picture hat as a man
for public office.
A girl never feela

call to mind that

Writes

home

a

“personal liberty”,

CHINA.

ilauglncrufO.lt. Hurnham, of thlschv

retreat, and may thus demoralize one’s
own men and give courage to the enemy.
for

Waucki.

Experiences.

three

or

*

csnqaiun to gain what
h
Intention of giving th m.
l,|r
for the r uni seller.
Don’t play the
with him on a great moral Issue.
no

An

how

ty. but over the blare of the trumpet,
the flash of the Jewels, deeper than the
word “mash” as "wash.” Counsel on
voice of Venice in loud acclaim, came
the other side, who was small of statthe low note of a lute that was stilled
ure and polite in manner, but keen in
forever. There was a strangeness in
intellect and frequently sarcastic, was
her
blackness
a
before
her
throat,
eyes.
rat
immediately on his feet and, with a
Awed at her silence, the flock of
I A»t» ill* all 14 <m M H tun anil aad
somewhat irritating deference of manmaidens
fell
a little away from where
H r. '• >i-M >i-in l«r yea all. aad
arar'jr
ner, begging bis opponent's pardon,
>!io stood, and then there came an old
lean and/,
Ini Kim.
|wx' It It
etc., asked liberty to suggest that the
Yea. Auat Maria," ara bail a food mart- woman, bowed and weary, through the word which the uminent counselor read
in*" bai 1 tear you leohtd (or n>« la rain velvet portals.
"wash” was really "mash.” Somewhat
When the attendants would have
oa lb* l>tk.
1 Intruded artna* yoa a
nettled, the counselor thus corrected
barred the way t'aterina held out her
lav Una* to aay 1 thouldn'l probably b*
thanked him for the information and
As the old woman bowed betbara. To Utl >oa lb* troth I'm not a hand.
added that he was not himself very fafore her she opened the palms of her
mam bar of any fraaf* though I
bell***
miliar with terms used in the brewery
brown hands an instant, so quickly
la tarsiag. aa any oa* wonld kao* II they
business, as he had never sjient much
that none saw but t'aterina. who drew of his time in a
coald am lb* lull* "seven hr ala*” garplace of that kind.
a quick breath and turned to tbe waitden at tb* roar ol oar boar* ("John"
“Are we to understand, then.” said his
ing throng with a new authority. opponent in the suavest manner, “that
dena’I know l a wriliaf tbu mat).
“Leave ua. I would have speech with the eminent counselor wishes us to inAm Manas.
the dame alone.”
fer that his early days were spent in a
Wondering, they left her, and as the laundry ?'
Tb* 1‘rag'r SrralllB*.
Tb* frug a akin la no important a* a •loor clanged to tbe old womau slipped
stood
Pontiffs Once Wore Keel.
brvattuug apparaton that tW ereatur* the lr.u bar into (dace and then
up, tbe gray wig thrown off. the wotnThere are many people who will
would dj* at <io<v of anSmatioa if tl«—
•n trappings cast aside. Andrea Morodoubtless be interested to know that it
pom were'eioanl by a cant of Mbit
MUl
8 only since the thirteenth century that
Tarnish. by dost or In any other way
One step toward Caterina. and he the popes have been accustomed to
While wa are speaking of hi* breathing
1-Id out bta arms. With a low. glad wear white. Until that time they were
you will noth-* that hi* aid** da not
heave as aim do at each breath wa ery she nestled Into them, and for one always arrayed in the red robes now
Boniface
take. A frog haa no rib* and cannot I long moment of heaven his lips lay on affected by the cardinals.
Iters, while below the Grand canal pul- VIII., in l'-IiM, however, realising that
Inhale and exhale a* w* do, but is
obliged to awallow bis air la galps. and sated with tbe music and triumph of a it« red was no longer a distinctive
eoJor of the papacy since his predecesIf you will watch this little fellow's queen's bridal.
Tbe seconds ticked away. There was sors had accorded to their legates
throat you will nee It continually movMark's abroad the right to wear it, issued a
ing In and out as one gulp follows an- no past, bo future. Then St.
called to tbe outermoet mole, and the decree granting to all the members of
other. In order to swallow, bis moath
sound of feet came along the stone the sacred college the red robes which
mast be closed.
Just try to swallow
corridor, pausing at the barred door, they now wear and decided that the
with your month wide ope* and you
t'aterina started and paled, tier father, white should henceforth be the hue of
wlU see what 1 mean. A frog. then, ah
The steps died away. the raiment of himself and of his sucthe Cana to'.
ways breathes through his Door, and If
Then a noise behind them startled cessors. The popes, however, still reyon held his mouth open he would sufthem
Not ten pares Guido Cornaro tain from those ancient days the red
focate as surely as though you gave his
leaned on his great sword, and their hat which they wear out of doors and
sgln a coat of varnish.—(Ysuii Uosne
frightened eyes were met with a look the red mantle as well as the red shoes.
Companion.
■

CoucupanUmu.

stern

ipotx'hltMUi.

No

woman

be

can ever

who has

a

child of her own

entirely jail

to

some

other

woman’s child.
A hatband wouldn’t be of any use to a
woman unless »be could brag about bow
she taught him to like to go to cburcb.
H’a folly to suffer from that horrible pU(t»u
of the Digbt, Itching pile®.
Doan's Oietmei t
At any uiu^
**ucr«. quirk'y and permanently.
Morr, U) r. ia» —Ad rt.

and

surprising

ti.em

\% itn

final def

t,

tht cat pia>s wit’* s mouse*, before putting it to desth. hut r*\nember that th°
tnou-e does sometimes get
away, and in
any ca-e, such sport is u worthy of a true
sportsman. Don t be a pussy c t. The

Banking.

te what voot money will
Invented !u share* of the

Stall Loan and Enildm Ass’d.

as

may prove too sly for you,
turn out to be a big w hai t rat, too
mouse

or

big

A
la

now

HKK1KS

NEW

Share*, 01 each; month!»
payments. 01 per thare.

open,

PAY

WHY

may
for

when

RFNT

cun borrow ob your
a Am mortgage nnJ
reduce It ever* mouth
Monthly
pa v menu and Interval together
will amount to but little more
than you are now payin* for
rent, and ta about 10 yean* you
will

you

•bare*, civr

you to manage.

Tbe woman who encourages a man
courting whi e intending all a! ng
to refuse bis offer of marriage is a dirt,
and from any big** stuidpo
t of honor, a
flirt is a c n.temptti.fe character. He who
encourages the -aloon party by voting for
resubmission while intending a lain..* <n

earn if

7.

in bis

OWN

*

YOUR OWN HOME.

IIM. Pmetrten'

dbbrtticrnunts.

A Pullthe Pullet
As

^

^

To brine raileu U* early malfcrity,
making inew lay ty ibe tiro* high
prior* fbr egg* begin, fir* Uwm,
one* a day,

SheridAns
_

COMDmOM

Powder

food, but make* ail food mor#
nourishing, and *tlmutate* to egg
producing. Costa only 1 rent
JO days to m*i« a ben a great layer.
If yoor dad** fort U. w srad I f**.
Not *

»c: orrgi. 3inxan.fl.fe;
i
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0«*tw».

Kxp**—

•n1'":

thorp la to be

pooplp "",,t >«nrn that
no

hobnobbing

with for-

eign devils,” said the
fellow, and
moment

l)V r. C. Mi llur-

Wlion Rernnrd Appleby determined
bis life to evangelical mlsf, jerot*
he was ns full
jionnry work in China

ns uny young
„f tangulne enthusiasm
service. "You nre exact(he
in
fellow*
of mnn vre want,” they told
ly the kind
bln> at the depot In Shanghai, "and we
expect to see you do wonders in

■bail

the great cause.”
••It won't be for lack of enthusiasm
Ileruard. ”1 am ignog I fall," said
rant and shall be useless for awhile,
Into It by degrees."
but I hope to work
"Ion'll have plenty of time to learn
the language down at Fuehow,” said

member of the bonrd. who. catching
the eye of another member, smiled a
little A third member sighed, but stilled the sigh and pretended he bad
(

yawned.

Bernard scraped acquaintance at the
mission bouse presently with a young
girl and walked through the town with
her. She was a devotee, like himself,
who bad been in the service a year and
He would be
bnew something of it.
dnlt in Fuehow. she said: bnt, please
God. he would be a successful missionary; be looked like n mnn. The youth
and the girl looked steadily in one another's eyes at parting.
"1 hope ws shall meet ngnin.” he said.
As for her, site smiled back, but when
be had gone ahe allowed her eyes to become dimmed.
cues

Enthusiasm

naru

Bernard Appleby's stamp.

in

or

people

For a year
lie was the

he worked at Ills Chinese,
in the place, excepting
for an hour or two In each week when
the clumsy, noisy steamer would come
thunde ring up or down the yellow river bound for Wuchang or Yutse. as It
happened to be traveling up or down

only European

stream.

At the end of two years

Bernard

could stand tils solitary life no longer.
He went up to Shanghai and bashfully
Inquired of the chairman for news of
the young lady whom he had seen at
The chairthe depot on Ills arrival.
"She Is still
man smiled paternally.
unmarried.” lie said, replying to Appleby's thoughts. "You are finding It dull
Is It so?"
Bernard bluslilugly confesses! that

and would marry.
It

so

was.

“Well," said the chairman, “we like
our people to Intermarry. Miss Tate Is
at Hankow at this moment. You might
her on your way hack."
Appleby adopted his advice. He
found Chrissie Tate at the missionary
station at Hankow, and the two were
not long In fixing up matters. Within
a month Bernard carried oil a wife to
Fuchow.
Tlie following year the arrival of a
daughter addl'd new happiness. The
baby girl, who was called Pulele, grew
aod prospered. She was a pretty, curly
headed, fascinating little person, a
thing of wonder and amusement to
many of the natives of the place, an
object of adoration and love to one.
Shea Ho, the son of a former “convert" of Appleby's, who had long since
relapsed to the religion of his fathers.
"Shen Ho," Appleby would sometimes say, smiling somewhat plaintively. "is the only real convert we have
ever had, Chrlasie, and he Is Dulcle’s,
see

This was perfectly true. From I Miltie alone hail proceeded the personal
magnetism which had boon the foundation of Shen IIo's Christian aspirations. Shen Ho lived In the house as
servant and was as honest and diligent
In business as he was devout In his

Christianity.
rtulcie taught (then Ho cricket. Shen
Ho thought the game a foolish one. but
would have pluyed it gladly all day
and all night to please his friend.
Nothing would Induce him, however, to
bowl in such a manner that the ball
reached the wicket otherwise than
dead slow for fear of hurting Miss
Dulcle. When Appleby was playing
and Imwled a fast ball at his daughter
Hheti Ho would groan aiond and hide
bis eyes with his hand.
In every way Shen Ho was Duleie's
devoted slave and servant as well as
Playmate. He also acted as her escort
and protector and her
champion if oceaslon offered.
The people of Fnchow were not too
"■‘‘II disposed toward the
mis-

English

sionary and his wife. Appleby had
never been attacked, but he was never
secure from
mocking laughter and
Jeers when
passing through the crowds
In the streets.
So matters would doubtless have re-

mained till this day but that when Dill
ew was
about nine years old and Shen
0
fourteen or fifteen and a Christian
0
five years'
standing the country be8an to be
convulsed by the Boxer risng In

Peking

and the troubles that

ne-

Pompanied
the
popular
upheaval
•gainst foreign residents
throughout
e
land.
Humors of trouble soon
Pwched P'ucbow.
H was but

week after this that a
dozen Boxers came
town.
They inquired first
other the place contained
any “forgn devils”
and were Informed of the

of
prty
no the

a

half

a

•Ppleby family.

"o want neither the
foreign devils
their gods.” said the Boxer, and
went forthwith to
spy upon the

Or
o

*-ngllshman's compound.
nan

Id, the gardener, happened to
*
coming out of the place, going home

ror his

midday

rest.
*r° yo» doing in the house of
th
orelgn devils?" he was asked,
otting his money from him by dowork for good pay,”
1 H“an
U with a grin.
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later poor Iluan Li’s heud
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diseases and affections of

visited the sick and fed the
hungry.
" l,f,“ ,he Hoxer had
turned his back
and was on his
way to consult with
his companions two or
three good souls
crept cautiously round by another
way
to warn the
missionary of his
Appleby was In a Ilx. This was Tuesday. There would he no steamer until
Thursday, l.ven if there were he
would noi
probably be allowed to
board It. What was to be done?
Sheri came running in
excitedly.
“Boxer man coming!” he exclaimed.
“Killee Miss Dulcie, killee all! come
away quick! Sken show' way! Cornee,
missy! No stop, not one minute!”
Siren quickly explained that ho knew
of n (ruth through the woods to
Tsotse,
a village on the river
ten miles nenrer
Hankow. Here he had an uncle, Shen
Li, a boatman and fisherman, who
would take the party down the river to

danger.'

Hankow.

Appleby

snatched up food and a bottle of water and a blanket or two, and
the party made for the nearest
point
at which the open country could be
reached. “Go quickly,” they cried; “the
Boxers run fast!”
"These people will give us
away,”
muttered Bernard as he ran,
having
Dulcie ou his shoulder and his wife
at
his side. "There 'll be no
panting
--

....

»v»-

.v,

nave

uiKt'Ii:

But fortunately the Boxers
delayed
their attnek for nearly half an hour,
employing that period doubtless In
screwing up their courage or their ferocity to the necessary point. But the
ground was soft here and there, and it
would not be difficult to follow by
tracking. Tlds fact gave Bernard anxiety and lent him wings and breath
and his wife also.
Suddenly came the fatal sounds of
pursuit—shouts and occasionally a shot
fired by way of Intimidation. The pursuers were a mile behind, but probably
traveling much faster than the English party. Then Shen Ho spoke:
"Me go back, tell Boxer man yon
gone rightee to Woollen, you go leftee
to Tsotso; no waltee for Shen IIo; me
find you mission house, Ilankow; goodby, master, missis; goodhy lovee MIssee Dtllcle!"
Shen Ho suddenly went
down upon his little nose and kissed
Dulcle’s tiny foot; then, before be could
be questioned or prevented, he dashed
backward in the way they Imd come.
In a few minutes he met the pursuers.
The Boxer leader, hot with the
chase, looked by this time, us did each
of Ills followers, an Incarnate fiend of
savagery.
They ran sweating and
swearing, brandishing pitchforks and
swords.
"Have you seen the foreign devils?"
shouted tlie lender. "Speak qu ekly or
the vultures shall sicken over your carcass

tonight.”

"Come; you shall show us which way
they went, and if I find that you have
lied”—
"Come, then,” said Shen Ho firmly.
"They were running toward Woollen,
I tell you, w here there are three other
foreign devils who will protect them.”
Shen Ho led fils men three miles out
of their way before the savage brutes
made up their minds be had deceived
them und thrust their swords through
But
his faithful heart and left him.
the time thus gained sufficed for Appleby to bring ills wife and Dulcle in safeto Tsotse and to engage a boat hence

ty

down river to Hankow.
Appleby has declared many times
that if ever he returns to his mission
house at Fuehrer he will adopt "that
little brick Shen IIo” for his smartness
on the evenii« of their escape.
lie does not know und probably be
did
never will how big a thing the lad
for him and his that day.

Two

in tbs' death chamber
but no one saw t'.em, for they were iri
visible. One was an an el from heaven,
o'

hers

were

and the other

spirit

a

h» II.

from

Both

there to claim the soul of Payson
Brown.
“It Is mine,” said the ang-1 softly; “be
was weak and sinful, It is true, but he lias
done much for the. church of God and
many of the poorer class owe It to his
kindness that they have had fuel this
winter.”
“Oh, yesl” sne‘»red the spirit; “but did
were

you think where he got the cash to do so
much with? He took it from the very
mouths of those western miners, and their

children were starving. Oh,
But I’m willing
enough.

wives and

mine,

he’s

fair

the fair thing,” and here be made a
proposal to which the angel *orro fully
agreed, and site tly and unteen, they left
the room, bearing with them the soul of
Payson Brown.

Upward toward
—the spirit from
for

it

they soared
hell rather laboriously,
him a new road.
Finally

to

was

tne heavens

they reached a star that commanded a
Here they laid
grand view of the earth.
their burden, and the angel whispered

softly:
“Do well that i may return,” and roared
onward to her heavenly home.
“See you later, my boy,” said the mesof

senger

the

devil

dropped downward
It

was some

had

cheerfully,

like

a

as

he

stone.

hours after the messengers
the soul of Payson
definite form, but after a

departed before

Brown took
lime a

unlike

a

vapory tning, snaped not
body it had inhabited on earth

wmte

the

began to look about.
“Well, well,” Brown exclaimed as soon
as he could speak; “If thi9 is heaven I’m
disappointed, hut if it’s hell I’m delighted
arose

and

to find

it’s

“Whdw, there’s the
earth,” he continued, as he saw that fano worse.

planet spread out before him, turning slowly on its axis as though exhibiting herself for his especial benefit.
‘‘And there is home, and there is my
wife going to visit my grave. But, with a
heavy sigh, “why does she wear pink
flowers in her hat—she, a newly-made
miliar

widow.”

Sighing deeply, he
part

to the business

turned
of

his

the

attention
His

town.

former partners in the wood and coal
business were just leaving the office, they

laughing and talking merrily, and
sight of their joy irritated Brown.
“Dorab it all, they don’t miss me much,”
he muttered. “Very well, I’ll take a look
at those western mines I lost that $10,000
in last month.
Working full force, by
Gum!” he exclaimed, as his eyes rested
upon them. “And I, fool that 1 was to
believe it, thought them worthless.”
And Brown, worn out by the sight of
his wife’s pretty hat, his partners’ gaiety
and the rich mines, turned his face away
were

the

from the earth and wept.
When once more he turned toward
earthly scenes, the broad Atlantic was
spread out before him, and 6bips were
going in every direction. One, however,
seemed to be sailing a different course
from all the others, and Brown decided
that it was a party of explorers searching
for the north pole.
“Well, they won’t And it going in that
direction,” he thought; “there it is to the
no’ no’theast of them,” and. raising his
thin, vaporey hands to his mouth, trumpet
like, he shouted: “No ’no’theast, there, I
say, no’ uo’theast!
Oh, you
idiots, no’ no’theast.”

Then,

whip did
shouted again:

as

the

longing sought

his old home.

Ijt's

eagerly.
“Nothing. She just laughed and said
I was a good girl and I’d better run
along home when I told her what papa
said about her going to have a pocket
made In her shroud.”—Chicago Tribma

'the

Dangers of Trnvrl.

Grouchy Bachelor—1 heartily disapon railway
prove of taking children

Journeys and to large hotels.

meet*
Doting Mother—So do I. One
sees so much
go many rude people and
selfishness at those places that one is
always glad the little darlings aren’t
there to pick up had habit*.—Baltimore

American.

A

The standard weight of a bushel of Deans In
-ood order and lit for shipping, Is 62 poundsOf wheat. beets, ruta-baga turnips and peas, 60
pounds; of corn, -Vi pounds; of onions. 52
pounds; of e-urrola, Kngllsn turnips, rye and
Indian meal, 50 pounds; of parsnips,45 pounds;
of barley ano buckwheat, 48 pounds; of oats,
12 pounds, or even measure as by agreement.
The prices quoted below are the retail prices
at EllsworthFarmers can easily reckon from
theae what they are likely to receive in trade
or cash for their products.

skin prescription—all powerful in treatment of parasitio
breaks in the skin. Not greasy or unpleasant, but a clean
liquid, sopped or atomized over the affected parts. Instantly
relievss all itching burning pains or soreness.

new

Produce.

Co nil try
itutter.

Creamery per
Hairy

ft

...28 330

.2Q0<7

Cheese.
Beat factory (new) per ft.16 gl8
Best dairy (new).16
Dutch (Imported).90
Neufchatel.
05
•Cggs.
Fresh laid, per doz.28
Chickens.20 325
Fowl. .16 a 18
Hay
Best loose, per ton..12 314

Baled./...18

**traw.

No loose

the market.

straw on

Loose.

10 §12
18
Vegetables.
20
ft
Cauliflower,
02
Turnips,
Potatoes pk
20 Beets, ft
03
05 Cabbage.
04
Lettuce,
25
1b
02
Spinach, pk
Carrots,
• 5
Beans— perqt—
.Squash,
Tomatoes, ft
08
12
Yellow-eye
05
String beans, qt
10
Pea.
Green corn doz, I! 318 Cucumbers,
02 *03
Sweet potatoes, ft
05
Fruit.
15 §25 Oranges, doz
.85 3.45
Pineapples,
Blackuerrles, qt 10 §12 Lemons, doz
25§30
12
Cranberries, qt
25
Apples, pk
Baled.

Cleared Away and

Provisions.

Beef, lk:

153-30

8teak,
Roasts.

Pork, lb.
Steak, lk

123.26
.08 £. 10
18
.05 £08

Corned,
Tongues,
Tripe,

Veal:

Steak,
Roasts,

Have you been—or do you know anyone who has been—in a living hell of torwith a skin disease? Dispair usually seizes those so afflicted. Many imagine
it is in the blood and too subtle to cure. Doctors have stood baffled and
helpless
against Eczema. Half of them think its worse forms are blood poison. Ninetynine cases out of a hundred of manifestations on the skin are purely local—SKIM
disease—not BLOOD disease. Healthy blooded people break out as often as
any
one, the blood has nothing to do with it in most cases.
It is a parasite in the skiti'
that spreads. This prescription is today completely clearing
away—quickly too—
and permanently curing every trace of such parasitic trouble and leaves the skin
soft, healthy and perfect.
Call on the above druggists and investigate the unquestionable proofs in their possession.
The prescription is sold in above drug store at $1.00 for a liberal bottle, and
comes under authentic label of the D. D. D.
Company of Chicago, who solely compound the prescription for druggists everywhere.
ture

GEORGE A. PARCHER, ELLSWORTH

16®.20

Shoulder,

.13
18
10 912
12

Salt

100.14

GEORGE A. PARCHER, ELLSWORTH

16
16
.(6

Pigs’ feet,
Ham, per lk

20

une.
one of tiature’ii remedies; cannot harm the
weakest constitution; never falls to cure summer complaint* of young or old.
Dr. Fowler’s
Extract of Wild Strawberry.—Advt.

Days.

Astonishing quick and complete cures of all varieties of skin diseases by D. D.
D. have been fully verified in nine cases out of every ten that have come under
our observation.
In every case it did its work in 3 to 6 weeks time. It is to our
knowledge the most wonderful curative agent in all Materia Medica for diseases
of the skin. Its results are marvelous; some cases of years’ standing were cleared
away in a few days almost before our eyes.
We give this public aknowledgcment in response to a request from the D. D.
D. Company as to our honest opinion of this medicament. We have no hesitancy
in expressing ourselves positively concerning it, as its efficacy has been proven to
us beyond the possibility of doubt.

uriKKritiN,

Oolong,

Cured in 21

The following testimony speaks for itself. It is a matter of humanity
to tell everybody with a skin disease about this medicament.

Coflee—per Ik
Rio,
Mocha,

Rice, per lk
.06®.08
.169-25 Pickles, pergal .453.65
35 Olives, bottle
-259-75
35 Vinegar—per gal—
Pure cider,
.20
Cracked
.05
.459-65
wheat,
.04
.309 65 Oatmeal, per Ik
.20
Buckwheat, pkg
Sugar—per lk—
.04
Granulated,
Graham,
Coffee—A A Bt .05*< Rye meal,
.05 Granulated meal,lk 02)f
Yellow, C
OH—per gal—
Molasses—per gal—
.85
Havana,
Linseed,
.659-7')
Porto Rice,
.60
12
Kerosene,
.60
8yrup,
Lumber and Building Materials.
1 25
Lumber—per M—
Spruce,
135
Hemlock,
13914 Hemlock,
Hemlock boards, 1391* Clapboards—per M—
16® 20 Extra spruce, 24®26
Spruce,
8i»ruce floor,
20§25 8pruce, No. 1, 20940
20®I0 Clear pine.
Pine,
25g50
Matehed pine,
50
20®25 Extra pine.
Shingles—per M—
Laths—per M—
3 25
2.50
Cedar, extra
Spruce,
2 75
2 00
clear,
Hemlock,
"
2 25 Nalls, per Ik
2d clear,
.04 3.O*’
**
1 60 Cement, per cask 1 50
extra one,
M
1 25 Lime, per cask
No. 1,
95
••
.75 Brick, per M
7 311
scoots.
White lead, prtk .05®.C8

Entirely

TESTIMONY FROM LEADING DRUGGISTS

Lard,

MEANS GOOD

C5
Tongues, each
10 315
Mutton,
Spring lamb, 10 318
Fresh Fish.
05
Cod,
Halibut,
14§18
Smkalewlves, string 15
Mackerel, each 25 930
Salmon,
25g30

Wood—per cord

Dry hard, 5 00 36 50
3 00 35 00
Dry soft,
Roundings per load
10081 25
5.00
Buttings,

Sea trout,
Sword flsh,

Coal—per
Broken,
8tove,
Egg,
Nut,

clothes, whiter clothes,

20
25
14 316
14
16

Clams, qt
Lobsters, It
Blueflsh,

linens

ton—
00
7 00
00
7 00
7 0*
7

Blacksmith’s
Flour, Grain and Feed.
Marxet is firmer.
Oats, bu
50855
Flour—per bbl—
4 2585 75 Shorts—bag—1.15 31 25
1 35 Mixed feed, bag
Corn, 100 lk bag
Corn meal, bag
1 35
1 25 ®1 35
Cracked corn,
1 35 Middlings, bag
1.60

The twenty-ninth annual convention of
Maiue W. C. T. U. was held Sept. 15,16
and 17 in the People’s Baptist church,
Dover.
the

The seventy-seventh annual meeting
of general conference of Congregational
churches of Maine, and the ninety-sixths
annual meeting of the Maine missknary
society are being held in Fa mington this

Sept. 22,

annual

Central’s

report, just issued, is

forty-sic nd
a

Less

Sunlight

23 and 24.

Maine

delight.

Economy and Soap Perfection. No boiling, no
toiling with

Wiuiiowings of News,
Novelty and Nonsense.

The

and

worry and
less expense. It is Soap

Week’s

week

a

white

labor, less

KITTEKY TO CARIBOU.
One

lily

washday

7

not

Ant

present

pe

blundering

change her
course he
“No’ no’tbeaet,
1 say, you blanked blanketty fools!
Why
didn’t they send a crew of two-year-old
babies? Why didn’t they send a lot of
good jackasses? Why didn’t they send—
no’ uo’theast there, I say!”
Then thoroughly angry at their stupidity, he turned away, and once more his
eyes

Errs

natutt

to do

He saw' his former partner going up the
Ind.-peadenllrand moodily wondered what he was
TUr eyes of an animal van only work street,
can lie brought to doing in that part of the city. “Going to
wlo'ii
they
together
he thought; “he better
boar u|>ou an object ut the aauio time, my house, too,”
flab must keep away from there, or, spectre that I
no that a* a rule the eye* of a
him regret it.”
Just then
work more or loaa independently. Fliia am, I’ll make
the cottage door tiew open and Brown’s
la aomeliuie* also the case when the
wife threw herself into the epen arms of
one who
eyea can eo-operate, ua any
The sight
an
her dead husband’s partner.
watched a plaice or other flat flah In
was too much for Brown.
aquarium will aoou discover.
“The devil
“Curse it all!” he cried.
This la true. too. of the curious bulgroll himself—”
ing optica of a chameleon, which
—“Is right here,” said a voice at his
round swlvelwlae in a somewhat aimand turning, Brown saw that noless manner. When they do converge elbow,
torious personage at his side.
It is bail for the Insect upon which they
“I’m after you, my son,” Baid the devil,
: grinning.
“You see there was a question
fix themselves.
and you were
Mauy animal* posses* more than as to w bom you belonged to,
You were not
here on probation.
put
act
all
not
togoth
do
three eyes, which
for
mansions
on
tit
the
high, or”—
quite
er. A leech, for example, has ten eyes with a hideous wink—“for my little place.
not
do
which
bead,
I don’t see any signs of the sights of earth
on the top of its
work In concert, anil a kind of marine improving you. The angel hoped they
would ; so I’ll have to take you.”
a
worm has two eyea on the head and
And without further parley, the devil
Sonic
whisked Payson Brown off to the infernal
row down each side of the body.
of
on
the
top
lizards have an extra eye
regions._
the head, which does not act with the
two
large
The Aiiffel Child.
other two. A bee or wasp has
“Martha,” said her mamma, “I trust
compound eyes, which |si*sibly help
vithat while you were at your Aunt
each other and are used for near
sion, and also three little simple eyes Murtha’s you said nothing to offend
emare
which
her.”
on the top of the head,
off.
“Oh, no, mamma,” declared the angel
ployed for seeing things a long way
child. “I was careful to say things
Invisible Support.
which would make her know that you
Magistrate—What’s the charge against and papa liked her for herself alone.”
“That was proper.”
this man. officer?
Officer—No visible means of support.
“Why, when she asked me if you
Magistrate—It’s up to you. prisoner. folks had named me Martha so that she
the
would leave us her money when she
What have you to say iu answer to
dies I told her that papa and you had
eharge?
correct, your tulked about* that and that papa said
Prisoner-I guess
honor.
My wife isn’t visible at the we mustn’t think of such a thing.”
“And what did she say?” asked mamwriting. -Cincinnati Enquirer.
Animal*'

every

SKIN ”’£r Cleared Away

MKAtfCMKII.

\ bushel of Liverpool
salt ebalJ weigh 6f
rolling in the filth in the gutter.
bed*
Paysoo B'0*q wan dying. At h
Several of those who saw and
pounds, and a bushel of Turks Island salt shall
heard side sat bis weeping wife and ag*-d mo her. j weigh7<» immiihL
i
this were not 111
he standard weight of a bushei of potatoes,
affected toward the A physician stood near, and with profesii. good order and flt for
shipping, Is W> pourrts;
Applebyg. Bernard and his wife had sional calmness waited for the eod.
of apples, 44 pound*

By FRED WHISHAW

X CnpIW,

PROBATION OP1 A

All This for Only Five Cents

—

Large Cake of Purity.

most sat it

factory one. There was an increase in
receipts of every department, and the
increase of receipts was |56,317.28. After
deducting all charges and dividends, the
surplus was increased $46 596 94.
The following list of patents have re-

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR LAUNDRY SHAPE

the

cently been grauted to Maiue inventors:
R. E. Appleton, Orono, tuol handle fastening ; S. A. Baker, Eastport, machine for
soldering cans; F. W. Canales, Portland
grain car door; C. H. Cook, Uardiner, welt
guide for shoe sewing machines; J. Lawsou
and J. E. Daniels, Calais, vapor

f/y*///V

Cures

Nothing Butf

Rheumatism

It will cure YOU or you get your money
back. All druggists.
In Tablet form only. NO ALCOHOL.

Price

THE WOODBURY CHEMICAL CO. (Incorporated) 170 Summer

50 Cents.

St., Boston,

Mass.

burner.
The masonic order in Maine made a
large increase last year, the total membership being 23,940, there being a steady
increase for the past' four years. The
number raised in 1899 was 710 and in 1902
the number raised
of 12
was

17%

to

a

1,220, an increase
The death rate in 1893

was

1-5 per cent.

thousand,

the

same

as

Dizzy

Appetite poor? Bowels constipated? It’s your liver!
Ayer’s Pills are liver pills.

for

the past two years. The average lodge
membership is 120, in which Maine stands
number eight among the states, while it
stands number twelve in total membership. Two lodges are tied in making the
largest gain for the past year. United, No.
8, of Brunswick, instituted Dec. 14
1801, with a total membership of 178, and
Blazing Star, No. 30, of Rumford, instituted March 10, 1819, with a total membership of 233, they having raised twentytwo members each.

invariably has more listening
than speaking acquaintances.
“He has just recently been elected High
Muck-a-Muck of the Ancient Knights of
A

woman

Pink-Pank.” “Has he been installed in
office yet?” “1 guess you might say he’s
installed sure enough. He’s buyiug his
regalia on the Installment plan.”
A

woman can

get to love most any

her he

man

only be careful to keep telling
hopes some day to be worthy to

if he will

lay down his life for her.

Or. Emmons’

PENNYROYAL PILLS.
Immediate relief,
pain.

no danger, no
Uaed for yeaT* l»y wading specialists.
monktls. A trial will convince you of

In

case

book.

Hundreds of testU
their intrineic value
of suppression.
Send ten cents for sample and
box.
All Druirgletjorby mail $1.50

KING MEDICINE CO., Cjx 1630. BOSTON, MASS.

24

75

cash Register

Why pay $150
$400 when you
cannuy a good guaranteed Register for
$24.75, detailed adding. Tells
amount of cash taken in; paid
reout; charged on account;
ceived on acct. Send for catalog.
JB, F. BLAKE COMPANY
to

Boston, Mass*

Monthly Regulator has brought happiness to
hundreds of anxious women. There Is positive,
science
ly no other remedy known to medical
that will so quickly and sufely do the work.
from
obstinate
most
and
irregularities
Longest
any cause relieved immediately. Success guaranteed at any stage. No pain, danger,or inter,
ferenee with work.

Have relieved hundred* or

cases where others have tailed. The mostdiihcult cases successfully treated by mail,and ben-

eficial results guaranteed in every instance. No
risk whatsoever. We treat hundreds of ladies
whom we never see. W rite for further
lars and free confidential advice. Do not nut off
Retoo long. All letters truthfully answered.
member. this remedy la absolutely safe under
leaves
and
condition
every possible
positively
no after ill effect upon the health. Sentby nail,
should b«
securely sealed, $2.00. Money letters liO Tr©«
EMMONS
00.,
J.
W.
registered. Dll.
mout St., Boston, Mass.

particu-

€.i)t t£Ueu)oi1l) American.

tarn next week, when the
“up river” fair will be on—Tues-

iay and Wednesday.

PUBLISHED

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.

through

W. RoLLixs, Editor and Manager.

*.

Bu1>h< ription Price—#*year; #1-00 for six
BtoMhe; 50 cents for three months; if paid
tt’Icily In advance, #150, 75 and S3 cents
Ail arrearages are reckoned at
n pectively
tbe

rate

good-si?: ?d ripe strawberry was found
it North Brooksville Sept. 20.
It probibly thought that because we were having a few hot days that summer had come
A

Bu-loess communications should be addressed
S -«n<t all money orders made payable to Tub
EUe
COCK COURT Y PUBUSHISG CO.,
ts

To-day

Fairs here have been held two

days,

W. A. Crabtree and wife have gone to
Exeter. N. H., where Mrs. Crabtree will

but this

have

for Hebron

will

do

News

Wash-

the line of the

well

heifer to the

sent a

grounds, and within
the

thing

same

to

minutes did

Cunningham,

M.

-«

6
Third

fi

A

VJ}u*rter 14

©m"

Ob'?

20
28

><&

F

B'SBV

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 23,1903.
No Tariff Tinkering This Winter.
Hon. George F. Hoar, the venerable senator from Massachusetts, has,
in an address at Salem, made au announcement which is attracting wide
food

furnishing

and

attention

for

Joseph Letter,

furnishes many excellent
for his belief.
He submits that the election of a re-

statesman
reasons

President invariably brings
of confidence and relief to
the country at large, and for that reason business at such a time is sure to

publican
a feeling

healthy condition, and least
susceptible to the shock of changes in
a

the tariff schedules.
He points out, moreover, a fact well
recognized by every statesman who
recent

given

York,

in

a very inhosevery time he visits Bar
hereafter be will probably

MAINE MUSIC FESTIVAL

Harbor, and
fight shy of the town.

history genuine

that it takes several years for
the country to judge as to how a tariff law is going to work, because it re-

study,

quires time for the business
to adjust themselves to

BUSINESS (iOOD.
So

Writes

Correspondent

our

from

Manset.

still holds good.
The “Samuel R. Crane” came into ParkThe

fishing:

business

er’s wharf last

with SO 000

week

Mr. Roosevelt to the “stand pat” polbut it is also this view which, in

opinion of certain well-posted republicans, may and probably will lead
the

President Roosevelt to advocate some
modifications in the present schedules
during the winter of 1904 05.
Ellsworth in the Colleges.
Seldom, if ever, has Ellsworth been
so
well represented in the various

colleges and preparatory schools of
the country than she is now.
At Bowdoin there are three

soph-

two freshmen; at the
of Maine one sophomore;

and

at Wellesley one senior, one junior,
and two freshmen; at Vassar one juntVest Point military academy
one junior; at Columbia university one
sophomore; at Abbott academy one
at

junior;
senior;

Hebron
at Dana hall,
at

academy
Wellesley,

1,200,000 lbs. that Capt.
already bought this season.
about
Last year he bought and sold
1,500.000 lbs., but it is quite probable that
baa

before

the

season

closes

year this

this

amount will be exceeded.

Capt. Parker employe quite a fleet of
vessels in gathering these products of the
sea;

them

among

“Vanguard,”‘

the

are

“Cosmos”,

Race,” “Samuel R.
Crane” and “Loren B. Haskell” with a
Eva A.

large number of smaller craft.
He plans to put a 100-foot extension
the
able

wharf in
him

to

the

spring,

carry

on

a

which will
more

terpiece
quiem”.

en-

fairly

as

A

man

that is

good

of the

_

sometimes

enemy, but be Is
own beet friend.

more

the

Archer farm

bis

likely

own

to

worst

be hie

I' Is sometimes easier to apologize than
to explain how you happened to acquire
that black eye.

Quest,” by
impo-ing and solemn

of the last

mas-

festival, Verdis “Re-

being due,

in a large measure, to the exlent work of the chorn-ea in the various

ce

towns which has been the

subject

favorable comment from

Director Chap-

of much

man.

The Bangor & Aroostook, Washington
county and Maine Central railroads will,
as usual, offer eptcial excursion rates.
Not only will the chorus that wi 1 sing
at Bangor, be the large t ever heard in
Maine, but it will aHo be the best trained,
thanks to the diligence and perseverance
of the local conductors to whom

Director

The
Chapman feels greatly indeb ed.
Mane symphony orchestra will be comp sed of more placers than heretofore,
being recruited from tbe organizations in

larger cities.

the

Altogether the outlook for the festival
exceptionally bright, and It seems assured that Director Chapman's prediction

r

is

iu

Plantation No. 8. Wednesday, Sept. 16.
that the concerts of 1903 will be the most
At an early hour the guests began to
brilliant ever attemp'ed, will be fulfilled.
arrive, and before noon fifty-four h*d
*
gathered, ranging from infancy to old t*g
Fire at Surry.
Tne forenoon was spent
iu
grte'iots
| A small dwe ting-hi u-e and stable atand handshaking.
tach* d, occupied by Joseph B.owu and
At noon the
p-r'y ciphered in the
f m h, was burned, together with Itscoune r )j grove and t-i j ’>ed a picnic dinner,
last
forenoon.
after which the business meetirig was
called to order and the foil twir g offi-«rs
elected for t he ensu’nc year;
p-psiei- nt,
Winfield S. Archer; vice-president, AviiCa
A Archer; secretary. K<iUb If. Archer;
treasure'. Aviida A
Arc*ier; c^mmitr*-*.
Hiram E. Archer, Charles P. Smith, Clifford V. Ldand.
Af’er it»p moling f
pir»y return d n
the bouse where a s octal hour whs pmhswI
in singing an s»ory !*»»'••••' V r »nr* *d
»o their home** well -bt• tl d «>*d w j>ii «».♦*
n
i iteutfon of metering sg
at ti e same
place ti*** Ki-.coiid Wtdi.tsduy in Srp19M.
tember,

CHURCH NOTES.
MKTHODIST EPISCOPAL.

J. P. Simonton, pastor.
Sunday, Sept. 27— Morning s-’-vloe at
10.30
Sunday school at 11 45. Epwortb
league, 7 p m.
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.30.
at 2.30
Trenton—Preaching Sunday
p. ra.; Bay side at 7.00. Mr. Siinontoo.
UNION CONG’L, ELLSWORTH FALLS.
Reo. J. A. Scheuerle.
Sunday, Sept. 27—Preaching service at
10 30 a. m. Sunday school at 11 30 a. m
Rev.

service at 7 30.
Wee lily prayer meeting

at

7.30.

Friday evening

BAPTIST.

the present requires.
No
to it as a newspaper except

ia

held at

boast.

exception
I;s politics-and
kind.

was

Evening

justly proud,

One hundred years old, and still in
the ring! That’s the condition of the
staunch old democratic Eastern Argus,
of Portland.
Strong and stately, as
the past has made it, bright and

brainy,

family

the

From all reports,
Washington and
Aroostook counties are going to be represented by the largest numbers since the
festival was inaugurated, the enthusiasm

extensive

one

of the woman’s college at Brown.
Besides these, there are teachers,
Ellsworth born and bred, in many
high schools in Maine, Massachusetts

and may

firm

the

Brothers.

The

went

Edward

of

name

firm

was

to

Woodward

dissolved in

1896,

Texas, where his

brother Frank has lived for many years.
He bad many friends in this section

Wednesday, Sept.

and

when

cantata,
Nevin, and the

on

Archer Family Reunion.
The third annual reunion of the Arch*

one

first year student.
Two universities have in their faculties Ellsworth scholars—Harry C.
Emery, professor of economics at
Yale, and Miss Annie C. Emery, dean

and Connecticut.
Of all this Ellsworth is

under

UNITARIAN.

Rev. S. W. Sutton, pastor.

Sunday, Sept. 27—Service at 10.30 a. in.
Sunday school at 11 45 a. in. A collection
will be taken in behalf of the
school society.

Unitarian

Sunday

East Lamoine—Service at 7.00 p.

m.

Rev. J. M. Adams, pastor.
Friday, Sept. 25—Prayer \nd conference
meeting

at 7 30.

Sunday, Sept. 27—Morning service
Sunday school at 11.45 a. m.

had

at

left

the

house for

family
[ short time, and neighbors discovered the
fire aud gave the alarm. The wind was
blowing a gale so that it was impossible
to

The

church.

stomach, then dyspepsia,
biliousness, loss of appetite!
Your doctor

were

served

in

Retnmln* from the reban war, I
bad, and
bottle, of A,
Saraapartita eompletelr eitred me
IC C. Uoihlar, Scranton. Pa.

a

_

among bis children.
He is survived by three

sons—Simeon,

Impure Blood

din-

ing room by tbe young lady friends of tie Aid the
bride.
bowels regular with Ayer's
T»i||*,
The bride is the daughter of John F.
Knowlton, clerk of courts for Hancock
county, and wife, and la extremely popAPOTHECARY.
She
ular in tbe social set of Ellsworth.
Maine
is a graduate of the Ellsworth high school,
and has
attended Laaell
seminary In
KELintrt.
Auburndale, Mass.
Mr. Whiting Is the’.only Json of 8. K
Whiting. He is a practicing attorney in
this city.
He Is an enthusiastic yachtsA number of intelligent girls wanted to lean
man.
He is a graduate of Boston uulver
sowing of straw braid into men’s, boys’ and
children’s straw bats on sewing mao hi ms a.iapt.
law
and
in
Boston
school,
sity
practiced
ed for the purpose anti run by power. < hir season
for two years before opening an office in Kt'nr rally fasts from September until May. Work
paid for entirely by the piece, and girls learning
EUswortb.
are paid at regular rates.
For particulars.
Tbe gifts were numerous and costly dress THE HILLS COMPANY, A inherit.
Mans.
Not only their number but also tbelr

Sarsaparillabykeepine^h

C.

Simonton

was

yesterday,

|

character

well

attested

which tbe young
hosts of frieuds.

the

couple

esteem

held

are

In

neatness

F. Billikuton.

connecting
EllsROOMS—Two
furnace best.
st»am, hot
American

Welch, of Sorrento, and a horse-rake and
mowing machine belonging to Eben
Preble, of Sullivan Centre, were in the
were

t*er-.

d is -up}

«<

amt dive

o

ed

lo nave

There

chimney

caugh; f
wa»

a

Woman Is often refer-ed to by hian as “doubling 1*1 ^ j »>s ami halving his sorrows " That
may t»e compltmeuta y. hut U wou'd -*■*-m to ins
For In plain terma
nlflcrbMonthe woman
it menus ttiai when* things are going well with
«he man his wne makes ih- hi go la-iitr Hut when
things are going ill with hi it, he expt-c's the
Ani there’s
wile to share half his burden.
m «re truth than poetry In this presentation of
Men don’t appreciate
masculine seliLhites*.
the fact that the strain of motherhood alone is a
burden Linger than all lh>* 1 »ads thit rest upon
male shoulders. They o-e the wife grow thin,
pile, nervous anti w >rn wttnout a thought that
>-h
Is overburdened
Among th** p'e.t**nt
Liters received b\ l»r I'lwvt* are tho e from
husbands who have Wtl.nl up l*efore it was
too l tte m the crushing bur«le< » ldi upon the
wife, and 1 •» the search for lie p have found In
5>r I’lerce’s KuvortlH Prescription a restorative
wtdch has given uacic to the mother th«» trial h
of the maiden and th- maiden’s happiness
Kavo'ite i're-cription” altvaya helps, ai d alIt has perfectly cure*!
ni »-t always cures
iduetv-eight out of * verv huu red women who
have used it wheu afflicted with diseases ptculiar to women.

wA w

TOIDEATO
is to get ::::::

STYLES QUALITY

have volunteered their services.
fair

books

are

and the outlook for
very

a

being

circulated,

t-uccessful

bazrr is

bright.
STATE NEWS.

The body of George Hayden, of Eastpart, was found last Sunday night ou the
iilroad

and

It

track

near

one arm were

bia home.

severed

The bead

from the body.

supposed he was sitting near the
fell asleep. Hayden was fifty
years old and is survived by a widow and
is

track and
one son.

m

FORA MODERATE PRICE.
AND IT’S THE SAME WITH
A MAN
.BOTH FIND
THESE REQUIREMENTS IN

J
^

and

«

a»npi»eii

fibbing steamer “Alice M. Jacobs”
arrived io Portland Monday with her last
fare for the season. The “Jacobs” is high
line of the entire New England fleet.
She has taken all together this season
*13,000 worth of mackerel—fl5.000 more
than any other vessel.
Curtis is dead at the home of
her daughter in Kennebunkport, aged
104 years. Mrs. Curtis probably was the
oldest person in Maine.
She was born
December 11, 1798, and had spent her
whole life in her native town.

a

Trut* Kliia

a4**

-•*

MISS N. F.

ProraptSerYtce.

•«., Ittt >k

(dock, (Silkworm.

Ellsworth Greenhouse
Summer flowers are still in bloom
and summer prices still prevail.
Telephone connection.

Sptu'al Xoticcs.

__Maby

being good time-keepers.

A. W. Greely
ELLSWORTH.

WHEREAS
>eU ‘ue

18t^903.1IJ

communicate with P. O. B°« tta,
Me,. Mr. Austin died in Santa

abllyprI1op«t'y‘gedTSi'ea"'

Ellsworth!
Cal

Cruz.

le“ving c<JU8ia>:r'-'

BRIDGE NOTICE.
CLOSED FOE

EBPAIRS,

undersigned, selectmen
Bluehill
Thehereby
give notice that the bridge
'of

acrosi

camp Stream at West Bluehill will be closet
for repairs about Monday.
Sept. 28, 1903
P. Obebnb,
E. K. Herrick,
E. J. HlKi KLBY,
u( Bl“ehl11'

Bluehill. Sept. ».

,*S"eCtDlt'U

freedom notice.
have this day given to
my minor s
H‘ W**itaker, his time.
I shall cla
pay aSy of hia de
Hiram E. Whitakri
“•f*Miidate.
AKEI

I JzVi

ftftSJ thiS daeirnlDf* D°J

Oouldsboro, Me., Sept. 21,1908.

!

to other National banks..
to trust companies and savings

Dividends unpaid.
Individ ual de posits su bject to chec k
Demand certificates of deposit.
Certified checks.
Cashier’s checks outstanding.

9,tWO 00
66.956®
2,013 34
126 35
3),964 50
2.500 00

#50,000 00
40,000 00

4,590 78
45,250 00
550 67
4.3

0 24
00

75

07
16 60

1SU.079

1.295 77

Total. #731,208 55
STATE OF MAINE.
County of Hancock #s:—I, Henrv W.
Cushman, cashier of the above-named bank,
do solemnly swear that the above statement
is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
HENRY W. CUSHMAN,Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this l"tn
day of September. 190.4.
LEONARD M. MOORE,
(Seal.)
Notary Public.

Correct—Attest:
E. H. GREELY,
A.

BPKCIAI. NOTICE,
trespass in Cuniculocns Park. I
* •
remand protection to life and
property
from the county of Hancock, the State
of
Maine, and the United States of America.
C. Kebtz Austin.

Brookaville, Me., Sept.

Due
Due

J.

INFORMATION WANTED.
A USTIV—If this reaches the
eye of any
1\. relatives of Isaac Q. Austin,
will they

Watches of all sorts and at
all prices lot Man, Woman or
All alike, however, in
Child.

Capital stock paid ..
Surplus fund.
Undivided profits, less expenses
aud taxes paid.
National bank notes outstanding

»*«~**<'>*o*o+o*o*o*4"i4M"»+Qt

Ofli

1.1U3 58
60.000 00
l.tOuOO
217 3644

LIABILITIES.

Kdo ttnoxu,
MB.

DRUMMEY,
Stenographer
Typewriter...

#317 128 64

#734.208 55

Total

k*m

RUhWOKTH,

The best gold-filled
chains made.
As good as
all gold and very much

cheaper.

Due from approved reserve agents
Checks and other cash itt^ns.
Fractional paper currency, nickels
aud cents.
Lawful money reserve in bank, viz.:
Specie.#24,576 60
Legal-tender notes.
9,406 00
Redemption fund with U. t> Treasurer (5 per cent, of circulation).

Finnan Had die

Watch Chains

Simmons

RESOURCES.
Loans and discounts.
secured
am! unsecured.
Overdrafts,
U. 8. Bonds to secure circulation...
Premiums on U. 8. bonds.
Stocks, securities, etc.
Banking-house, furniture and fix-

HiHhut, Biu«fl«h,a
Mackerel, Oyetert, Clams, Sea]lope,
Lobatcr*

*

Ellsworth, in the State of Maine,
at the close of business,
Sept V, 1903.

tures.

NOTICE.
my wife, Mary E. Gray, has
without Just cause or provocation, I hereby forbid ail persons hsrboring or
trusting her on my account, as I shall pay no
bills of her contracting after this date.
W* tjRAV*

yj

The

at

Hi.1*1

®

WOMAN’S

The Catholic Bazar.

First National Bank,

Smoked Mid Dry

Seasonable Prices.

d»trn of ibe hizir of Hr. Joseph's
Onfhoin Mivlny h«»ve been ct.a'»g d to
Tjen.iay. W-unts lay duel Thursday, Oct.
27, 28 and 29.
The p*a »« far the three nights’ enter*
:aimue *t» are nearly
completed, and
many of E‘isworth’* cleverest amateurs
The

REPORT OP THE

CONDITION

FISH.

...and

-urn

Ttm

National Bank Statrmmts.

dealer In all kinds of

♦

town
there are

AT

Philadelphia Dental Colleat

aait,

in

Cook’s Point. East Bluehill.3 acres; 14
story bouse, stable, carnage-house: hennery; good water in house and out of doors.
Good place for summer rustication. Apply to
M. D. Cook, Lamoine. Me.

SURGEON.

EDWIN M. MOORE,
Frs*k.

Exchange.

# rooms

many
manufacturing and chance for
all members of a family to work if agreeable.
Nearly new, and finished in hard wood, furnace. city water and in good repair.
Would
like to exchange for real estate in Hancock
county. Address Box 672, Ellsworth. Me.

♦#“Okpick 1M GILES* Block. Ellsworth.
Closed Wednesday afierntona until furtne
otlce.

1

home at Town Hill, Eden.
acres. Good field and
to 1* ion* of hay.
Two story

for
of

D.ENTIST.

0
♦
V

For

Massachusetts,
of 0.UW population, where
HOUSE
kinda of

GREELY,

H.

Graduate of the
•las# of '75

SWjtrUBcmmts.

I m-urance.

!

Throat and Ear.

TELEPHONE.

Public

small

Easture.

F. SIMON TON-, M. D.

£)R.

street, Ellsworth.

ouse, large stable, all in good repair. Location. 8 miles from Bar Harbor and Northeast
Harbor and 6 mile* from Qaarrvville, where
there are good markets for any farm product*.
Very go<«i location for a country hotel.
Splendid view of the mountain.*. Will sell on
easy term* or will rent for a term of yean.
The only reason
why I wish to sell is that I am
not aole to work the farm on account of my
age. Apply to E. M. Hamok, West Eden. Me

burned.

any of tbe household fleets.
The fire originated in one of the cham-

|

«o

Offices in Manning Block,
formerly occupied by
Dr J. F. Manning. Office open (lay and
night,
except when absent on professional calls.

Fire at Sorrento.
buildings on what is known as the
Eben Bean place In Sorrento were burned
last Sunday evening. Nobody had been
living on the p'ace for several years.
Four tous of bay belonging to Enoch

Pine

on

particulars inquire of Orbin W. Tripp.

—

P.

officiating.

OUSE

My
Faimof
to.10
HOUSE
Cut* 16

wishes to announce
special attention to the treatment of diseases of
tlie

AND

Office.

Jfoc Salt.

Office equipped with all the modern Instruments and appliances for the examination and
treatment of these diseases, rj
Easy access to Bar Harbor hospital, where
patieuts receive the best of care at reasonable
of i rates.

The

barn and

II

HARBOR,
that hereafter he will give

PHYSICIAN

in

Apply

Co let.

OF BAH

Eye, Nose,

rooms,
water or
at

worth.

Partly furnished.

BUNKER,

])R.

»n kinds done with
at the law office
Block. Ellsworth. Jcua

and dispatch,
Typewriting-of
of L. F. (Hies, Bank

by tbelr

Mr. and Mrs. Whiting will reside In tbi
Cushman house on Franklin street, and
will be “at borne” after Oct. 1.
Among tbe out of-town guests were:
Dr. and Mrs. O. M. Drake, Mr and Mrs
Howard F. Butler, of Boston; Dr. and
Mrs. Thomas N. Drake, of Pittsfield: Miss

t

Rev. J.

PARC HER,

WANTED.

Moore, of Ellsworth.

ft^neral

A.

Ellsworth,_

Boston, W. N., of Trt nton. George, of Bar
Harbor, and two daughters—Mrs. Willis
A. Trim, of Trenton, and Mrs. John A.
The

ml

for

ring service

spacious

the

the

wreok. Mr blood wa,
perfej-t
health waa none. But a few

After congratulations, dainty refreshments

knows

used for 60 years.

remedy,

used.

was

save

Mrs. Hose

CONGREGATIONAL.

10 90

Thursday

i tents,
The

r

Rev. David Kerr, pastor.
Sundav, Sept. 27—Morning service at
Sermon by the pastor.
Sunday
10.30.
at 1145
school
Evening service at 7.
Subject: A Trip to India. Special music.
Prayer meeting Friday at 7.30 p. m.
South Hancock—Service Sunday at 2 30
p. m.; Hancock at 7 30 p. m.; Mr. Kerr.

Bangor.

soloists will be
28, 29
30,
SAMUEL J LORD.
Louise
Mme.
Lillian Biauvelt, Mme.
Capt. Samuel J. Lord died at bl« home
Homer, David Biepham, Mme. Shotwellat Bayside last Sunday night, after a abort
Piper, Mis* Corinne Welsh, Percy Hemus, |
Edward P. Johnson and Francis Arcbam- j illness, aged about seventy-five years.
Capt. Lord was in bis earlier days one
bault, the solo pianist being Felix Fox.
active sea-captains sailing out
Besides an unusually wide selection of of the most
of this port. Some years ago be lost bis
miscellaneous numbers, consisting of the
sight, and has since been unable to do
gems of many of the foremost composers,
lost bis wife about ten
will be presented the grand opera ‘‘Faust”, anything. He
Ethelbert years ago, and has since made bis bon e
the
‘‘The
and

interests

icy,

ior;

j

Week at

Monday, Tuesday

pounds.

This makes about

Parker

Bay last spring, and which converted

University

business

Sarsaparilla

about tbe room, and

Bangor and Cortland who will sincerely regret to learn of his
Brilliant Array of Artists.
He
He was unmarried.
! early death.
has
Director-in Chief leaves a
Never
before
mother, one sister, Carrie, who F< ossle Stover, of Bucksport; Miss Bessie
!
William R. Chapman presented a more lives in
of Soffletd, Coon., and Joseph W.
Boston; a twin brother—Cbarie* Fuller,
I
attractive programme than that arranged E., of the firm of Lyford & Woodward, ! Woodward, of Bangor.
for the season of 1903, the five concerts to of
Bangor, and two younger brothers
j
$9rofr«stonal CatBa.
be given in the Auditorium, Bangor, on
George P., of Boston, and Joseph W.,of
Next

business.
One cargo of 1 000 quintal^ of dried fish
the new
has been already shipped to Gloucester,
schedules.
which will be followed by another soon.
For this reason there is danger that
Other fish dealers have had a good year
any attempt at revision coming at the with an
B. H. Mayo,
average business.
of
a
election
approach
presidential
who is supplied by bis own vessel, the
a
be
followed
■may
by
purely tempo- “Iolantbe”, and by the “Cosmopolitan”,
rary depression,and that may produce, “Wild Ko-e” and others, has been busy
in turn, a temporary change of view buying and selling ail the season.
on the part of the voters, a change
John Hopkins, who is supplied mainly
which would have been entirely dissi- by the “Margaret Leonard”, has been dopated before a presidential election ing bis u-ual amount of business.
John L. Stanley & Son, the well-known
arrived had the tariff revision been
fresh fish dealers, have done au unusually
three
earlier.
years
attempted
large business. They have bought and
It was this view of the situation
sold a large supp'y of fresh mackerel and
which certain experienced senators swordfish. as* wen ms ether kinds of
presented to the President at Oyster marketable fish.

omores

years ago he went into the same
with bis brother, George P.,

seven

j

and

pitable welcome

Congregational

WOODWARD.

EWARD K

grouped socially

arrangement was charming.
was
Mendelssohn’s weddlog march
played by Miss Alice May Booaey. To
tbe strains of this sweet march tbe bridal
couple entered 'the parlor unattended.
The bride looked very sweet in a gown of
white si k crepe. She carried a bouque1
The ceremony was
of white sweet peas.
performed by Rev. J. M. Adams, of tbe

held at the home of her

The pad news wss received here last
week of the death at Houston, Texas, of
Edward K. Woodward, formerly of this
city, at the age of forty-three years.
Mr. Woodward was born In this city, a
Woodward.
son of the late Stephen B.
For many years he was a clerk in Parcber's drug-store in this city. About

I

doubt thinks he receives

no

were

Impure blood always shows
somewhere. If the skin, then
boils, pimples, rashes. If the
nerves, then neuralgia, nervousness, depression. If the

the entire

Mrs. Welch, Tuesday forenoon,
Rev. S. W. Sutton officiating. luterment
was at Woodbine cemetery.

MacCoy.

Nichols, J c—Boston—The Cragn—Mr Nichols, Mrs Patten, Somerville.
Stetson, Mrs and Mrs K E— Bangor—Clarence
Stetson, Misses Frances and Edith Plummer.
Thatcher, Hon and Mrs B B— Bangor—Miss
Thatcher.
Turner, Prof and Mrs F J—University of
Wisconsin—guests of Prof Slaughter.
Who, Mrs .Sarah L— Bangor—Chatola. Mrs
W Micomn Newell and Koi»ert Newt 11.
Young Mrs Monroe B—New York—Crotcaneet

Bar

was

—

session following the election of a republican President, and the eminent

has

gan

was

The five

daughter,

—

Harbor last Sunday as the guest of his
father, and his experience of a week or
He was again
two ago was repeated.
visited by the deputy sheriff who served
upon him a writ sued out by Hodgkins,
Arey A Morse, laundrjrnen. Mr. Leiter

deep thought. Mr. Hoar says that
the time to revise the tariff is at the

be in

of New

born to

Infancy.

The funeral

Roardnutn cottage.
Clakk. Mrs F Lewis
Spokane, Wash—Mas*
wr Teddy Clark.
Emery, Judge and Mrs—Crosby Lodge. Prof
Harry C Emer' Yale, Miss Sally Crosby.
Lord, Prof and Mrs H G—Colombia university N Y—Broadvietc— Misses Lord and Berber and Tommy Lord.
MacCoy, Mrs W’ Alexander. Rrvn Mawr. Pa—
Misses MacCoy, W LoMcFarland cottage.

editor, isn’t “in it” at all.

Her husband, Orison

in 1888.

prominently
very active woman, and
Identified with the social and religious
life of this city. She was an active worker
in the W. C. T. U., and in the Unitarian
chnrch, of which she was a member. Her
presence there will be sorely miesed.

ttoir cottage.
BoakdmiN, Mr and Mrs James A—Bangor—

pound-three ounce “spud” that Albert
Redmsn, of Hampden, brought in to the
Bangor Commercial’« snake and freak

five

seventy-three years,

was

Adams. Mr and Mrs James—Brookline. Mass
Miss Adams, James Adams.
—Grant cottage
Bakstow, Mrs A D—Back Bay, Boston—Bar

of

pounds, three ounces; Mr. Cunningham’s
That twothree pounds, four ounces.
PHR9E9.

udeut.

AT 1 HE COTTAGES.

West Ellsworth, “sees” D. J. Jackson, of Brooklin,
better.
Mr.
and goes him an ounce
Jackson’s
big potato weighed three

George

asparagus. In the parlor
couple stood was a bower
with a background of palms. Sweet pe»s
and asparagus vines formed the centte
piece for the dining table, and satin
were
tied,
ribbon, in which bouquets
trailed to the corners. The mantle was
banked, and over each door asp-tragus
Small tables
trailed with sweet peas.
sweet peas and
where the bridal

1830;

uett, of Presque Isle—all of whom were
present at the funeral.
Besides the immediate family she leaves
four brothers—8. F. and R. F. Haskell, of
Brewer, George F. Haskell, of Ellsworth,
L. 8. Haskell, of Somerville, Mass., and
one sister—Mrs. E. M. Stetson, of Watcrville, all of whom were at th? funeral.
Until within a few years Mrs. Call was a

_

a cow.

were

died in

baby boy was born to Mr. and Mrs
Jsmes T. Maxwell on the 17th inst. The
youngster has been named after bis father,
James T. Maxwell, jr.
E.
Sept. 21.

happy bunttug
few

a

a st

in

them, three of whom
surviving ones
are Frank S. and Cora, wife of C. 1. Welch,
of Ellsworth; Lettle, wife of A. L Higgins, and Mary, wife of B. C. Reynolds, of
Bar Harbor; Ella, wife of Dr. F. E. Bendren

a

to

keep their cows and heifers “in their own
backyard”. Oue day receutly the down
train

here he is

w

was no sus-

Levant

in

place

of John F. Knowlton a«>d
wife last Wednesday evening when their
and William
e der daughter, Ethel M
Edgar Whiting were married.
The bouse was profusely decorated with

They moved to Ellsnearly fifty years ago. Eight chil-

Saugertiee, N. Y.t that

from

born

was

wan a

at the home

was so near.

months, five days.

for the winter.

academy

comes

time, there

some

was

died
|! Call,
worth

Roy C. Haines returned to Ellsworth
Saturday, and intends to leave at once

_

ington county railroad

MOON'S

employment

least two

on

her age

Former

last

days.

wife.

and

for

Mrs.

of

beer of her

to

that the end

Mrs. Call

to

The postoffice will remain in the Haines
until Oct. 1, when it will be moved
to C. A. Penney's house.

It it is
pear only one day is given to it.
tike its predecessors it is worthy of at

People living

health

picion

store

day receutly.

fair day at Eden.

Is

Friday Sept. 18,

born last

Miss Bertha Clement and Miss Lue
Orchid of Bar Harbor, spent Sunday with
Mrs. Emma Carter.
v

The section-bands of the Mail e
Jentral saw an “old buster” crossing the

Worth, Maine.

boarding at C. A.
V

Miss Martha Ball has Returned from
Harbor where she baa been employed.

tnars.

one

until

open

Bar

you

track there

was

boo

Harry Johnston

happen to be gunning down
Hancock way, just keep your eye open for
If

Crabtree is

Arthur

Penney’a.

to-morrow.

igain.

of #2 par year.

At' vertlalng Hares— Are reasonable, and will
U made known on application.

remain

It

L. J. Cell
death, which
took place at the Call homestead oo
Franklin street last Saturday night. Although Mrs. Call bad been in failing

pained

were

J. Johnston

KNOWLTON WHITING.
pretty wedding * hat took

CALL.

J

The many friends

Oct. 1.

A

00 a

work (or S.

at

The Tarratine will

Mountain park, Bluehill, is the centre
attraction for fair-goers this week,
rbe fair there opens to-day, and continues

AT

ELLSWORTH, MAINE,

Items

A. B. Fuse is

EVERY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON

LOUISA

of Interest—Cottagers
Gradually Departing.

Local

2irtjrTttannmtft.

WEDDING BELL8.

OBITUARY.

HANCOCK POINT.

Amherst’s
Fatuous

LOCAL AND POLITICAL JOURNAL

A

COUNTY GOSSIP.

)

|

Directors.
W. KING,
PETERS. Jr. >

A.

3Lrgal IJoticre.
subscriber, the American Security
^pHE
JL and Trust Company of Washington. District, of Columbia, hereby gives notice that it
has been duly appointed'executor of the last
will an i testament of Albert C. Barney, late
of Washington, iu the said Districted
bia, deceased, and given bonds as the law
directs, and has appointed Edward B- Meats,
ut in
of Eden, Hancock
county, Maine, its ag. dethe State of Maine.
All persons haviug
mands against the estate of sa*d deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement,
and all indebted thereto are requested to
make payment immediately.
American Security & Trust Co.
Charles J. Bell, President.
September 11,1903.

______

notice tha*
JL
has been duly appointed administrator with the will annexed of the estate
of Samuel R. Eldridge, late of Bucksport, in
the county of Haucock, deceased, and given
bonds ah the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested
to make payment immediately.
September 1, 1903. Gkorqe A. Ei.phipu8-

rpHEhesubscriber

hereby

gives

subsciibers hereby give notice that
they have been duly appointed executors
of the last will and testament of Charlotte »•
Buck, late of Orland, in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds being required
terms of said will. All persons having demands
deagainst the estate of said deceased are ano
sired to present the same for settlement,
all indebted thereto are requested to mass
Albert R. Buck.
payment immediately.
Harry H. Buck.
September 1, 1908.

THE

by’*}®

CotrfBponUmct.

SIMEON P. TAP LEY

|

r/pniynlne

**° '“l

yo»r"
back.

been
1„V0 never

I

can

M*rc'b>
get

no

my relative*.
My
town to BinehUI.
My native
about nineteen
moved to Ellsworth
(lied shortly after moving
•jo. end
la still alive, but I can
My mother
of

from

word

—

ONB OF THB

FAMOUS “TAPLEY BOYS”
SUPERINTENDENT OF SUNDAY
SCHOOL FORTY YEARS.

an!
trace

Simeon P. Tapiey,

“Tapley bo>s”,

lather

George W. Oray.
the city.
who married In EllsI have a (laughter
« man named Benjamin Edwards—
Korlh
He owned a house there

lly

man

doesn’t have to abut
people will put up with blni.

pawnbroker

Tuesday morning at
of eighty-two years,

he

as a

ass

twenty five

when he

master mariner.

retirement from the sea he
West Brooksville, where h9 has
since resided. Here he took to tilling
the soil and has
always been a successful

|

HAND IN HAND.

believer in God be raised his children
in the same path.
He also did much
toward the
advancement
of
religion
throughout the couuty, more especially
in his native town.
Hts greatest Interest, however, was centered In the Sunday school. He believed
in starting the children on the
right road,
aud with this belief firmly rooted In
body
and mind, he led the Sunday school of the
Congregational church for over forty
years.
In the home circle he

ONE, YOU’LL
WHERE
FIND THE OTHER.
FIND

could

be,

was

nil that

loving husband

a

and

a man

kind

the Doctor from sufferers who have | mainder of the
arrangements has not as
been cured of tho numerous diseases of i
yet been made.
Uis Kidneys, Bladder, Blood. RheumaSimeon P. Tapley was the oldest of eight
tism, Dyspepsia and Female Weaknesses,
! brothers, alt of whom lived to an advanced
It splendid proof of this fact.
Kobert died three years ago, and
Put some urine in a small glass and age,
1st it stand 21 honrs; if it has a sedi- William P. died two years ago. The
ment ; if it is pale or discolored, cloudy or names of the remaining five are Thomas,
ropy; your kidneys and bladder are sick aged seventy-seven; Abraham P., aged
and. there is no medicine in existence ► eventy-four; Oeorge H., seventy-one;
that has made such remarkable cures as Jerome
P., sixty-nine, and John P.,
Dr. David Kennedy’s Favorite Remedy. whose
age we have been unable to learn.
If you are doubtful, it will only coat you
Their father was Kobert Tapley and was
the price of a postal card TO DISPEL
one of sixteen children.
Their mother
THAT DOUBT.

hy

SalJy Stover Tapley.
The boys’ grandfather was
first settlers of Brooksville.

It is a matter of absolute indifference
to ns how many physicians or specialists
have prescrilied for you without bringing you relief; write your full name
and address on a postal card and send it
to the Dr. David Kennedy Corporation,
Bondont, N. Y., and you will receive
absolutely free, a trial bottle of DR.
KENNEDY’S
FAVORITE
DAVID
REMEDY, of sufficient quantity to convince you of its rapid relieving powers,
and that a continuation of its use will
cure any disease of the Kidneys, Liver,
Bladder and Blood.
Druggists sell it in Wnv 50 Cent She
and the regular $1.00 size bottles.
PR. IUVTD KF.VXXDT’S ROSK JFl.I.T radical
Catarrh, Hay Fiver and Cold ta Head. 50c.

G.

A.

PARCHER,

APOTHECARY.

Ellsworth,

Maine

of

many

faiths

other

here

Father

D dlard

will be iniereve 1 and

this

pleasel

to

in

summer,
learn of

his appointment to the important parish
of Johnville, N. B.
The following appreciative sketch of
Fr. Dollard is from the St.John Telegraph
of Septi 17:
Rev. Father Dollard 1* well known In New
Brunswick and the eastern states as a brilliant
w riter and an eloquent preacher and lecturer
The handsome church and house he built during
his residence in 8t. Stephen, and his record as
professor of rhetoric, lecturer and preacher in
the university chapel during his connection
with 8t. Joseph's college, Mcmramcook, have
demonstrated his standing as au able
and

scholarly priest.

was

|

to the respect and affection still cherished
by the
Ca holies of the diocese towards his saintly
fraud uncle, the first bishop of New Brunswick
the Rt. Rev. William Dollard.

ACCIDENTAL

one

of the

Originally there were nine of these boys,
but Timothy died several years ago, at the
There were also
age of seventy years.
two
insisters, but these died in
was
a
blacksmith in
fancy.
Timothy
West Brooksville and bad filled every
office of trust within the gift of his
townsmen.
The
remaining five brothers are a
remarkably hale and hearty set of men,
and are some of the best master mariners
that ever trod a deck or raced a gale.
Each in his time has commanded ghips
that sailed to every quarter of thegfobe.
In their younger days they were great
travellers. If you wanted one of the boys
you might find him at West Brooksville,
but more likely you would be told he was
somewhere on the other side of this great
earth of ours.
Times have changed now, and the remaining five have settled down, and in
rbelr old age are enjoying the fruits of
their younger days.

DROWNING.

Dr. Lincoln A. Stewart Loses his Life
at West Brooksvilie.
Dr.
Lioeoln A. Stewart, of West
Brooksville, was drowned while in bath*
lug last Sunday morning.
Dr. Stewart was not feeling well, and
went

to tbe shore to take

absent

so

plunge.

He

long his wife became

anx-

ious, and sent her

son

to

a

wbat

was

tbe

found

on

the

see

matter.

The doctor’s clothes

were

bank,

but the doctor could not be found.
Assistance
wbb
summoned, and after
searching bis body was found in about
two feet of water.

Dr.* Stewart
His remaius

Monday,

was
were

for burial.

fifty-three years old.
to Springfield,

taken

He leaves

a

wife and

one son.

First Maine Cavalry Association.'
A. K. Devereux was elected
second
vice-president of the Co. 8 First Maine
cavalry association which held its fourth
annual reunion at Calais last Saturday.
This association was formed at Ellsworth Oct. 11, 1899, with a membership

twenty-five
I terially
increased since that
of

which

two deaths have occurred

has

been

ma-

date.

Ony
organiz-

since

ation, and the roster shows the following
names of surviving members of Co. 8 who
live in Hancock county :
Devereux, Lamoine.
W. B. Grant, East Orland.
J. L. Richardson, Bucksport.
J. il. Lawrence,
Neville Hutchings,
T. O. Richardson, North Orland.
N. Bowden, Bluehill.
A. K.

Appointments By Governor.
The following appointments in

county have recently been made by
Gov. Hill:
Bar Harbor
Recorder of
court—W. H. Sherman.

municipal

Inspectors of fish—Sidney E.
Corea; A. B Holt, Gouldsboro.

Doyle,
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COPYRIGHT.
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CIRRCHRAO*

ft

V*

RELIABLE CLOTHING CO.
HARRY E. CONDON, Manager.

First National Bank

Han-

cock

2Ujbnrti0ement0.

k

FATHER

Ellsworth who had tbe pl.iature of meet-

ing Rev.

was

father.

Mr. Tapley leaves a widow; four sons—
Health and Dr. David Kennedy’*
Favorite Remedy are boon Companions; Charles, Edward, Bewail and Pearl—and
they travel together hand in hand, and one daughter Mary.
The funeral will be held Friday and Inwhere you find ono you’ll find the other.
The countless testimonials received ferment at West Brooksville.
The re-

Cbr«

DOLLARD

farmer, building a beautiful home and
The hosts of friends he possesses In this diorearing a family of four boys aud one cese amjngst all creeds and classes and condl
tlons
daughter.
testify to his magnetic personality and his
In the church Mr. Tapley was one of kindly and gentlemanly character.
It
be snld without exaggeration that
may
the first In the
county.
Being a firm Rev. Father Dollard has fallen
heir

aWicrtiaratnils.

YOU

famous

died

settled in

Is

In order to acquire wealth the dentist
must keep plugging away.
From the epicure’* point of view fine
feathers do not make fine blrda.
a*

of the

ever

nothing

opse long

one

After his

Englishman.
,„d mills.
Intormatlon about
Can you give me any
but my letters are rethem? I write,
Mbs Lizxik m. smith.
turned.
The Iron will of the average
but pig Iron.

until

retired

m

The

the

year* ! the advanced age
there. I eight months.
Mr. Papley was horn and raised In West
get no
My lather’s name w«» Brookaville. At the early age of eleven
He bought jttat outside >eara be went to sea. He advanced stead-

her.

WILLIAM

Appointed Pastor to the Parish of
DEAD
AFTER
EIGHTY-TWO
Johnville, N. 3.
YEARS OF USEFUL LIFE
Not
only tbe Catholics hut also

Who Know* Mr*. Gray?
LILLET, NEWAYO OO-. MIOH.,
Sept 10. 1903.
of The American:
to the Editor
,n® *"y 1,,,or"’*llon ■boot
Can !oa *,ve
1 lelt them
In Maine?

relative*

REV.

Building, Ellsworth.

Bird

AJSD SOJS

Jonuli, who was hoeing the next
liis right:

Local
son

the son.
“And bein’ a3 folks think I ought to
git married ng'in, and bein’ I don't
want my children to say they was uegleeted, I tldnk I'll drop over and see

j
j

blmself

for

the

last

visiting

their

closed t heir

Hummer residence here, aud
returned to Brookline.

Kev. John R Tours ton, of VVhitlnsvilie,
has

Bucksport

the

beer*

and

visiting
Orlandr*^

relatives

in

I. K.

Stetson’*.

Chapman

time with
position with

some
a

Dyspepsia

What’s tiie use of a good cook II
there’s a bad stomach —a stomach too
weak properly to digest what is taken
into it?
The owner of such a stomach experiences distress after eating, nausea between meals, and is troubled with
belching and fits of nervous headache
—he’s dyspeptic and miserable.
“I. have been troubled with dyspepsia
and have suffered almost everything.
I
have tried many different remedies, but
could get. no relief until I began talcing
Hood’s Sarsaparilla. After the use of this
medicine 1 could eat without distress, and
today I am as well as ever, but 1 always
keep Hood’s Sarsaparilla on hand.” Mbs.
J. A. Crowell, Canajobarie, N. Y.

Hood’s

Sarsaparilla

and Pills

C

othing Co., Bangor.
Hancock county Pomona grange met
with Verona grange on Saturday.
There
was a large attendance, and an
interesting
and profitable session.

did not dress up at all. was also absent
from the house a couple of hours and
reached home only five minutes before

dyspepsia, strengthen and tone all
digestive organs, and build up the

cure

the

a,,e,tpm.

n’bolp

Baflroati*

ant

Steamboat.

Louis A. Page and wife, formerly of this
town, will move from Massachusetts to

Bangor, where Mr Page is to manage
Fitzgerald furnishing goods store.

his father. On the next night his father
stayed home and Jonah went abroad.

Local

huntsmen

bringing

are

in

the

fairly

Commencing June 15, 1903.

good bags of birds from the near-by covers.
There will be tbe usual number of
cooD'hunts a little later In tbe season.

It got to be a regular thing for Jabe7,
Lee to call on the Widow Spooner ev-

“By gum, but that seems to explain
it! If it's so, I’ll make Joner tired clear
up to his chin.”
The idea was developed that very
When Jonah changed his
evening.
clothes and took a walk the father followed him and kept a hot trail to the
Widow Spooner's.
The murder was
out and the mystery solved.
The parlor curtains had not been lowered, and
the father crept up and saw that his
rival made himself very much at home
on the very chair he himself had occupied the night before. Two hours later, as the son wended his way homeward, a rock whizzed by his ear, and a
ghostly yell from the darkness jumped
him six feet. Next day, while his hair
was still curling and he was trying to
connect that yell with his father’s deep
bass voice, the old man suddenly turned
on him with:
“Joner, if you was courtin’ a woman
and a sneak of a feller tried to sneak
himself in, what would you do?”
“I'd lay for him,” promptly replied
the son.
“That’s jest my way o' thinkin’. Yes,
sir; I'd lay for him and lick him till he
couldn't holler.”
“Drat such sneaks!”
Father and jou looked into each other’s eyes for a moment, and each dissembled and tried to look innocent.
They understood each other, however,
and both set their jaws as they went
on with their work.
That night was
Jonah’s night to go courting, and before he left the house he took notice
that his father was missing. He realized at once what that meant, and he
began to plan. The route to the Widow
Spooner's carried him over a bridge
spanning a deep creek near her house.
There were trees near the north end,
making a deep shadow for many yards,
and Jonah felt that his father would
wait for him there and play some trick.
He therefore removed ids hoots when
he was yet twenty yards away and approached tlie spot with catlike tread.
It muy be stated in advance that the
father was there in the shadow. He
had a sheet ready to wrap around himself and a pillow case ready to pull over
his head. He was not only going to
play ghost, but the ghost would do
some thumping before Jonah could get
away. In that same deep, dark shadow
was a second party. It was un old lame
mule which had been turned out to get
his living beside the highway, and he
had halted at that spot that night to
ruminate and doze. lie stood within
twenty feet of the man in ambush, but
made no noise to-give himself away. In
fact, he took no inte^¥sr whatever in
the proceedings for a time, realizing
that he had passed the age when he
should be mixed up in love adventures,
and it was not until his long ears detected the approach of Jonah that his
eyes shook off sleep and lie wondered
what was up. Jonah crept forward foot
by foot, and at last bis presence was
also detected by the father. With softness of touch he got ready his
ghostly
garments and was on the point of donning them and making a rush when
the old mule raised his head, flapped
his ears and uttered a bray. It was a
bray that split the air with thunderous
sound and made tilings shake for rods
around. The awful and unexpected
sound stirred the “ghost” and Jonah to
action at the same Instant. They went
over the railing of the bridge and into
the waters‘of the creek almost together, and both yelling the same yell.
Five minutes later father and son
reached the bank together and pulled
themselves out. As they stood gasping
and dripping they recognized each other, and the father shouted:
"Joner, durn yer hide, but I’ll—I'll”—
“Dad, you old hypocrite. I’ll—I’ll"—
choked the son.
At that moment the widow opened
her door and came down the path. She
had heard the bray and the yells and
thought some traveler had met with an
tccldent. She saw the two men before
her, with the mule looking down at
them over the railing of the bridge,
ind her woman's wit told her what had
iccurred. She laughed loud and long
is they cowered before her nnd ended
the laugh by remarking:
“I guess both of you better trot homeward and go to bed. You may git the
igor!”
M. QUAD.

e

Mechanic Falls.

Harold M. Wasson, for
F. M. Mooney & Co., has

That evening Jabez I.ee set out on a
courting expedition, while Jonah, who

idea that made him catch his breath
and lift his right fist in the air and
shake it and mutter to himself:

m

are

schooner

three

ing about in the darkness. All of a sudden one day he got an idea. It was an

e

Mrs. Merritt Smith has gone on a New
York trip with tier husband in the

months.

cry Wednesday evening, someone Hidden behind the fence threw stones at
him on three or four occasions, and
once he caught sight of a tnan skulk-

Interesting

Happenings.

mill

John Stetson

j Mass.,

|

in

Good

—

and daughter, of
visiting relatives 1n town.
W. T. Treworgy his built a large woodshed, and will go into the wood business.
Wintbrop B J nes and family have

Milo,

the Widder Spooner this evenin’.”
Jonah had been courting Widow

Spooner

Harry

Mrs.

row on

"Joner, folks is snyin’ that I ought to
git married ng'in.”
"Yes, I've beard ’em say so," replied

Shooting

A. Gouda-

P.

{Copyright. 1903, by C. B. Lewis.]
When Jabez Lee bad been a wldowet
a year and a half be straightened up la
the cornfield one day and said to bis
son

atmulifciniunta.

FROM BUCK SPORT.

/

|

The Creamer branch knitting factory in
the Lee building continues to be a success, and the number of machines will be
increased as fast as competent help can be
secured.
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Frank Meade, engineer of the electric
light plant, has gone to Dexter to enter
the employ of Ed. H. Emerson, who is in
charge of the electric plant of that town.
Harold Parker is in charge of the Bucks*
port station.

..

•.

ii

.!
..

...

..

...

..

Some changes have been made in the
assignments of school teachers.
Miss
Evelyn Hall will teach the shore road
school; Miss Lida B. Green will go to
the North Bucksport school, and Miss
Della Hillman to Hancock pond.
To Cure a Cold iu One Day.
Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets. All
druggists refund the money If It fallsi to cure.
E. w. Grove’s signature is on each box. 26c.

...

..

P.M.

Portland..
Ronton

NYdallyex 8unday'A705

BONELLI—At Stonlngton, Sept 16, to Mr and
Mrs Pietro Bonelli, a
daughter. [Marie
Cornelia J
COUSINS—At Stonlngton, Sept 18, to Mr and
Mrs Charles Ly man Cousins, a daughter.
CARLISLE—At Surry, Sept 12, to Mraml"Mrs
Myron K Carlisle, a son.
HUTCHINGS—At Orland, Sept 16, to Mr and
Mrs Forrest L Hutchings, a son.
MURPHY—At Tremont, Sept 9, to Mr and Mrs
Delmont II Murphy, a eon.
THURSTON—At Tremont. Sept 1, to Mr and
Mrs .lames A Thurston, a daughter.
VEAZIE—At Bluchlll, Sept 15, tu04aaand Mrs
Ferdinand M Veazic, jr, a son.
WHITAKER—At Tremont, Aug 31, to Mr and
Mrs Fran* G Whitaker, a daughter.

MARRIED.
GROSS—KEYES—At Orland, Sept 13, by Rev
M Andrews, Miss Augusta L> Gross to Glenwood P Keyes, both of Orland.
GRIFFIN—LOWE—At Sullivan, Sept 19, by F
A Noyes, esq, Belle A Grllliu to John A
Lowe,
both of Sullivan.
HIGGINS —LINSCOTT—At Ellsworth. Sept 17,
by Rev J P Simonton, Miss Hauiinb M Higgins
to Wil'lam I Linscott, both of LlLwortli.

KNOWLTON—WHITING—At Ellsworth. Sept
16, by Rev .) M Adams, Miss Ethel M Knowlton to William E Whiting, both of Ellsworth.
LOVE—LKACII-At East Bluehill, Sep' 14, bv
Rev .J l) McGraw, Miss Emma B Love, of
Bluehill. to Gilbert S Leach, of Penobscot.
UNDERWOOD-BULMER-At Bar Harbor,
Sept 22, by Rev S L llanscom, Mrs Alice
Underwood to Justin Bulmer, both of Bar
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*Daily.
z Sundays
only,

y Sundays only steamer
leaves Southwest Harbor 2.20 p m; Northeast
Harbor‘. .30 p m; Seal Harbor 2.5o p m, to con*
uect with tldn train.
IStop on slg ial or notice to Conductor.
These trains connect at Bangor, with through
trains on Main Line, to and from Portland, Boston and St. John.

Tickets for oil points South and
West for sale at the 31. C. It. K.
ticket office, Ellsworth.
Passengers are earnestly requested to procure
tlcke'ft before entering the trains, and especially
Ellsworth

to

Falls

and Falls to Ellsworth.
GEO. F. EVANS,
Vice Pres, and Gen’l Manager.

PiflcM, BlneMll & Eilswoitli steamb’l Co.

Harbor.

DIED.
ASH—At Bar Harbor, Sept 16, Annie II, wife of
Edgar H Ash, of \\ cat Eden, aged 2’> years, 4
months, 20 days.
CALL—At K1 aworth. S**pt '9, Louisa Jane,
witlow of Orison tad, aged 7i years, 5 months,
5 days.
HELMS—At Bar Harbor, Sept 18, Minnie L,
wife of E VV Helms, aired 30 >eara, 11 months,
20 days, f Interment at Greenbush]
JENNINGS—Drowned uear I-le uu Haut, Aug
20, Edward Jennings, aged 40 years.
PYLE—At Marlavilie, Sept 22, Charles Pyle,
aged 53 years.
STEW A UT—Drowned at 8 ost Brooksville, Sept
20, I>r Lincoln A Stewart, aged 53 years, 20
ST HATTON—At Bar II irbor, Sept 12, Warreu
Stratton, aged 74 years.
TAPLEY—At West Brookevilla. Sept22, 8imeon
P Tanley, aged 82 years, 8 months.
WOODWARD—At Houston, Texas, Sept 14,
Edward K Woodward, formerly of Ellsworth,
aged 4'f years.

MARINE
Ellsworth

LIST._
Fort.

Monday, Sept.
Sch storm Petrel, Bonsey, Bo-ton
-ch Henrietta A Whitney, Woodward,
land.

21

Port-

Seftjberttsniicms.

Are

good

wick,

Peer Isle, S.rgemvllle,
(6; Herrick’s,
Brooksvllle. Eggemoggln (1) Blake’s
Point, (7) Dlrtgo, Dark Harbor. Rockland, conuectlog with steamers for Boston.

South

(1) Wednesdays, Fridays and Sundays.
(2) Tuesdays. Thursdays and Saturdays when
requested by passenger
<•>) stop when aigual is displayed at wharf or
upon notice from passenger, during months of
June and September; daily during mouths of
July and August.
(4) Stop when flag Is displayed from wharf or
notice

from passenger.

(6) Stop same days and conditions as when
going eastward.
(7) Mondays, Wednesdays a» d Fridays, when
signal Is displayed or upon notice from past>en>

ger.
Note—This company will comply with above
schedule, except In tv* nt of unavoidable causes
of ddav to Us steamers.
Dully trip schedule lu effect June 1 to Oct. 1.
O. A. CHOCK EXT.,

Manager, Rockland,
Rockland, Me., June 1, 1DC3.

Nerves
servants when

they

arc strong; tyrannical masters
when they are weak—when
they will not let you sleep,
nor eat, nor do anything as

you
you

RETURNING.
Will leave Ellsworth (transfer to Surry) 7 45
a m, Surry at 8.30 a m, dallv,
except Sunday for
Bluehlll, (4) South Bluehlll, Brookltn, Sedg-

upon

ARRIVED

The

VI.UKfl ILL LINK.
SCHEDULE IN EFFECT JUNE 1, 1903.
Commencing Sunday, May 31. steamer will
leave Rock] ml (same pier) upon arrival of
steamer from Boston (not before
a ra), dally,
except Monday, for Dart Harbor, (1) Blake’s
Point, (?) Dlrigo (Butter Island), Eggemoggln,
South BrookavlUa, (3) Herrick’s, Sargentvllle,
Peer Isle Sedgwick, Brook 11 n, South Bluehlll,
Blueblll, Surry and Ellsworth (transfer lrotn

EASTERN

Steamship Company.
Mt. Desert Division.
Six

Trips

a

Week

to

Boston.

should, when they keep
pale, thin, and miserable.

Peptiron

Pills

(Chocolate-coated)

Strengthen the nerves and
make good servants of them;
they are both medicine and
food for them and the brain;
ironize the blood, give healthy
color to pale cheeks, lips and
ears, create an appetite, aid
digestion, and promote refreshing sleep.

Commencing Monday, May 4, 1903, steamer
“Mt Desert’*, Cant F L Winterbotham, leaves
Bar Harbor at 1.00 p m dally, except
Sunday,
for Seal Harbor, Northeast Harbor, Southwest
Harbor, Stonlngton and Rockland to connect
with steamer for Boston.
EETURNINQ.
From Boston at 5 p m dally, except Sunday
From Rockland at about 5am daily, except

Monday.

*

All Freight via the steamers of this company is insured against Are and marine
risk.

Peptiron Pills are prepared only by
C. I. HOOD CO., proprietors Hood’s Sarsaparilla, Lowell, Mass. Price 60c. or $1.

E. 8. J. Mobsk, Agent, Bar Harbor.
A. H. iiajsscom, G. P. and T. A.
Boston, Mass.
Calvin Austin, Vice-president and
Gen'l Mgr.. 368 Atlantic ave.. Boston

Selling Agent In Ellsworth:
G. A. Parcher, 14 Main Street.

Subscribe for The American

The American has subscribers at 106
of the 116 post-offices in Hancock county:
all the other papers in the County combined do not reach
ICAN

not the

»*

so

For additional

SURRY.

to

COUNT

•«
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ocher

scot

son.

dajs last week.

Baptist

Sunday.

church

u

W.

Oapt.
Mrs
after

Freethy and daughter,
Younghans, returned to
Brooklyn, N. Y., Monday,
of several

visit

a

weeks in

their

native town.

E. Phillips

Willie

Wednesday
medical

went

and entered

treatment.

hospital for

Phillips

Mr.

Northeast Harbor

home from

P.

came

few weeks

a

ago suffering from the effects of
cold and bus not yet recovered.

Leach and

Bangor

to

the

a

wbo

has

severe

been

Mrs.

Lydia

A.

Young

is

damage
closed

i

home

Ridley,

Miss Maud
and
and

Miss Mabel

ing

are

stable

near

commodious

a

father’s residence

Wardweil

Harbor,

bible

Sept.

21.

BROOKUN.

very

John Freethey, who has been yachting,

lor the Farnsworth Packing Co.
Mies Clatie Tyler, who has been visiting
friends at Beverly, Mass., is at home.
Miss

iting

Angie Smith,
sister, Mrs.

her

Miss

FrankliD, is visGriffin.

of

Edward

Edith Alien, who has been

ployed in

the office at

Eggemoggin,

em-

is at

ill,

is

Rev. J. D. McGraw gave

Sunday.
A. H. Mayo opened bis clam factory at
Nasi; eag last Tuesday.
N. V. Tibbetts, of Washington, D. C., is
visiting his family at West End.
Mins Mabel Tapley is doing office work
home

came

Treworgy,
gaining.

against

visiting

their

who

been

has

Johnson,

Elmer

Sept.

rousing

a

along the

who is

be formed in
mission.

It is the small towns

tell when

voting time

Mia* Winnie
are

in town.

Will Cousins, after a few weeks’ vacation at home, has returned to his work in
ijHwrence, Mass.
Milton

ton,

Tibbetts and wife, of Washingon the steadier “Cath-

C., arrived
erine” Saturday.
D.

Mrs. Whitney Grindell is visiting Mrs.
P. M. Friend.
Sewell Candagc is oat,
dangerous illness.

after

a

long

and

Tbe gasoline jBcbt “Jack”, Capt. Walter
Sinai*, has gone to Milbridge.
Eben McFarland baa returned from
quite au extended visit at Bar Harbor.

Permanent Muscular Strength cannot exist
vffeere there Is not blood strength. Young men
giving attention to muscular development
should bear this In mind.
Hood's Sarsaparilla
give* blood strength and build* up the whole
Advt.
system—

boat, which

distance

bis

from

Dolly.

an

excursion to Cam-

den last week.

Fred Tburlow is visiting bis brother at

Pequit, Minn.
Lyman Gray

Simon Doyle and wife, of Portland, are
guests of Mrs. Doyle’s brother, Henry

is

employed

Moose is-

on

the

land

Young.

Maurice Buckminster is employed
the telephone office here.

Abbie Nichols returned Saturday
from a two weeks’ visit in Bangor and
Mrs.

quarry

as

watchman.
in

Schools
commenced
Monday, with
nearly all the same teachers as last term.
M. Kopleman has opened a dry and

Hampden.
Dudley Jones

j

that

Ralph C. Emery
Mass.,
day.
and

will

C.

Sept. 21.
WEST EDEN.

were

will

aud

calling

Mr*-. Eliza

Webb, who has been clerking for
brother, left for Kockland last week
to attend a business college.
The work of widening the street in
Frank

bis

wife, of Newton,
relatives here Mon-

on

front

of the express and post offices Is
nearly completed. This will make one of
the widest parts of Main street.
W.
Sept. 14.

G. Hill has closed her bouse

spend

the

winter

Everett,

in

Mass.

around,

comes

C.

EAST SULLIVAN.

Hurry to work against resub-

|

WEST SEDGWICK.

Abner J. Pettee has his second scow
nearly ready to launch. This one is for
F. P. Noyes, of West Goutdsboro.

Phebe

Durgain in teaching

at

Olamon.

School 1s in session here with Miss

Eva

The congregation greatly enjoyed t' e
Henry Branscom and wife, ».f Northeast
Farrar, of Charleston, as teacher.
Harbor, were cail ug on friends and rela- solo Sunday morning by Miss Bartlett, of
Minnie Clement, Lyman Gray and Ira
tives Sunday.
Newton.
Mre.
Noyes was accompanist.
|
Durgain have gone to BluebiSI to attend
H.
Sept. 15.
Mrs. Abigail Mayo, who bas been spendthe Bluebili-George Stevens academy.
ing the summer with relatives in Surry,
The season for city company is over,
returned Saturday.
SSbcrtisnnrnts.
and every day sees loads of people with
and
Nellie Fickett,
trunks and other baggage starting homeRaymond Kittredge
of Northeast Harbor, spent Sunday with
ward.
Mr. Kittredge’s parents, C. W. KUtredge
Jesse B. Weasel and w5fe start to-day

and wife.

v

Haynes.

uncle,

Mrs. Annie Asb, who has been ill for
some

bor

time and

was

taken to the

hospital for treatment,

Bar

Har-

died there last

Wednesday. Besides a husband sbe leaves
several brothers and sisters, who have the
deepest sympathy of the whole com-

munity.

The

fuueral

was

held at

the

West Eden schoolhouse Friday afternoon.
In ermentat Mountain View cemetery.

Sept.

M.

21._
WEST BROOKSV1LLE.

Miss Inez Stevens returned from

a

two

Saturday.
Belfast, passed Sunday

weeks* visit in Brewer

Fred Jones, of
with his mother, Mrs. L. J. Jones.

Henry Kenney and little soil are
visiting her mother, Mrs. Annie Andrews.
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Mayridge, of
Mr«. Mabel Friend Is visiting her Rockland, have been in town several days
mother, Mrs. Zenas Fogg, who is quite ill visiting relatives.
at South Blue hill.
Walter M. Tapley, of Rockland, was
L'zz.e Canary has started a new indus- calling on his mother, Mrs. Geo. H. Taptry, “drawing in” silk and woolen rags ley, last Friday.
tor Mrs. Frye, of New York.
At a meeting held last
Wednesday
The well diggers on the Nevin lot on Frank B. Condon and Alvarado Gray
Mill Island and on IrvitA'andage’s lot are were drafted to serve as jurors at the
term of court to be held in Ellsworth in
meeting with good success.
October.
Substitute.
8ept. 21.
Tomson.
Sept. 21.
Mrs.

Kent’s

short

a

in

lantern

was a

8TONINGTON.

E.

Sept. 21.

Miss May Haynes, who has been visitEdith .Lufkin returned to August
ing her mother at North Ellsworth, reMondsv. where she is employed in ti e i turned
Saturday to keep house for her
Kennebec Journal office.
R. W.

BLUEHILL FALLS.

Capt.

of

moored

8. W. Gross took

cows.

20.

be found it

mooring.
Sept. 21.

as

Miss

J. C. Weems and family, of Baltimore,
Md., who have been occupying Mrs.
Atherton’s house, returned Friday.
Use Femme.
Sept. 21.

and milks two

SEDGWICK.
Work

commences on

to-day, H. O. Young

the Green cottage

boss.

Rev. L. E. Carter, who has been preaching in Hodgdon the past five years, is vis-

Men ol Oak
Timbers of oak

for Aroostook county. They will go by
team, and ei joy the beautiful scenery
along the way.
They will go as far as
Sherman, and expect to be gone several

the old

homestead

keep
standing through

the years.

It pays to

use

weeks.

party consisting of Mrs. C. M. Cltopp,
Ada Allen, Joanna Durgain and Ella
Powers were rusticating at Sargentville
A

the

right stuff.

last

“Men of oak”

rugged
•odies

health,
are

are

men

in

a

to

sturdy

at

“Howard

observatory”.

friends called

and

good time is reported.

a

on

tbem while

lay

School begins Monday taught by the
same
teachers—Miss Farnsworth and
Miss Lawn.

con-

Webster and baby
have gone to Milbridge to visit friends
and relatives.
Mrs. Maud and Della

Steamer “Creedmore” moved

Scott’s Emulsion stimulates Stinson and family
the growing powers of children, Stonington Sunday.

foundation for

build
a

a

sturdy

Lester

firm

50c. and

Harvard, son of George
severely hooked by an ugly

sample.

$1.00: all drucreists.

Subscribe for The American.

vlalting

her.

William Knight, who
have
been with Capt. Wilfred
Haakell |„
achooner “D. B
Wood”, arrived home
and

cow

E.

returned to Swan’s Island.

NORTH SULLIVAN.
Mlaa Cora Henacom la vlalting
frlenda

Mrs. Ainsley and Mrs. Fiffel and two
children, of Chicago, who have been vistttng O. C. Donnell and sister, Mrs. Scott,
have returned.

here.

Mra. Page, of Sedgwick, la vlalting her
Ralph Page.

Florence Blaisdell has commenced
the fall terra of school In the south shore
district.
Miss

eon,

Mra. A. M. Moon baa returned from an
extended vlalt with friends and relatives
In Masaachuaelte. She was accompanied
by her daughter, Mrs. Frank Q. Robinson.
Mr. Roblnaon will come later.

J. U. Hardison served dinner to
M. E. society and friends last Friday.
There was a good attendance and a good
sum realized.
Mrs.

the

Leighton,

of

Friends of Mlae Gertrude Stratton, of
Harbor, deeply sympathize with her
In tbe death of her fatber, Warren Slratton, wblcb occurred at that place Sept.
12.
Interment was at Hancock, hie for-

Miibrldge,

Bar

here last week, and took her sister
Bluehill to visit relatives there.

came

to

Mrs. Della Reynolds is visiting Frank
Wentworth and wife.

mer

by

A solo

evening.

accompanied by
organ, was good.
Sept. 21.

Miss

Lura Card

R.

EAST OfiLANO.
'Snow

spent

Sunday

at

to

their

wife and

home in

finished work in the

sons

home

have

in

re-

Milbridge, havsardine factory.

i

MARLBORO.
William Weatherbee and Mrs. Warrec
Weatberbee and children, who have been
visiting at S. H. Remick's, have returned

Wealth!

A Woman’s

the

on

Keg.

3trtjrrttsrmmt2.

Sprague,

Charles

home.

Sept. 21.

There was a good attendance at the Baptist church Sunday morning and eveuing.
The singing was tine, especially in the

Paine’s Celery

bis

home.

Misses Bernice Mason and Bernice Dorr
have returned to the

Bangor big to

VanVoortoeee,

Compound

school.

Brookline, Mass.,
is stopping with Messrs. Keller and Edmands at the Braiuerd cottage.
Mr.

of

GIVES VIGOR AND
3TRENGTH TO DEBILITATED ANI

Mr. and Mrs. Olmstead left for their
home in Hartford last week.

RUN DOWN WOMEN.

HerDorr has returned to New Haven to

After

vacation of several weeks

a

It is maintained by many distinguished
writers that the greatness of a nation depends
much upon the physical condition of its
Mrs. Harriet Hopkins took her little women.
The general conditions which congrandsou Norman to the Eastern Main* tribute to health and long life, are those which
general hospital Tuesday, to have his do not imply a rapid and unequal exhaustion
of those powers by which life is maintained.
tougue operated upou.
While we assert that the women of our land
Harvey Hopkins is visiting friends here ; stand peerless for beauty and the virtues that
after an absence of a yctor.
make them lovable, we cannot hide the fact
Mrs. Caroline Ames, of Millvaie, visited that there are thousands in our midst who,
owing to overwork, worry, household cares,
her sister, Mrs. Drusie Mason, last week
and an unequal exhaustion of life power, have
Mrs. Harriet Mason was quite ill during become
weak, nervous, sleepless, and debilithe past week, but is now recovering.
tated.
We bring to the attention of a!l weary,
Mrs. Samuel Saunders aud
daughter
despondent, hopeless, and sickly w -men
were thrown from their carriage Sunday
earth’s great rescuer and health 1 udder,
while driving around Jordan’s
corner.
Paine’s Celery Compound. Thousands of
Mrs. Saunders is thought to be quite
'em
women around us owe their I
healthy
badly injured. The accident was caused vigor, activity, and robustness to lame’s
by the breaking of a wheel while turning Celery Compound. Mrs. Stephen Smith. St.
too quickly.
Paul, Minn., tells how she was snatched from
M.
Sept. 21.
the grave; she says:—
I had a bad attack of la grippe this spring
PENOBSCOT.
1 and was at death’s
door, and no <■; ever
Postmaster B. H. Cushman is enlargir g expected me to recover. I was so w k that
bis post office department to Accommodate as soon as they brought me out of <■ -<• faint
I was in another.
1 could not tai
any
the K. F. D. route which will go in o
me
nourishment, and doctors' medicine•.
effect Oct. 15.
ami tJ
A friend advised my hi
i no good.
Otis Leach is burning a kiln of bricks at
get me a bottle of 1’aiue‘s Celery C i| m:;d;
his yard.
which he did, but bad no faith in it. 'Ihi
d, I
Capt. Burke Sellers aud Capt. Rtubeu second day after taking the Comp
Perkins are home from a trip to Boston.
began to get real hungry and took an interest
in things. I had every thing that money and
W. J. Creamer Is having bis house
loving care could supply, and with that and
J.
C.
Perkins
and
painted.
Johnsou Paine’s Celery
Compound, I am now o-:ng
1
Bridges are doing the work.
my own work, while three months ago
almost
in
the
I know that I owe my
grave.
William L Gray, of South Penobscot,
health and strength to Paine’s Celery 1 imhas been drawn to serve on the grand
and shall always recommend it.”
jury, and Geo. W. Hatch on the traverse pound,
*
rm.
-i
jury at the October term of court.
roan

work

resume

on a

steamboat.

1

Gilbert 8. Leach, of this town, and Mbs
B. Love, of East Bluehtll were

Emma

married

at

the

Rav. J. D. Me G

NO

place Sept. 14, ty
Many friends in this

latter

raw.

80ME9VILLE.
Rev. H. H. Leavitt and family returned
to Somerville, Mate., Wednesday.
T. L. Bridges, after spending a abort vacation at J. C. Hill’s, returned on Wednesday** boat.
Mrs. Caroline Moore, of
Hillyard,
Wash., arrived Sunday at her mother's,
MrB. Sally Somea.
Miae

mother, Mrs. T. 8. Somea.
Sept. 15.

Diamond Dyes
are easy to use, and
made for home use and
Diamond
home economy.
Dyes never disappoint and
will make the old clothes
look new. 50 different colors.

They
are

her

H.

School commenced yesterday taught by
Miss Cora Turner, of East Surry.
Mrs. W. P. Stewart, Mlse Corinne and
servant, and Miss Olive Obern left Seawlllows for New York yesterday.
E. M. Cunningham and wife and Misses
Katherine aud Annie Hayes, of St. John,
N. B., went to Bluehitl last Sunday aud
climbed the mountain.
Sept. 15.

_Thamp.

TIIE

HANDS WITH

Blanche Somes returned to Colum-

bus, Ohio, Thursday, accompanied by

NEED OF

^SOILING

are extending congratulations.
Sept. 21.
SUBA.

place

Andrew

There was a concert and supper at the
Methodist church
Monday evening,
Proceeds fl3. It was for the benefit ol
the new church.
Thelma.
Sept. 21.

tution.
Send for free

Foster,

turned to their

consti- ing

SCOTT & BOWNE, Chemists.
New York,
409-415 Pearl Street,

Qeorge

Spec.

16.

The sardine factory closed this week.
Misses Ada Turner and Rera Loot went
to Milbridge Wednesday.

-huff.

them

there,

WEST TREMONT.

stitution that will last for years.
Scott’s Emulsion is the right

lelps

K*t« Weed bM returned to
Boston
friend, Mlaa Laura McArthur

who baa been

Direction book and 45 dyed sample* free.
DIAMOND DYES, Burlington, Vt.

SOUTH SURRY.

cst materials.

Childhood is the. time

week

Msny

Sept.

whose
made of -he so mdmen

he foundation for

Miss

with her

few weeks.

tbe

own

of the smart old

one

NORTH BROOKSV1LLE.

roadside.

employed

Nora Gray came home from Southwest Harbor Monday, where she has been
Miss

Hooper, of Melrose, and
Sriant, of Cambridge, Mass.,

whs

visiting

is

talk

hall, Sept.

treatment.

Mh* Martha

She is

family,

four in her

Mrs. Mary Freethey, who has been em- clerk with Cobb, Bate* <5fc Yerxa Co in
j
ployed on steamer “Catherine”, is at their Boston store, is sending his vacahome.
tion with his grandparents, C«*pt. C C.
George Holden took bis daughter Hazel Johnson and wife.
to the hospital at Portland Monday for
It is understood that a club is soon to

his father.

Steuben,

of

|

re-

of

has purchased of Frank
Byron H. Cbatto has returned to the
Gray the John Pulk place and moved his fancy goods store iu the J. C. Harmon
of M<tiue for his third year,
University
|
family there.
y*
building.
j Mrs. Hattie Mayo and son Harold, of
Rose Blodgett was in Penobscot two
The stonecutters went to Bangor Sunwho
have
been
her
visiting
j Lowell, Mass.,
of
last
week, the guest of her sister, day of last week on steamer “W. G. Butdays
| native home, have gone to Bluehiil to Mrs. R. B. Gray.
man”.
: visit her husband’s relatives.

home.

employed.
Pearl Tapley was at West Brooksville
last week, called there by the illness of

light ahead
the rigging

ladies, more than eighty years old. She
alone, and can walk a mile as quickly as a girl of eighteen; doe*the work for

13. much to the satisfaction of his hearers.
as in the past, strong against
resubmission, and much interested in the
wave of
re-enforcement, which is very
noticeable by the absence of the empty
bottles which were so plentyful a few
months sgo

the

McPhee, with daughter Gladys, is
her sister, Mrs. Keniston, in Am-

Guptilt,

Mrs.

They

back.

Newman bad a narrow escape
last Thursday morning when the south*
east gale came on. He got beclamed and
had to anchor outside, somewhere between
Kice’s point oo Cranberry Island and
Bunker’s ledge. When the wind breezed
up it was so thick and so dark be could
not see the length of bis boat, but double
reefing his sail he ran by guess, as he had
no light to see his compass.
Making a

came

resubmiasion at Rural

or

attending

are

Thomas

week.

William

herst.

Surry is,

years

Saturday.

Mariaville.

in

borne tbU week.

summer.

Harvey

Mrs. Clifford Archer has been ill during
Dr. Patten.
from here

last

tbeir homes tbe first

turned to

the week.

Several

Keut,

Mrs.

sister,

their

service to welcome him

J S. Archer attended the Archer reunion
at No. 8. Wednesday.

quarterly meeting

guests of

preached at the white church, Mauset,
Sunday. Mr. Hodgdon lived and preached
here some fifteen or twenty years ago,
aud there was a large gathering at each

Mrs. A. C. Clarry returned to Lowell

friends here.

Hemau

(Jeorge

an

in town

was

the

were

interesting

Mass., Friday.

EAST SURRY.
Mrs.

an

tble week to attend the

Scammon and Violet Gray, of
Northeast Harbor, are visiting Mr Scamtuon’s mother, Mrs. T. M. Scammon, for a

Mrs. William

Capt. Samuel Moore stuck a bone in tbe
finger of bis right hand and it has
caused a painful Injury.
Thomas Hodgdon and wife, of Waldoboro, and Enccb Hodgdon, of Rockland,

be

can

Newman is improving after

fore

reading Thursday evening.

H. T. Siiaby

Y.

G.

price

Meredith Elite went to
Blnehlll1
fair.
Capt. Everett Thompeon, William
Jervla end Charles Thompeon
arrived

Are.

Ernest

man.

another

GREAT POND.

a

Sept.

Mrp. Malina

entertainment
at the cburch here Tuesday
evening,
which was much enjoyed by the children.
Eoo.
Sept. 21.

build-

21.

the

Prof. Chandler gave

the contractor.

Roecoe De. Long. They had dinner 1
clambake on the island.

that

so

island.

long and painful illness.
Dr. and Mrs. Homer, of Franklin, are
visiting their daughter, Mrs. Walter New-

the

on

Behering

At

a

soon.

Rev. Mr. Jackson gave

Fred Graves is

here.

of

picnics.

SEAWALL.

man

Mrs.
Bar

prospect

a

two at

were

their

raised.

“Wilbur”.

Bros., of

with

get one
ing the route

!

Graves

a

pay

; South Gouldsboro Saturday on an excursion given by Capt. Bragdon on the boat

Charles H. Curtis took a picnic party in
his sloop “Wiona” to Hardwood island
last Friday. The party included E. W.
Barton and wife. Miss Mary A. Long,

much

to

gone

gait day for

the

was

the woods. Meantime the parents of tbe
children at 9 o’clock learned of tbe
situation and chartered Capt. E. E. SdamHe
mon who proceeded to tbe island.
succeeded in landing them at midnight.
They were a little chilly.
Ch’e’er.
Sept. 21.

The salary is not enough to
with a team, so it is hard to
to do It. There is talk of extend-

change

even 500 pounds.
Miss Emma B. Love, of this village, and !
Gilbert Leach, of Penobscot, were united
Ralph Hagen and his sister Inez returned
In marriage last Monday evening at the j last week from Northeast Harbor, where
home of
John Love. None except the ; they have been employed.
Several of the school childreu went to
family and immediate relatives were pres-

performed

house, and
Boston.

route now,

N. Bridges, who has been cooking for the Brewer Ice Co., at Bar Harbor,
Mrs. Abbie Austin is on the sick list.
home last Monday. Thursday he
came
Miss Grace Stratton is caring for her.
left for Telos lake, In the Kennebec region.
He will be employed as a cook in a lumber ! A. L. Gray has a colt three months and
camp, by Cornelias Murphy, of Old Town. t went.v days old which tips the scales at an

was

their
near

corner

early hour a boat landed picnic No. 1
For some reason unon the main land.
known, the boat did not return for picnic
No. 2.
Sailors in a vessel near by seeing
their dilemma, landed on the island and
offered to take them ashore in their yaw*

hereabouts to fruit.

The K. F. D. has its third carrier

visiting relatives

Hannah Christie went to Massachusetts last week for employment.

ent at the ceremony, which
by Rev. J. D. McGraw.

did

at the

an

Mrs. Margaret Thurston is planning to
soon to spend the winter with her
son in Oambrldge, Mass.

Miss

Lusher

17tb

the same
belong-

minutes later

few

the

e„M,

Mre.

Hooper, was Tuesday.
Saturday.
Beicber Howard, Eddie Knight
and
She made a gash in or near the groin, neQtorgle Hardy, who bave been
employed
cessitating three stitches being taken.
oo yacht "Admiral” tbia
aummer, arrived
John Sargent is at home from West borne
Saturday,
his
Sullivan for a week’s visit with
Capt. E. T. Mara ball, with bla wile and
parents, Alfred Sargent and wife.
daughter, arrived from Somea round
boat. Having learned tbe nursery rhyme
Hollis Blaisdell and family, who have
Saturday. Capt. Marahall Is on bla way
“What shall we do with the drunken
been stopping with his parents, C. hi.
to Philadelphia.
sailor”, etc., they were afraid and fled to Blaisdell and wife, the past summer, have
Sept. 21.
There

leave

in Machias.

Mass.

Friday

Roland Small and children have

Mrs.

j

and

A

ran over a cow

ti li.i
u“l

Bangor, visited
piece Sunday,
Joeeph Morey, of Ceetlne, la the
of Min* Melville
Tbotupnon.

Miss Myrtle Scammon has returned
from Northeast Harbor where she has

Friday morning ran
spent
belonging to Charles E.

ing to L. C. Bragdon.

SOUTH DEER ISLE.
The gale the 16tb

Mrs. I. N. Salisbury is visiting her son
George B. Cousins, who has been with
Capt. Otis Candage in the schooner at El sworth.
“Puritan” during the summer, came home
Walter Yonng and family spent Sunday
last Wednesday from Belfast.
I at CLk Point.
E. W. Barton, of Holyoke, Mass., who
Mrs. E. D. Bragdon has moved into the
has been spending bis vacation here, left ! Frank Gilpatrick house.
for
this morning
Ellsworth. Mr. Barton
Mrs. Lucy Gray and Minnie Smithspent
is agent for the Lyman Seed Co., of
a day at Bar Harbor last week.

Springfield,

train

NORTH DEER ISLE.
George Holden bet gone to Bouton.
Job.. Brockle, of

EAST FRANKLIN.

bone in

a

,r,

^

year ago.

a

Saturday.
Sept. 21.

train

heifer

a

Smith.

me.”

_^

viile.

Pearsons, of Burlingguests of Mrs. L. B.

the

over

breaking

him down

The down

“If
He says:
He is long-

his childhood.

is needed advise

in

|

throwing
his leg.

ing again to visit the places where bis
happy childhood days were spent, the
streams where be fished, the fields where
be roamed, the bills where he* used to
climb, and see bis old friends, and live
over again for a day the life of nearly
fifty years ago. Acco-dlng to the Utah
papers Dr. Condon has attained high
rank as one of the most brilliant speakers
of the state, and is frequently, in evidence
as at* after-dinner talker.
It is a pleasure
to bear favorable reports from Maine
boys in other state.
H.
Sept. 18.

M.

George
Clark,
Anson Thom are attending the Biuebill
Belgrade for some time, is at borne.
academy.
I During bis stay in Belgrade Mr. Clark
Miss Margie Long, who has been exp- was
obliged to enter the city hospital at
ployed at a summer hotel at Seal Harbor, Augusta, having serious trouble in one of
returned last Wednesday.
his *y^s. The offending eye was removed,
Miss Mabel Wardweil, daughter of W
G.
Sept. 21.
M. Wardweil, entertained her frieuds at
NORTH
LAMOINE.
her home last Saturday evening.
Miss Myrtle Jordan is home from WaterMisses Mabel and Emma P. Twining
are

more

A.

Jennie

their home in

recently.

ton, Mass.,
Grindie.

spots of

O-good has been drawn to serve as
juror and E. E. Swett as grand
juror at the October term of the supreme
court at Ellsworth.
R

day.
Mrs. Oscar White and daughter Ethel
returned from their visit at East Orland

and Miss Florence

Dr. A. S. Condon, of Ogden, Utah, recently sent his check for f!25 to aid in
fencing the old cemetery at North PenobThis is characteristic of the doctor
scot.
who is always ready to help on every good
cause with voice or money, and who cherishes with tender memory the sacred

traverse

pag*%

Mis* Lizzie Davis, of Bluebili, is teaching in the Candagevilie district.
Miss Mary A. Long who has been visiting at North Sullivan, returned last Mon-

Chapman, Linwood

two

in the

Robert Ashworth left Inst Thursday for
Spruce Head.

M.

»lu his wife and

“Melissa Trask” is loading with staves at Egypt for New York.
Nathan Collar met with a bad accident
The animal ran,
while leading a cow.
The schooner

NORTH PENOBSCOT.

Rev E. Q. Lewis, a student of the theological seminary at Charleston, preached

EAST BLUE HILL.

Sylvia

Sept.

Rev. J. D. McGraw assisted Rev. F. V.
Star.l- y in revival services at North Penob-

F WS.

>

this sadtCount % Hews

j

with pneumonia.
Rev. D. B. Smith is attending the quarterly meeting at Mariaviile.

C.

•or A

Melvn and Homer Wilbur spent a few
days last week In Lakewood with their
grandmother, Mrs. Adella Wilbur.
David Mosley and then Kingman went
to Waltham last Friday, returning Monday. They atteuded the Haslem reunion

Norman Smith and wife,

of

eon

is it!

Parker.

Patten went to Boston Friday

Chnri.s

WEST FRANKLIN.

Attle,

COUNTY NEW*;
MHM CoomOg tin,,

Mart

Pn9e*

«m

Bangor.

to

wem

Smith, of Providence, R. I
visiting her mother, Mrs. Deit

21.

County AV«r*

additional

>

Mrs. Let He
is in town

L A. McGraw returned from Northeast
Harbor Tu ( a/.

Hon of The American, barring the Bar
Harbor Record's summer list, is larger
than that of all the other papers
in Hancock county.

other payee

see

Nettie Hagerthy is teaching school
in BrookHn.

The circula

merely local papers.

are

iting

Mrs.

in

Hancock county, and has never claimed to
be, but it is the only paper that can prop
erly be called a County paper; all the
rest

County

The AMER-

many.

only paper printed

Neioe

In a few week* they will
for California where they will make
their home. Mr*. Weatherbee’s husband

COUNTY XEV S.

In this vicinity, lie is accompanied
by bis wife end son Warren.
Charles A. Holden has had hia home
“Reach View” shingled the past week.

NEWS

COUNTY

Worms?
True’s Elixir
fiDr.I_
w

Many

children

are

troubled with

[ and treated lor eometiuioc else.

■
■

^

A lew dose*

will expel worusif tbeyexiit,and proven '»
able tonic if there are no worms. 85c
^
int. J. r. TKUK A t!Q„ Auburn. Me.__

BROOKUN.

Joseph Babson

and

wife,

of

Brooklin,

gave a clam bake last Saturday. It
a most successful
clam-bake from

points

of

view,

save

that

of the

was

all
clams.
Walker

Those present were John and
Babson and their wives, of
Washington,
D. C., Prof, and Mrs.
Eaveaon, of Scranton, Pa., Julian Moore and wife, of Sargentville, and Miss Edith Boas Smith of
St. Louts.
Sept 18.
8pec.

1 axative Rromo Quinine
Cures

a

Cold in One Day,

Cri^n 2

Day:

Advertisers,
QAUC

OH¥L

Challen’s
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MONEY bt raw
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Book*.
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Subscription Record,
Job Printer s 1
Advertising Record,
Correspondence Record.
e
ry
Ruled, printed and Indexed for quick
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application.
E. A. & W. E. CHILD..
14 Dover Street.
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on

every
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WEST SULLIVAN.

Merchant

R ubeu

‘T-es Annie

repainted

has

bis

Mary Cameron
Saturday.
Blaladell left Thursday lor
aba will study music.
Drew and

Ellsworth

*

,rlce

iracy reunion grounds at the old
Jonathan Tracy homestead, Gouldsboro
Point, are requested to meet there Saturday, Oct. 3, tor the purpose of Improving
and potting the grounds in order.
The
me

iN Fj >V o.

1
COUNT
an.**

B,where

hi Mr,
,„hv arrived at the home
Arthur Hunker Thursday.
P. hall Tburs
..payday” ba!l at K. succeae.
was a marked

men

and

‘''e

lining

itf

Is going to run a aeries of
II U Tracy
this 1.11 and winter.
jtgiear uanoea
Everett Tracy have
Ash and
.in

,,

paving motion

11(j

quarry*

spent Friday

9l',rrmi
Adams.
tl,-v.

Hroa’.

Gordon and Mra. Laura
with Mra. L. A.

.Mary J

M

Dunbar

at

Robertson and Ralph Springer
Saturday from a abort viait In

V

jftu'iied

WaterviHe.
Monday at Sullivan
Hlgll school began
ol
Bariior, E. H. Smith, superintendent
aehuiA, teacher.
R. 1„ la
Mi.» Sadie Dyer, ol Providence,
visit to her mother,
making her annual
lira. Till!* Dyer.
and Everett Ober,
Btv. O G. Barnard
are boardtaaclier nl the grammar acbool,
ing lit W. B. Ouodislu’a.
Methodist
Sn-rsl ol the ladiee of the
school children
cbiirih gave the Huoday
ii|c at V. B. Gordon’s Held Saturday.
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(all business outlook here Is good.
IU-ni iri I that the big Washington
New bids
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iy land here soon.
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in towu next week.
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with

Methodist church

at the

Topic:

v>":. 1.

ii

being

are

La Marsh, the blind preach-

inn

er. I

be

lor.

'--illed
i)

M

Spec.

assembly, No. 32, P. 8., greatly
visit to Halcyon assembly, of
Harbor. Tbe hupper consisted

of every thing that wan good, and tiie various ways tbe lobster Mas served was a
treat Indeed. Tbe coolness of tbe nlgbt
the return

od

the visitors of

reminded

coming. The trip was one to
be remembered, and the lodge here will
be only too glad w hen a return visit is
wbat

was

made.

Vincent Crosby, of Bridgton, is In town,
visiting bis parents.
John Dority grange is grow lug in memMembers from all over
ip fast.
towu are coming iu, and a pleasant w inter is in prospect for tbe order.
Miss Ruby Havey is borne from Portland, where she bas been visiting relbers!:

atives.

M:._ Cussie Robertson and Miss Cora
were in Kilswortb Saturday.
There will be a lecture Wednesday

Hooper

evening, Sept. 30, at the church, by tbe
bliud minister, Rev. Norman LaMarsb,
who bas been
work.

Tbe

here

topic

Dissected.”

before

in

evangelical

will be: ‘•Human Nature

Tbe

toward

local

hoped

that every

surplus

funds will

go

church
one

work, and it
will buy tickets.

is

Tbe Epworth league society will have a
aociable Saturday evening at K. of P. hall,
to raise funds towards
building a small
winter vestry and entertainment room on
the rear of the church.
Ice-cream and
cake will be on sale.
FRANK LIN.
Ctrrol! Duon is at home after
»t Sorrento.

R«y Dwelley

Harbor, last
Joseph H.

returned

a season

from Northeast

week.
West arrived from Washing-

toe, D. C., Sunday.

Susie Swan returned from the islauds recently.

C*!..

is

M«ry Taft Sleuman, of San Jose,
visiting relatives in town.

M'*.C T. Bunker and Mrs. Z. L. Wiltur «re
convalescing from their recent

iilutSs,

^iril*
Uo

n

Donnell and wife, with their
are visiting

children, of Ellsworth,
■mong relatives.
^r- 8. 8.

DeBeck

and

attended

wife,

who

the reunion at Cliftou, also
visited friends in
Bangor and Eddington.
Mrs. Julia E. DaBeck and
daughter Ivy
Mouday for Ellsworth, whore they
®*pect to remain several weeks.
^

Tuuwassah

court and

companion

court

Oolight eutertaiued Waltham Foresters
Sunshine court Saturday evening.
0
initiation and suppjr tilled out a de-

*od

‘‘gbtful evening.
Mrs. Lottie
Tyler Bunker and young
sou
Paul, with Mi*s Clara Leavitt, leave
or
Baugor this week to remain uutil after
music festival.

Mrs. James Swan and
sister, .Mrs. KobD8ou, of Southwest Harbor, leave this
ee* for a visit
in Augusta.
Th9 'uuer.l o«
George McNaugbtoo
ocurred at Hancock
Sunday, Rev. David
err
Mr.
officiating.
McNaugbton was
a
veteran o[ tbe Civil war.
®«Pt. 21.
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GOULDSBORO.
James Dyer, ol
Baatbrook, who has
Purchased tbe Alex. Weatherbee
place,
there last week.

88

^

...U

Smith, with her daughter
Miss EUie Pendleton, ol
H*rbor, apeut yeeterday with rel-

Myra
e'

and

“'ues tn town.
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in the Improvement ol

<“"*h *“d Work, off
Umh1** Bromo-Qulnlne
Tablets
one
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*'•

No

tore,

no

Pay.

the Cold
cure a cold
Price 25 oenu.

bring
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noon.
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ON THE WAY

TO AYLWIN
By M. MACLEAN

I

I

HELUWELL
Copyright, IMS, hy T, C. McClure

NORTH CASTING.

I

Mr-

boys are requested

implement which can he used in the
work on t he ground-, the ladies to
bring
the picnic dinner which is to ba served at

n«>i

The tr:i!n stopped with a jolt, and
the passengers thronged out. filling the
Will Devereux and Percy
Ward well
station with bustle and confusion.
have gone to New York in the schooner
Chatterton, who was on his way to
“Charles Luting'’.
Halifax, was looking idly out of the
Capt. Joseph Blodgett, who has been in smoker window, when suddenly ttiere
Command of a barge from
Philadelphia passed neross his range of vision n cerfor several years, has arrived and will
tain well cut profile whieli lie knew
Occupy his house here through the winter. could belong to only one woman in the
world. Without an Instant’s hesitation
Miss Helen Wardwell is
attending the
he picked up his hat and left the car,
high school at the village.
Miss Grace Wardwell has gone to clearing the steps just as the train
started henvily forward.
Penobscot, where she has employment.
The small Btation was crowded with
Capt. David Dodge has bis new house people, and Chatterton looked some
nearly ready for occupancy.
time for the lady of the profile before
Hancock Pomona grange will meet with he espied her sitting quietly in one corHighland grange, North Penobscot, Sat
ner of the dingy waiting room.
She had thrown open her coat and
urday, Oct. 3.
Twenty patrons from Castlne grange was leaning back against the wall with
attended the Hancock Pomona grange at closed eyes, evidently prepared to wait
Bucksport last Saturday, which proved some time. Chatterton seated himself
In the opposite corner of the room and,
to be an occasion of
much interest
some three hundred being present.
The drawing out a paper, pretended to read
chief attraction was the presence of the while he watched her furtively.
People passed aud repassed between
State Master Gardner, who gave an interthem. The noise and confusion ebbed
esting and Instructive discourse.
and flowed as train ufter train came in
Rev. Thomas Fessenden, recently of the
and departed.
Iona conference, 1ms accepted the pastorThen all at once a lull came. Silence
ate of the Methodist church at Castlne.
reigned on the platform, and ChatterHe preached at the Dunbar school house
ton suddenly realized that he and the
Sunday afternoon.
lady were alone in the waiting room.
L.
Sept. 21.
He rose and went out abruptly, and as
he passed through the door he stopped
FRANKLIN.
for a moment before a time table that
Its Business Prospects—Granite Busihung beside it, one name having
caught his eye.
ness-Relay House Changes Hands.
In« town uf Knuikiin ft e!s the loss of
“Aylwln,” he muttered. "Of course
the lute John Paul (Jordon nud Walter
going home for the dear old people’s
Boardmau Bln indell, in industrial, general
anniversary dinner. How could I have
and social ways, although deserving and
forgotten it? I don't believe she ever
ambitious successors have taken tbelr
traveled alone before, and it's a whole
places. The business circles of the whole hour to wait in this hole. Don’t I know
county felt the loss of these two business the long. Interminable dragging on of
men.
They were a force that the town the minutes, don't I know—ah. but it
did not seem long last year when we
could ill afford to lose.
The death or retirement in a small waited here together!”
lie passed out on to the deserted
community of one or more of its progressive business men is always a setback platform and. lighting a cigar, smoked
to a large number of people who are a
furiously while he paced up and down,
loug time in getting over their depend- revolving many tilings in his mind.
At last, throwing hack Ills head with
It
ence on the business done by
them.
a sudden resolution, he tossed aside his
leaves the dependent ones in a groping
position. The changed conditions must cigar and re-entered the waiting room.
As the door closed behind him the
have time to get adjusted, and a new
Even the successors
girl in the corner opened her eyes, and
basis established.
a
sudden wave of color touched her
a proper routine
are at a certain loss for
cheeks. Her cool, gray eyes regarded
uo matter how closely allied they
may
his steadily for a moment, then she
have formerly been.
Frank E. Blaisdell succeeded W. B. turned her face slowly from him. But
the man, lifting his hat, advanced
Blaisdell in the granite and general merquickly.
chandise business; be has grown up witb
“Margaret,” he cried us he stood bethe business, and promises to become a
fore her, “I want to talk to you.” Her
worthy successor.
Truman Biaisdeil may be said to have baffling gray eyes met his with no
«
trace of embarrassment.
succeeded J. P. Gordon in the granite
"I know of nothing you can have to
business, in that be uuw owns and oper
say to me. You were very explicit.
ates the plant at the head of the bay, and
Nothing of im|M»rtatice was omitted,
Sherman S. Scammon his successor in the
but if something else has occurred to
mill and lumber business at West Frankyou you have my lawyer's address and
Hu. He is a live Yankee, a id has the
can communicate with him.”
property humming in o<d-time shape.
He made no answer for a moment,
When water is low he runs his steam
then lie said abruptly:
ptaut; w hen logs are scarce he resurrects
“Y'oti are going home for the annisome from the bottom of the mill-pond—
dinner tomorrow. I can just
logs that have evaded tbe saw of former versary
see the table blazing with lights and
proprietors for years. Mr. Scau mori is
flowers, the dear old pater beaming
bit bashful abour arousing them
not a
with pride and the little mother all
from their Kip Van Winkle resting-place,
soft smiles and tender happiness. Toaud converting them into marketable
morrow will be the first time there has
long and short lumber, headings, shingles,
ever been au empty place at the annilaths, tirewood and sawdust, products aud
versary dinner. I am afraid the little
byproducts.
mother will not ilke that. She has alMr. and Mrs. Frank P. Gott succeeded
ways had perfect faith iu her sous-inMr. Gordon in the general merchandise
law.”
business and tbe store is aB well stocked as
“It Is easy to deceive old people,” she
ever.
such dear,
The retirement of Mr. and Mrs. W. Interrupted, “particularly
trustful old people as they.
ThomaB Havey, of the R;lay house, this guileless,
Will you kindly leave me? Under exweek, makes au Important change in the
isting circumstances np gentleman
local hotel business. Mr. aud Mrs. liavey
They should have to be reminded that he has
have been life-long hotel people.
his right to Inflict his comAlpbouso Havey renounced
have purchased tbe
made many pany upon his—the woman”—
bouse nearby, and have
“His wife," he finished gently. “Why
and
changes in Its general appearance,
hesltute? Is the word so hateful to
Mr. and Mrs.
now have a cozy home.
Relay you? A separation is not a divorce,
Harry Havey will renovatetothe
the pubyou know. I don't want to force myhouse and open it next week
lic.
Gradually necessary improvements self upon you. Margaret. But I cannot
the
of
needs
tbe
10
suit
will be made
get the little mother out of my mind.
travelling public. The splendid location
I)o they know at home iff our trouble?”
a
aud arrangement of the house warrant
and it is
The girl was silent for a moment,
good business from tbe start,
safe to predict success for the new proprithen she faced him suddenly, her eyes

Capt. J. P. Hatch

etors.

is

ill.

blazing.

__

?>o.

Euoon rustenient For the Boy.

Patsy—Mom, won’t yer gimme
candy now?

me

Mrs. Casey—Dldn' Oi tell ye 01
wouldn’t give ye anny at all if ye didn’t
kape still?
Patsy-Yes'm. but—
Mrs. Casey—Well, tbe longer ye kape
still the sooner ye’ll get it.—Philadelphia Press.
The Only Way.
now, do

you think
a man can
there is any way whereby
retain the respect of his children?
Midgett—He might send them away
as they begin to
from home as soon

Fidgett—Really,

lake notice.—Boston Transcript.
In

Chicago.

celebrating
"The lady next door is
her golden wedding.
"Married fifty years?”

“No—times!”—Puck.
a disagreeaSome people have such
remind you
ble memory that they can
ago.
of things you did a thousand years
—Atchison Globe.

Reciprocity and Tariff

of thtrty.two
1 the tide of a new document
American Protective
ages just Issued by tbe
of tbe reciprocity
arlff league, ami includes all
Congress
reattes now under consideration by
the late Speaker Heed
M editorial opinions of
an exhaustive treat se
n the Cuban treaty, and
of reciprocity treaties
n the constitutionality
Sheldon, of Callfor
y former Representative
Ask
cents.
Sent to anv address for four
la
Address W F. Watcman,
pr document No. «.
fork.
New
eneral secretary, MS Broadway,

You
cried; “tuey don t.
are not the only one who loves them!
You have been the cause of my doing
much that I regret, and now you are
making me do the one thing ! have alYou
ways loathed with all my soul.
have forced me to lie to them for the
first time in my life! 1 have told them
nothing yet of the truth. In my letters
I have always added your love and
such messages as you used to send.
They expect you tonight. I shall tell
them that Just ns we were starting an
urgent telegram came from the Halifax branch demanding your immediate
I
presence. Oh. I shall get through!
The last
have had my schooling."
words were rather faint, but she threw
back her head and added almost fiercely. “And It will iK)t be acting to shew
them how happy I am!”
He did not tell her that her face, her
voice, her very attitude, belied her
words, for something was teaching him
wisdom. Instead he answered gently:
"It will he Impossible to deceive the
When those clear blue
little mother
eyes look into yours and her soft voice
asks. 'Why. Mndda. where’s our Teddy?’ all lies will shrivel up and die.
You will have to tell her everything
and that will mean that all joy will g
not only out of the anniversary dinner,
You know how sh
but ont'of her life
regards such things. Margaret, don’t
yon think that for her sake and the pa
ter’s I had better go down with you
Just for the dinner? I can make mv
excuses and leave on the mldnigH
I shall not trouble
train tomorrow.
sue

you, believe me. They must not he allowed to suspect anything, bet srhen
we are alone we Khali be as strangers.
I shall not even talk to you if you <lo
not wish it.
There is plenty of time
for you to decide. 1 am asking nothing
for myself-—I know that that Is fruitless—but. I am pleading for the little
mother and the pater.'*
lie turned as he finished speaking
and left her alone.
It seemed scarcely five minutes before she heard his voice again. “The
Aylwin train Is coming,” lie said.
“Shall I get n ticket?”
“Yes,” she answered simply.
The cars were crowded, but he found
a seat, and, putting her in it with the
old air of proprietorship that had always been so sweet to her, he seated
himself beside her in silence.
The train rattled on, and as they sat
so uear together, yet so very far apart,
the thoughts of each turned to the last
time they had traveled that road together, on their first visit heme after
their honeymoon.
How happy they had been then!
IIow happy they might have been now
if only that little rift within the lute—
Through the mind of each the same
questions rang—had there been just
and sufficient cause? A little patience, u
little forbearance, a little sacrificing of
pride at the beginning—
Chatterton looked down at the slight
figure beside him. They would not be
able to deceive the little mother after
all. Happy? With the old sparkle all
gone from her eyes and those pathetic
little lines about her mouth! And he
had sworn to love her. to cherish her
and protect her through good and ill
till death should part them. Instinctively ids hand closed over hers ns it
lay listlessly on the seat beside him.
At the touch of his fingers she turned,
and something shone in her eyes as she
drew closer to him.
“Dear,” she said softly, “I’m so lonely, so tired and so sorry. Will you”—
Ilis firm clasp of the hand tightened
as the conductor threw open the door
and shouted, “Aylwin next station!”
“Hush,” he whispered. “It was all
my fault, little girl. I have been a
brute, but all the rest of my life I shall
make atonement, for we'll start all
over again, and—we won’t have to act
a
lie to the little mother, will we,
Madda ?”
And. though she answered nothing in
words, each understood and was hap-

Windfall*

For

To ail persons Interested m either of tbe eatales hereinafter named.
At a probate court held at Bluehill, in and
for the county of Hancock, on tbe first
day oi September, a. d. 1903.
'T'IHE following mailers having been presented for the action thereupon hereinI
after indicated, it is hereby ordered that notice thereof be given to all persons interested,
by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in the hi Haworth. American, a newspaper published at
Ellsworth, in said county, that they may appear at a probate court to be held at Ellaworth, in said county, on the sixth nay of October. a. d. 1903, at. ten of the clock in tbe
forenoon, and be beard thereon if they see

Ellsworth Has to Eow to the Inevitable. Scores of Citizens Prove it.
After the reader has read
statement of

the

this representative cit

Ellsworth given below, he must,

squarely

and

clusion:

A

|

form the

same

!

cumstances.

public
zen

of

fairly,

honestly come to this conremedy which cured years
Lewis Y. Marshall, late of Trenton, in said
deceased. A certain instrument pur| ago, which has kept the party in good county,
to be tbe last will and testament of
porting
j health since, can be relied upon to per- suin deceased, together with petition for pro-

bate thereof, presented by Phebe L. Marshall,
the executor therein named.
William W'. Oke. late c»t Ellsworth, in said
county, deceased. \ certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by Jennie P. Bell, the
executor therein named.
Noah Brooks, late of Castine, in said county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament o; said
deceast d, together with petition for probate
thereof, presented by William H. Hooper, the
executor therein named.
Allison Gray, late of Penobscot, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presenttd by Joseph M. Hutchins. the executor therein named.
Barzillai H. Closson, late of Sedgwick, In
said county, deceased. A certain instrument
purporting to be the last will and testament
of said deceased, together with
petition for
probate thereof, presented by A. Lincoln Closson. the executor therein named.
Charles A. Trask, late of Mount Desert, in
said county, deceased. Petition that Maud E.
Trask and Jerome H. Knowles or some other
suitable person be appointed administrator
of the estate of said deceased, presented by
Maud PL Trask, widow of said deceased.
Jennie M. Suminsby, minor, of P3deu. in said
county. Petition filed bv William N. Huminsby, guardian, for license to sell the real estate of said minor.
Samuel P\ Buzzell, late of Amherst, in said
county, deceased. First account of Caroline
M. Files, administratrix, filed for settlement.
Alfred Joy, late of Ellsworth, in said county, deceased. Petition filed by Elizabeth A.
Joy, administratrix, for allowance to widow.
0. P. CUNNINGHAM, Judge of said Court.
A true copy. Attest:—Chas. P. Dork, Register.

work under similar cir-

Read this:

Capt. Perry W. Alley, living on the
Bayside road, six miles south of Ellsworth, says: “I first learned of D an’s
Kidney Pills in the winter of 1897, when 1
stopped an attack of lame and aching
back

which

sometimes

hurt

so

1 could

scarcely go about, to say nothing about
doing work. 1 believe a man who is sub
ject to backache will have recurrences, and
treatment which

the

doubted benefit

on one

brought

him

occasion

may

do its work in future attacks.

to

had

notice but I know of

friends and

so

acquaintances

I

many

un-

fail
have

of my

who have

used

obtained such undoubted
results that 1 still have as great faith in
the claims made for it as I did live years
ago. 1 have advised more than one in this
the

remedy

and

| vicinity to go to Wigglu & Moore’s drug
j store for Doan’s Kidney Pills when I
heard them complaining of backache or
other symptoms of kidney complaint.”
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cent’.
Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole
agents for the United States.
Remember the name,
no

Doan’s,

hereby gives notice that
duly appointed adminisestate of Nancy D. Saunders,
late of Dedham, in the county of Hancock
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imHadlky P. Bckkill.
mediately.
September 1,1903.
subscriber
rpiIE
he has been
X

and take

substitute.

ILrgal Satires,
OF FOKEi'LOSUHK.
Frances E. Gray, of Penobscot,
Hancock county, and stale of Maine,
by her mortgage deed dated the seventh day
of February, a. d. 1902, and recorded in the
Hancock registry of deeds, book 374, page 252,
conveyed to me, the undersigned, certain real
estate situated in Penobscot and Biuehill, in
said coun'y, bounded and described as follows: Beginning on the town line between
Penobscot and Biuehill on the line of land
owned by Joab E. Gray; thence northeasterly
on said town line fifty-three rods to a stake
and stone; thence westerly on
stone
wall
forty one rods to stake and stone; thence
northeasterly on stone wall ten rods to stake
and stone; thence westerly on stone wall six
teen rods to
slake and stone and thence
westerly to a large Norway pine tree; thence
south westerly to stake and stone on land of
Joab E. Gray; thence southeasterly on said
Gray’s line twenty-one rods to stake and
stones; thence easterly on the said Gray line
to said town line and place of beginning, containing thirty three acres, more or less. Also
the premises sold aDd conveyed to David B.
Gray and Benjamin H. Gray by Horace Perkins by his deed dated April 7, a. d. 1880. and
recorded in Hancock registry of deeds, book
171, page 529, to which deed reference may be
had for full description; also one-half of a
tract of land in Biuehill and being the southeast half of lot No. 41, bounded on Bouth by
land formerly owned by Pelatiah Perkins, on
the east by land owned by John Irish and
north by land owned by David B. Gray and
Benjamin H. Gray, containing in all thirtyeight acres, excepting the meadow laud
deeded by Shedrick Gray. Also one-half of a
tract of land in Biuehill, bounded as follows:
Beginning on the land of Elisha Bowden on
»he hard ground off from the meadow; thence
northeasterly by said line to the heath;
thence on said heath to land of Lewis Urindle; thence southwesterly on said Griudle’s
line to the high ground; thence northwesterly on high ground to place of beginning,
containing ail the meadow land inside said
bounds; ami wheieas the condition of said
mortgage has been broken, now therefore, by
re -son of the breach of the condition thereof,
I claim a foreclosure ol said mortgage.
Geo. M. Warren.
September 12. 1903

WHEREAS

Him.

folks finding bank
“When I read
notes stuffed in old sofa pillows and
pincushions,” said a west side dealer
in secondhand household furniture to a
New York Times man, “it just makes
me ready to cry. Half the stories printed about such finds I don’t believe. I’ve
been in this business thirty-one years
right here in little old New York. I’ve
made it a point of gathering in all sorts
of odds and ends from old cranks that
I thought would be likely to hide monI’ve never left anything like a piley.
low or a thing where money could be
hidden in any lot 1 bought outright, although I’ve had to brave many a pitiful appeal for father's tobacco box and
I uc\er lot
mother’s sewing basket.
any piece of furniture go out of here
again until I have been through it myself. Wife and l have pulled hair stuffing out of things and put it back again
when we could have saved ourselves
trouble and money by letting the stuff
Find anygo out for sale without it.
thing? Not a cent. Once I found an
old book hidden in a mattress that was
bought from a woman who died. I
took it to a bookseller, who said it was
not worth my car fare.
No, sir; the
only way to get money in this business,
like any other, is to work for it and not
expect to find it.”
of

^PHE subscriber hereby gives notice that
JL she has been duly appointed administratrix of the estate of Thos. N. B. Holt,
late
of
in
the
BJuehill,
county of
[lancock, deceased, and given bonds as the
law
directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the
same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested
to make payment immediately.
Alice A. Holt.
September i, 1903.fet*ii
subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of William J. Dodge,
late of Or land, in the county of Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imFred H. Dodge.
mediately.
September 1,1903.

THE

j
;

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
Blanche G. Reed, of Brewer,
•\TTHEREAS
W in the county of Penobscot, and State
of Alaine, by her mortgage deed dated the 15th
day of July, a. d. 1902, and recorded in the
Hancock registry of deeds, book 377. page 541,
conveyed to me, the undersigned, certain par
cels of real estate situate iu Dedham in the
county of Hancocn, and bounded and described as follows:
Beginning in the northerly line of the lot of
land conveyed by Wilbra S. Crockett to
Emily A. Hooper, deed recorded in Hancock
registry of deeds, book 243, p. 157, at a stake;
thence in a northerly direction, ninety feet
more or less to a stake; thence westerly one
hundred and twenty-four feet more or less to
Rain Drought So Order*.
a stake standing by a pear tree; thence southD.
a
Armour
one
received
Philip
day
erly sixty-thite feet more or less to a stake;
thence westerly two hundred feet more or
reletter
from
an
in
very long
agent
lesB to a stake in the easterly line of said
gard to conditions of trade in the coun- Hooper’s line; thence in a southerly direction
twenty-seven feet more or less to a stake
which
was
he
traveling. in said
try through
northerly line of said Hooper’s land;
Page after page was devoted to telling thence in an easterly direction by said Hoopline three hundred and twentyer’s
northerly
and
unhis employer that the weather
four feet more or less to the point begun at.
certain crop conditions were responsiBeing the same premises conveyed to me by
ble for the meager orders and not a William F. Reed deed dated October 19, 1898
of deeds,
and recorded in Hancock
lack of energy or perseverance on his book 333, p. 98. Also anotherregistry
lot or parcel of
own part.
Rain was needed in that land situate in said Dedham, viz.:
Beginning at a stake in the fence on the
section. With the first downpour hope northerly
line of the Frye lot, running thence
would enter into the despondent com- north seventeen degrees east thirty five rods
to a corner; thence north thirteen degrees
munity, and an order commensurate west thiity-four rods to a maple „ree; thence
with the benefits granted to a parched south eighty six degrees west ten rods to a
I stake; thence north three degrees west twen
earth could be expected. Rain saturat- | ty-six rods to a stake; thence
south seventyed the earth, lengthy letters continued two degrees/'west twenty nine rods to the
south line of the lot; thence on the south line
to arrive, but no orders.
of the lot south three degrees east forty nine
“How about orders?” wrote the mer- rods to the corner of the lot; thence south
eighty-four degrees east to a point begun at.
chant. who was weary of footing non
Being the same premises conveyed by
to William F. Reed, deed
productive expensive accounts and Emily A. Hooper and
dated
recorded in Hancock
July 1, 1897,
“Write and lei 1
reading long letters.
registry of deeds, book 323. p. 431, referred to
lor further description ol the premises. With
me know in the fewest possible words
all the building* thereon.
what merchants say now that they
Conveyed to Blanche A. Re* d by William F.
Reed deed dated October 19, 1898. and recorded
have rain.”
in Hancock registry of deeds, book 333,
By return mail the famous merchant | page 98.
And whereas the condition of said mortreceived a letter which told him in a
has been broken, uow, therefore, by reafew words the reception accorded the gage
son of the bnach of the condition thereof 1
claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
agent in the newly drenched territory
Charles W. Crockett.
“Dry up, old man, dry up.”
Banaror, Maine. Sept. 14. 1903.
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Not Friends; .last

In

a

bis department

a

woman

in

OF FORECLOSURE.
Charlotte O. Bunker. wife of

Barney H. Bunker, in her
WHEREAS
and George 8. Hanna, occupant of

dainty,
of buy-

tlie net
ing some lace caught sight of another
pretty little woman who was buying
As their eyes met both
some ribbon.
shoppers dropped the articles at which
they had been looking and rushed into
each other’s arms.
"Old and dear friends reunited after
many years,” thought the clerk behind
the counter.
At last the time for parting came.
"Now do eotne and see me real soon,”
said the first woman.
"Oh. I never pay calls, you know,” replied the other. “You come and see
me.”
"Well, I don’t know your address.”
“It is the last house on
street,
next to Riverside drive.”
"But I do ngt know your name since
your last marriage.”
It was then that the clerk woke up to
the real situation.
“Just a pair of gushers,” he said to
himself disgustedly.—New York Tress.

pretty little

NOTICE

Gushers.
store

;

of the

trator

NOTICK

py\o

legal Katins.

ffkmcal

own

right,

the premises conveyed in relinquishment of his im
and
noth
of Sulli
betterments,
provements
State of
van, in the county of Hancock,
Maine, by tbeir mortgage deed da.ed June 13,
1885, and tetorded in the Hancock county,
Maine, registry of deeds, in book 292, page 316.
conveyed to Barney B. Havey, of Sullivan,
aforesaid, “a cei tain lot or parcel of land situated in said Sullivan and kuown as the
‘George Hanna Place’ it being the southern
divided half of lot No. 14, according to the
town plan of Sullivan containing about twenty-five acres and bounded as follows: On the
south by lot No. 15, on the west by lots Nos.
18 and 19, on the north by the north half of lot
No. 14, and on the east by lots Nos. five and
six. together with all the buildings on said

premises.
It being the same premises conveyed to
grantor by Sidney 8. Hanna recorded in Hancock county registry, book 158, page 187, to

which reference is made for title
And whereas the said Barney B. Havey, by
assignment dated August 26, a. d. 1903, and recorded with said registry, in book 398, page
179, assigned to me the undersigned, said
mortgage deed and the debt or claim thereby
secured; and whereas the condition of said
mortgage has been broken pow, therefore, by
breach of the condition thereof, I claim a
foreclosure of said mortgage.
Florence Hanna.
Dated at Gouldsboro, Maine, this 14th day cf
September, a. d. 1903.
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rPHE subscriber hereby gives notice that
be has been duly appointed adminisX
trator of the estate of Edward E. Mills, late
of Surry, in
the
county of Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons baviDg demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imAbbie M. Mills.
mediately.
September 1, 1903.
ri^HE subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed administraX
tor of the estate of Melissa H. Fray, late
of Mount Desert, in the county of Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present,
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imM. L. Allen.
mediately.
September 1, 1903.
^PHE subscriber hereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed administraJL
trix of the estate of Charles B. Pray, late
of Eden, in the county of Hancock, deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imEdith Helen Prav.
mediately.
September 1. 1903.
subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of Lysander II. Bunker,
late of Sorrento, in the county of Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and alL indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imCharles H. Prfblb.
mediately.
September 1. 1903.

THE

subscribers hereby give notice that
nave been duly appointed execulast will and testament of Olive*
H. Fernald, late of Tremont, in the county
of Hancock, deceased, no bonds being required by the terms of said will. All persem*
having demands against the estate of sa^d
deceased are desired to present the same lot
settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment Immediately.
Roth A. Fbrnald.
Louisa L. Fernald.
September 1,1903.

THEoftheythe

tors

Hinckley, late of Rluehill, in the county of
Hancock, deceased, and given bonds ft- the
All persons having demands
law directs.
against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make
payment immediately.
Arthur L. Hi non ley.
Harriet E. Morton.
September 1, 1903.

mHE subscriber hereby gives notice that
JL he ha* be* n duly appointed by the probate court for the county of Hancock and
State of Maine, executor of the last will and
testament of Henry H. Francis, late of Boston. in the county of Suffolk, and Comntfnwealth of Massachusetts, deceased, having
estate in said county of Hancock, no bonds
being required by the terms of said will.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same lor settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imHenry Sayle.s, Executor.
mediately.
Schooner Head, Bar Harbor, Maine.

September8.

1903.

%

_

subscriber hereby gives notice that
be has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of Philander H. Austin,
late of Ellsworth, in the county of Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imHoyt E. Austin.
mediately,
September 1, 1903.

THE

STEAM
ASD
••NO

LAUNDRY
BATH BOOMS.

PAY, NO

WA8B KE,"

All kinds of laundry worn done at short ufice. Goods called for and delivered.
H. B. KSTKY A CJO-,
KHawnrth. w*.
West End Bridge.

Pauper Notice.
undersigned hereby gives notice that he
haB contracted with the city of Ellsworth,
THE
of the
during the ensuing
for the
poor,
support
year, and has made ample provision for their
support. He therefore forbids al! persona from
furnishing supplies to any pauper ou hie account, as wlthoutYila written order he will pay
for no goods so furnished. HiBBT 8 Jones.

('Ol N i't

COUNTY NI0WS.
9br additional Count* Sttrt

ottir

wn

**

page*

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

Mn>. Alice Gilley has been confined to
week

a

with

a

Howard

Gilley

into the

has moved

Tinker’s purchased
of Homer Brawn.
John

near

n

\

week.

a

regret
Tenney
to team of bis Illness In a Massachusetts
H. Ames and little son, of Boston, visited her mother, Mrs. Sarah PhilMrs. VV.

lips,

Ellen Sargt nt, of Maiden, Mass,
is spending a week or two with Mrs. J. A.
Freeman. Miss Sargent’s visits are al-

by

by
large black bear
bands crossing the track
railroad bridge recently.
A

Southwest

Nellie Carroll, who has served
as summer librarian, left two
weeks sgo for her school at island Fails.
Her sister Grace has taken the vacant
Miss

to Bath in

extended

Sept.

the

the

noble young

H. W. Joyce
on business.

in Rockland

“Mabel”,

Scnooner

ing tisd

was

of

for Gloucester

mau

Pearl Gray, of Portland, is visiting bie
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Gray.
Mrs. Clara Holt and Miss Alice Holt
left Sept. 18 for Boston, where
they
expect to remain through the wiuter.

Saturday
is load-

Miss Lousse

from S. S. Morse

Hinckley,

who has beau

in

Boston two years, is spending her vacation with her parents, Merrill Hinckley

Herrick returned last week
Boston, where be speut a few weeks

Maynard

and wife.

Monday Thomas Tapper and wife, of
Jamaica Plain, and Mr. and Mrs. Bartlett

witb bis father.
White
Jellison and wife, of
Head light station, speut last week here
with their boo George.
Frank

E

of

field,

We**t

Mass

returned

respective homes.
The village schools

to

under

are

tbeir

the

in-

Holbrook, second assistant at struction of the same teachers as last
Martinicus light station, with his family, term—Mies L'zzie Grindle, grammar,
is spending a few days witb his parents.! Miss Julia Saunders,
primary.
mer

|

Rev.

Mr.

Ailwitcb’s

wife and children

week from East Grafton, N. H.
They have rented the Mouler bouse for
the wiuter.
came

last

MUscs Katie Stanley and Gertie McRae
home from Southwest

Mrs. Surah Bent, who passed the sumat Austin L. Parker’s, was unfortunate enough to sprain her wrist badly
just before her return to Boston.
mer

In

the programme of
the
copying
entertainment, tbe name of Miss

Harbor where

Rebekati

they have been employed at the Claremont
and Stanley house.

She gave

are

Capt. Martin Kent returned Friday
from Boston, where he has bteri carrying
laths between Portland and Bostou in his
vessel, the “G. H. F. Perkins”.
8chooner yacht “Roudina”, of Bostoo,
is here, where she will be /tripped and
bau ed up for the winter. This is said to
be one of the best harbors along the coast
for that purpose.
Harvey and Harry Gross found
the steamer “Circe’s” life boat off Hat is*
William

land

Thursday,

the

17th,

she

having

parted her lowing line on the trip between Isle au Haut and Stonington on the
day.
Sept. 21.

same

David.

2bbcttisrmmw.

Rena Johnson
an

was

amusing

accidently

omitted.

reading which

was

heartily applauded.
Tbe seniors and

juniors of the B.-G. 8.
reception to the sophomores and freshmen in Kaue’s ball, Monday evening A brief entertainment was
given, and refreshments were served.
academy gave

Sept.

a

22.

M.

FRANKLIN.
Wife” will be the subject of
Rev. C. E. Peterseu’s sermon Sunday eveLing, Sept. 27. The congregational singing
in the Methodist church is more than
excellent, and the choir is keeping up its
reputation of being one of tbe best on
the coast.
A large audience was delighted to listen last Sunday afternoon to
the voluntary of Mrs. Fickett.,
Sept. 22.
Spec.
‘‘A Model

_

MANSET.

DO YOU GET UP
WITH A LAME BACK ?
Kidney

Trouble Makes You

Almost
papers is
(2_ji

Miserable.

everybody

who reads the newsknow of the wonderful
cures
made by Dr.
jtn |,

sure

to

5

Irwumcr

_

—"-

cer

Rev. Thomas A. Hodgdon, of Waidoboro, a former resident of thia. place,
preached In tbe Union cbnrch Sunday
morning and afternoon to a good-sized
audience.

Repairs
under tbe

Sept.

on

specialist,

and

ommended for everything but if you have kidney, liver or bladder trouble it will be found
just the remedy you need. 11 has been tested
in so many ways, in hospital work, in private
practice, among the helpless too poor to purchase relief and has proved so successful in
every case that a special arrangement has
been made by which ail readers of this paper
who have not already tried it, may have a
sample bottle sent free by mail, also a book
telling more about Swamp-Root and how to
find out if you have kidney or bladder trouble.
When writing mention reading this generous
offer In this paper and
send your address tog
Dr, Kilmer & Co.,Bing-1
hamton, N. Y. The
regular fifty cent and Room of Swamp-Rooc.
dollar sizes are sold by all good druggists.
DodH make any mistake, but remember the
8watnp-Root, Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root,
Binghamton, K. T., on every

begat'

this week

21.

E.
RICEVILLE.

John H. Riley, of Bangor, has ju«?t com*
pleted for the Hancock Leather Co. a
stone building for a
boiler-house
in
township 39. The buildiug is 22x60 and
20 feet higb.

Sept.

22.

Spec.

NORTH OR LAND.

is

wonderfully successful in promptly curing
lame back, kidney, bladder, uric acid troubles and Bright's Disease, which is the worst
form of kidney trouble.
Dr. Kilmer’s Swamp-Root is not rec-

tbe church

direction of A. Torrey.

owamp-KOOt,

the great kidney, liver
and bladder remedy.
It is the great medi^ cal
triumph of the nineteenth century;
dislll covered after years of
j'l scientific research by
Dr. Kilmer, the eminent kidney and blad-

firm has recently beeu organized
for the purpose of manufacturing short
bard-wood lumber.
Rogers & Ingalls
compose tbe firm, and they start out with
All dimensions up to
bright prospects.
A

new

eight

feet in

length

will be cut.

gURRY.
Esther, daughter of Dr. W. E. Emery,
and Percy Young are students at
tne
Ellsworth high school.
SEDGWICK.
Hancock county C. E. union will
meet in Sedgwick on Tuesday, Oct. 20.
Tbe

Very

few

men

who take their

whiskey

straight keep that way themselves.
When a woman says a thing is in style
she means it won't be as soon as all her
friends get it.

name.

and the address,
bottle.

C.

A.

PARCHER,

APOTHKCAKY.

Ellsworth,

Maine.

Subscribe for The American.

ry

I

'nptrriohf,

jaw.

by T.

McOure

'1 urn awfully sorry.” he said meekly. hut his eyes belled his words. “I
really wouldn't have come if I had
known I had to inlliet myself on you I
He offered his arm,
in tills way.”
j
looking at her downcast, piquant little |
face with a world of .pity in his eyes.
■'I'on't take it

so

hard, dear," he whis-

I

M. GALLERT’S

|iered.
She raised her head and flash's! him
defiant look. "You forget,” she said
icily. “Don't take advantage of our
haring to sit next one another through
a long dinner to treat me so.
I don’t
see what Mrs. Clarke was thinking of.”
Don's eyes twinkled.
‘'Well, real■
'■
ly," he said, "l don't see that Mrs.
Clarke can be blamed. How could she
know that you had refused me last
Who but a merchant of
evening? If you don't want to talk to
me you can talk to your other neigh
bor.”
could make such a
Nan looked at the fat, stupid old gen
tiernan on her other side and made a
as may now be seen at our store ?
little liioue. “He is certainly the lesser
of two evils,” she said and turned her
round white shoulder to Don.
for
house
and
The latter, with seeming eagerness,
talked to a gay young widow oil ids
other side, and Nan listened with wanof the best—and best of
dering attention to the dissertation of
the elderly gnrmnnd on the delights of
low.
pate do foie gras.
The conversation between the tv alow
and Don waxed most frivolous.
Nan
too numerous to mention.
felt the angry tears coming to her j
It was not fair to treat her so. !
eyes.
Oh but the woolens are warm, and dress
Never since she had known him had
he deliberately turned Ids back on her.
Call.
Every one would notice it. She hated j
that widow.
Ah, thnt will be glorious!" cried the
hitler.
“Will you come for me at 3.
and may 1 really drive those grays of
yours all the way out to the club? I
long to feel the reins In my hands
again. 1 haven’t driven good horses for
so long.
Most popple are afraid to let
me try.
hut you know I can drive,
don't you, Don?
Do you remember
long ago, in those good old days, how
we
list'd to go spinning out to the
Country club and"— Then her voice
dropped, and .Van heard no more.
Oh. if only Archie or Dick or Malcalm were next her, wouldn’t she show
Don how little she cared?
But this
stupid old Mr. Jones could hardly tie
Induced to take his attention from his
plate for a moment. She talked excitedly. the color mounted into her checks,
and Don. who watched her surreptitiously. thought he had never swoi her
so
It was a bittersweet
charming.
thing just to sit next her this way. even
if she would not speak to him.
He-lBtcned only half mechanically to
at most games, and yon
that the photographs did not lie, amf
what Mrs. Wright was saying.
His Bin stupid
on his favorable report bought the
mind would wander back to that last know it."
“Oh, hearts.” lie said.
thing for 50.000 francs. On the arrival
evening when he had finished that de“But this isn't hearts!" she cried, of the article at his house in Purls he
licious wait* with her and they had
him. “It's sent for some workmen to open the
strolled Into the conservatory.
He willfully misunderstanding
"Allow n® to write you
isn't love one."
Made
cases.
One of them appeared to hiiu
could still hear the last strains of the pingpong, and it
rat I
few lines to let you kr
is fv»r me." he said. to go about the work rather carelessly,
“But
it
always
die
music
Him Feel have taken one bott of jrsur
away, sobbingly sweet. She
She went on playing and ignored the and he remonstrated with the man,
was radiant In her filmy rose colored
L. F.' Bittora for rr.y
oc. ar.i
Better
subject.
who answered: “Have no fear. sir. I
am ; leased to say th_t 1 a- feegown that he told her looked like a bit
“I think this will probably he the kuow just how it needs to be opened,
than he
fel’ f a
of sunset cloud. She had seemed happy
ing now as I have
last game we will have together for a for i packed it when it left Paris.”
longtime. In fact, ten ye.-a. !
and content until he had made the mishad felt
am recommending your True 'L.
long time," he said mournfully after
take of telling her he loved her. and
in Ten
a- i
F.* Bitters to all my
Drowned at Custine.
then the whole radiant world was they had played in silence for a few
telling them what good it
minutes.
Years
W.
T.
about
Eu9tis, aged
thirty-five, of
suddenly turned to cold gray tones, as
You may use my
done for me.
Nan missed the ball.
“Why?” she Springfitld, Mass., was drowned In Cta
when the evening colors in the sky fade
name If you wish."
Alfred J.
her
left
face
and
asked.
The
color
tine
harbor
last Wednesday.
He was
into the twilight.
Pooler, Fairfield, Maine
then
back
again.
surged
beard
to make an outcry, and waa teen in
The hostess rose, and he stood back
“I am going to start for South Africa tbe wNter, tut
to let Nan pass.
She had never a look
apparently making no atto hrvt himself
he
said.
“Some
business
next
tempt
week,”
for him. but chatted gayly with Madge
Tbe canoe was not overturned, bad
me there, and if all goes
interests
call
Trelawney as they left the room. Then
shipped no water and the padd e wts
he threw himself back in his chair and well I may decide to stay—forever.”
under the seat. Tbe body was recovered.
The True “L.F "Atwood’s
Nan
the
bail.
she
"Oh!"
picked up
smoked in silence, not listening to the
Bitten Cleanse the System
said
after
moment.
“South
a
Africa
With tbe issue of last week, Qeorge A
talk about him.
and Purify the Blood
must
be—a—er—very interesting place, Parlin, editor and proprietor of tbe MaWhen he strolled into the drawing
but rather—er—hot, is it not?”
cbiaa Pnion, retires from active business,
room half an hour later Mrs. Clarke,
“Yes," he said pensively. “It's a very bavlog been a printer for dfty years, and
who was neag the door, held out a deUnion for
manager of the
four
ADS
taining hand. “I want you to take Nan unhealthy climate where I am going. years Mr. Parlin baa sold bisforty
interests
Marsh fever, cholera—all those things to F. W.
Into the library to play pingpong," she
Bowker, of Macbias.
kill people off rather fast.”
said.
PAY BEST
You have all tbe mouey you need 10
He sent the ball back so wildly that
But perhaps she won t want to, oblong as a dollar represents to yon only so
jected Don. Mrs. Clarke looked at him it landed on top of the bookcase. “The much pleasure.
TRY
game is mine,” he said, throwing down
shrewdly.
"Don't you think I know that you his racket
“But it isn't” she said.
"I won it
StibcTtistmtnts.
and Nan have Quarreled?” she asked.
fairly and squarely.”
“Am I blind?
Be a good boy and
Her lips were trembling and there
make it up.”
were bright tears in her eyes as she
"I am willing enough to. Mrs. Clarke."
he said so earnestly that his hostess went over to the fireplace and looked
There
felt as though he hud taken her into down into the leaping flames.
his confidence and led him up to the was something so pathetic and lonely
every day in your lifetime you are eatlow couch near the fire, where Nan was about the little figure in the fire light
ing food cooked on some kind of a
still talking to Madge Trelawney. The that he went to her quickly.
“Please say the game is mine.” he
range or stove.
color had gone from her face now, and
Is this food cooked wholesomely,
begged and held out his hands.
she looked tired and listless.
She swayed for a moment as though
“Take Mr. Prentice Into the library
easily and economically ?
she would fall and then turned and
1
and make him play pingpoug. Nan.”
There is no reason why it should
not be, so long as you can buy a
begged Mrs. Clarke. "Things are go- put both her little hands In his.
"Well, yes." she said, smiling through
ing very dully tonight, and I want
CLARION RANGE.
her tears. "You have won. Don. Only
some one to start them up a hit.”
Thousands of households run
don't
to
South
please
Africa.”
go
Nan was surprised to find herself a
and
smoothly
inexpensively with
moment later alone in the dimly lit lithese thoroughly made ranges.
Modern Ant&ciuitien.
brary with Prentice. She had not inIf yours is not one of them, ask your
The quest for things antique has led
tended to come.
Now that she was
dealer or us about CLARIONS.
there, however, she longed to sit down to systematic forgery and imitation on
the part of dealers, l’aris is the great
on the low seat la-fore the flickering
THE IMPERIAL CLAHIUN.
fire and have him tell her again how center of this deceitful industry, says
he loved her. If she could hear those the Nation. There has been discovered
WOOD & BISHOP
Maine.
words now she thought her answer iu the suburbs a thriving factory for
ESTABLISHED 1839.
would be different. He had taken her the fabrication of Egyptian mummies,
by surprise last night. He had taken cases and all. These are shipped to
her love too much for granted and Egypt and in due time return as prophurt her pride. But all that was over. erly antiquated discoveries.
She dared not yield to the spell of the
A funny story is now current about a
fire light. She picked up a racket and collector of mediaeval things. A certried the delicate little celluloid ball on tain clever workman in stone made to
the table.
the order of a dealer in mediaeval an“Come on,” she said. “We might as tiquities a Venetian
chimueypiece of
well play a set to please Mrs. Clarke." the fifteenth century and received foi
They played a game absent minded
his work some two or three thousand
!y. “Love one.” he said when they laid francs. The dealer shipped the chim
finished.
neypieee to Italy and had it set up in a
“But it isn’t,” pouted Nan. “It's no
palace near Venice, bringing back to
fun to play with you. You never keep Paris
photographs of the palace and of
score right. You won that game.”
the ehimneypiece in situ.
By means
A Modern School of Business*for both sexes. <t »W® teach the new COB“Oh, did I?” be inquired. “I am sur- of these photographs he aroused the
mercial system—“ACTlrA1, BUSINESS FKOM TIIE START.” I'1'®* ;
win.”
Y'ou
always
prised.
interest of a rich collector, who sent
I Howard Shorthand, and Touch Typewriting. Low expenses. Graduates ai ^
asked
“What?”
scornfully. his
Nqn
ea
secretary to Venice to make sure i to
I
“What game do 1 ever win, Don?
positions. Opens Tuesday following Labor Day. Write for illustrated
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Opening!
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thirty-five years’
selection

experience

Every-

the

thing

and wardrobe,

all,

everything

prices wonderfully

Specialties

■

Mrs. V. P. K'ine started for her home
ii Cleveland, O Sept. 17.

& Sou.
from

G.

Miss Marten, of Salem, Is visiting; her
aunt, Mrs. Ralph.
Miss Eilen Stover went to Boston this
week via Sedgwick.

in town

Castine,

is

BLUEH1LL.

SWAN’S ISLAND.
was

Danforth,

of

Ru(uh Morse has gone to Lynn, Ma*e.
Cart Hinckley returned from his visit to
Boston last week.

Spray.

Q. A. Pock, of Camden,
last week.

Scribner,

Sept. 21.

lovely bride.

21.

have been

here.

hearty congratulations

to

secure

who

son,

a

Wallace

church, Watertown, Mass. Mr.
ana Mrs. Hathaway will be "at home”
bird Thursdays after
qn t:«e first aud
Dec. 1 at the WestmiDfter, Copley square,
Boston. Our “Berie”, who wa- a general
favorite through her girlhood days here,
will have the best wishes of her many
friends here and elsewLere for a happy
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making his home for the present with
Henry Butler and wife. He came here to
vis t bis sou Charles, who is station agent

Methonisl
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yacht. On their way they
called on her niece, Miss Rebecca Butler,
who is attending school at Castine.

The Southwest H rbor friends of Miss
Ber ice Lawton are receiving invitation
her parei ta to witness the
c*uos from
wedding of their daughter to James AmThe cerebrose Hathaway, jr.f on Oct 7
mony is to take p uce at noon a'. St John’s

and

Jones

Mrs.

library, and all feel certain
thai she will prove an admirable substiA few valuable books were recently
tute.
donated by Rev. C. F. Dole and others.

life,
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spending the summer with Nelson Stewart and family, have returned to Boston.
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Mrs. Wallace accompanied ter husband
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Moore,
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visited her sisters, Mrs. Olive Marshall
and Mrs. Rose Young, receutly.
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Harbor friends.

place

will

hospital.

Miss

welcomed

making
few weeks’ stay with her brother, Eben
Friends of Adelbert
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Myra Wilson, of McKinley,
aLd me granular iu charge of Miss Pollan), ut Bangor.

ways

DiRtck,of Clifton,

Mrs Ann

town opeu to-day, Monday,
primary in this section in

of Mi

cnarue

is teaching titre.
Lena Stewart.

Mrs. Etta Dow visited her daughter,
Mrs. Rexford Hodgkins, in Laniolne last

Mary Snow has close her cottage
and returned with her friend Miss Green
to her work at the Pratt institute. Brook
lyn, N. Y.
^
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r' w tv n

By Elsie Carmichael

Harbor,

of Bar

Egypt,

of

She boards with Mrs.

Miss

the

Wtst,

Miss

re-

teaching at Opeche or some other
school she Las bad iu charge for several
term*.

Schools
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recently.

daughter, Mis Stillman Warde.

her

sume

8epi. 21,
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Bar Harbor.

cold.

severe
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John McKay is underpinning his bouse.
Mrs. Josie Googlus has returned from

improved.
her bed for

*
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FRANKLIN
Mi-8 Saoie Mu

Elizabeth Lawler has teeu quite
ill for several weeks, but is now much
MrB.

at>btrtt»nnmt».

ljVV?>.

a
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• 1,000 in Cash Prises.
A paper like the Boston Herald never does
things by halves. When it offers $1,000 in cash
prizes, it means to distribute $1,000.
The details will not be made public until next
Sunday. Such an offer should excite enough
interect to pat a Sunday Boston Herald in every
home In this town, and It will be surprising if
this does not result.

trimmings beautiful!

M.

GALLERT,
ELLSWORTH.

Grateful Praise

—

AMERICAN

ONE

I

THREE TIMES A DAY

CO., Bangor,

1

logue. HOWAKD & BROWN, Proprietors.

